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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
The following answers to questions on notice were circulated:

EDUCATION - CONTRACT/CONSULTANCY EMPLOYEES
(Question No. 9)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
(a)
(b)

How many people have been employed on a contract basis in each of his Ministry, department or agencies and
what is the nature and value of those contracts?
How many people have been employed to undertake consulting work since 3 October 1992 and what is the
nature and value of those consultancies?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
(a)

Late in 1992 the Directorate of School Education (DSE) initiated cleaning services in government schools being
provided by contractors rather than by the direct employment of individuals. This action was taken in
response to recommendations for the more efficient provision of this service made by the Auditor-General in
his 1986-87 and subsequent annual reports.
All government school councils were advised to call for expressions of interest or tenders and enter into contracts,
in accordance with their responsibilities under the Education Act for maintaining a clean area. These contracts
are between individual school councils and cleaning companies, or individual cleaning contractors. Contract
school cleaning commenced in January 1993.
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OSE Consultancies approved between 3 October 1992 to 30 June 1993 to proceed:
APP.
COST
S

ACTUAL
COST
S

Speaker - management of critical incident
stress in school organisations

250

250

Michael Norman

To inservice beginning teachers on major
system trends both here and overseas

398

394

The Write Approach

To develop a marketing and communcications
program plan for Victoria's environmental
education strategy

Profs. Tim Brown and
Sam Ball

To undertake an independent review of the
VCE verification process.

Charles Lovitt of the
Curriculum
Corporation

Present inservices on maths activities.

Consultus Australia

To provide advice on communciation activities
inOSE'

Or Brian Caldwell

Principals leading self-managing schools

575

575

Gary Jobling

Human resource management

400

400

Lorraine Ling

Curriculum manaKement

500

500

Jeni Wilson

150

150

Or Judith Paphazy

Professional development for CLPIELIC
participants and tutors.
To provide a framework for the development
of coping skills envisioned with the new
principal's role in a self managing school

575

575

Heather Fehring

School assessment and reporting.

500

500

Lawrie Orysdale

Marketing skills

500

500

Terry Bainbridge

Managing the principal's role in self-managing
schools.

500

500

Michael Norman

Principal class induction program

525

525

St Martins Youth
Theatre
Liz Olijnyk

"Puttin" on the Ritz

213

322

Leadership skills for women

750

NAME OF
CONSULTANT

NATURE OF CONSULTANCY

Rob Gordon

2500

2500

49000

37359

350

30000

300

21 700

750
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John Flanagan

Level 2 first aid course

Michael Nonnan
Dr Jocelyn Scutt

1 920

2760

PlanninK services for the future

450

452

Women in education network professional

500

500

2000

2000

development
Arthur Anderson

Investigate process of communication between
Minister's Office & Directorate staff.

Christine Collins

Gippsland administrative staff skills
development

750

750

Anne Cliff

Report writing for Gippsland administrative
staff

350

350

Linda Brand

Social development in students with autism

100

100

Vikki Bitsika

Behaviour strategies relating to secondary
students with autism

300

300

Sara Nicholson
(S.C.I.O.P.)

Language and the autistic child

100

100

Dr B rian Caldwell

Address on: "Support for self-managing
schools"

300

300

Don Swan

To chair a taskforce to examine the resources
necessary to deliver quality provision

49000

49000

K.H. S. Horticultural
Consultants

Continuation of consultancy to promote
horticultural pursuits for children

48264

--

Patrick Griffin

Presentation on the profiling

150

150

Jane Landman

Facilitate PlO program on image of women in
popular media

300

300

Prof. Andy
Hargreaves

Address on: "What's worth fighting for:
working together for your school"

1000

1000

Emst & Young

To provide assistance in determining whether
the CASES system meets the needs of the
Schools of the Future

34000

34000

University of
Melbourne

Conduct a survey of policies and practices in
drug education in Victorian schools

65262

~roach

-
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10000

10000

Advice regarding the establishment of self
managing schools in Great Britain

875

875

Eddie Keir

To provide information and expertise to
teachers, parents, para-medics and teacher
aides, who are involved with hearing impaired
students or who have hearing impaired
students in their classrooms

170

170

Peter Meany

Austswim program

160

160

Byme Fleming

To form part of the management project team
for the Changes for Quality Education project
- Phase 2

560000

**

Margaret Cowan

To conduct a career development activity for
administration managers in secondary colleges
in the region

400

400

Michael Norman

To brief returning teachers on major system
trends in Australia and overseas

414

414

Dr Jocelyn Scutt

Keynote Speaker - EEO Network

500

500

Terry Bainbridge

To conduct a career review program for public
service and SSTS staff in the regional office
and school support centres in South East
Region

700

700

Terry Bainbridge

To conduct a career review program for public
service and SSTS staff in the regional office
and school support centres in South East
Region

700

700

Clare Sheahan

To deliver the PART - Professional Assault
Response Training Course

1 500

1 500

Austswim

To conduct an Austswim Accreditation Course
for DSE teachers in the Western Region

1 150

*

St 10hns Ambulance

To conduct a first aid course for DSE teachers
in the Western Region

6000

*

Byme Fleming

Reexamine and redefine the broad
organisational structure for the Directorate and
how the future management of school
education will operate and deliver strategic
objectives

Dr Paul Mortimer
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1000

1 000

750

727

To provide Professional Development for
principals and vice-principals "Feedback &
Appraisal"

1000

1000

Michael Norman

To give student development coordinators
skills to deliver PD activities

500

636

Alex Rickard

To provide teachers in network schools with
skills in application writing and interview
techniques

600

*

Christina Bell

To provide teachers with assertiveness skills
and information skills regarding alternative
careers

750

*

Western Pacific
Communications

To provide public relations support to the
Directorate of School Education

40560

12036

Dr Frank Oberklaid

Medical view of learning difficulties and
strategies to support such students in the
classroom

300

300

Dr Neville 10hnson

Professional development for principals &
vice-principals "Professional Development and
Career Development"

600

615

Christine Forsey

To facilitate EO Networks across Western
Region x 6 SSC areas on the theme of "Girls,
Welfare and School Culture"

600

600

Tasman Audio Vision

Computer training of school librarians

400

200

K B Computing

Delivery of computer training

320

320

Gary 10bling

Training of primary school clerical assistants

100

100

Sanford Vick &
Associates Pty Ltd

To undertake a public relations media
campaign to encourage parent participation on
school councils

10000

10000

George Wilson

Staff health & welfare assessments & advice

400

*

Barbara Carghill

Professional development for principals and
vice-principals "Leadership and Human
Resource Management"

Michael Norman

Professional development for principals and
vice-principals "The Principal and Vice
Principal as initiators of Curriculum Change"

Barbara Carghill
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Campbell Public
Relations

Media presentation skills

MrKyrou of
Mallesons Stephen
Jacques Solicitors
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3690

4570

To advise on amendments to the Education
Act to implement the Schools of the Future
concept

49950

*

McMillan
Shakespeare

To assist the Directorate in the development of
the policy, administrative procedures and an
effective communication strategy in relation to
remuneration packaging for the principals class

18600

*

Vivian Vrahos

Professional development for principals and
vice-principals "Principal Welfare:

390

390

Amrop International

To assist the Directorate to recruit a Chief of
Staff for the Minister's Office

20000

**

Maintenance and upgrading of RSB computer
system, systems administration

4420

*

Registered Schools Board:

Semaphore
Consulting

Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Board: Nil
Institute of Educational Administration: Nil
Board of Studies: Nil

• Consultancy still in progress and final cost not available .
•• Consultancy completed but final payment has not been made
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PREMIER - CONTRACT/CONSULTANCY EMPLOYEES
(Question No. 11)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment, for the Premier:
(a)
(b)

How many people have been employed on a contract basis in each of his Ministry, department or agencies and
what is the nature and value of those contracts?
How many people have been employed to undertake consulting work since 3 October 1992 and what is the
nature and value of those consultancies?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the Premier

is:
The information requested by the honourable member has been set out for each agency in the Premier's portfolio.
It should be noted that the Premier's office provides advice to all Ministers and agencies on media. However, any
contracts or consultancies arising are the primary responsibility of the portfolio concerned. For example, the use of
Badjar Pty Ltd to promulgate the industrial relations program; the use of OOB Needham to inform the public of the
government's public transport reforms.
Department of the Premier and Cabinet (DPC)
Part (a)
Nil
Part (b)
Since 3 October consultancies have fallen into two categories. Those whose employment began since that
date, and those whose employment began prior to that date but continued beyond that date and/or
received payments since 3 October.
Those whose employment began since 3 October, with a total cost of $57 250, are:
Lyncroft Consulting
Recruitment of Ministerial staff and media staff for
Premier's office. Cost $51250.
Arthur Rendell and Associates
To assist the department with development of a
corporate plan.
Cost to date $6000.
Those whose employment began prior to 3 October but progress payments for the consultancy were made
after 3 October, with a total cost of $120 251, are:
Computer People
Computer services for the department. Payment of $17 259
AGC Woodward-Clyde Pty Ltd
Documenting the coastal zone management process in the Westernport Region.
No cost to OPC as the consultancy was paid for with money provided by the
Resource Assessment Commission as part of its Coastal Zone Inquiry.
Victorian Trades Hall Council
Outstanding payment for completion of consultancy for Coode Island Review
Panel Payment of $6544.
Robertson Australia
Consultancy for Sager Chemical Storage Task Force. Payment of $2030.
Noble Lowndes Cullen
Consultancy for Safer Chemical Storage Task Force. Payment of $5824.
Egan Dell Ltd
Business Essentials
Instalment toward production of West Point Wilson information kits for the
Safer Chemical Storage Task Force. Payment of $28 135.
Consulting services on agricultural and rural matters to the leadership of
Specialised Photogroup Pty Ltd
the National Party. Payment of $2333.
Gippsland Public Relations
To assist in editorial and press work in the Leader of the National Party's
office at Parliament House. Payment of $667.
RoyMorgan
Public Attitudes Monitoring Program. Payment of $17779.
Australian Community Research
Public Attitudes Monitoring Program. Payment of $35 900.
Media and communications strategy for the former Premier. Payment of $3780.
David Withington Media
Office of the Ombudsman
Part (a)
A private personal management agency provided casual staff to assist with
VIP Consulting Group
word processing tasks during peak periods. Total cost to date $2326.
Legal Office Services
Legal services provided. Cost of $340.
Provision of legal advice on various matters. Cost of $12 798.
Mallesons Stephen Jacques
Part (b)
Specialist computer staff employed. Cost of $2860.
Monash University
Engaged as a consultant in relation to an investigation regarding
MrI. Barrah
LaTrobe University. Cost to date of $4211.
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Engaged as a consultant in connection with the VEDC investigation.
Cost of $3951.

Office of the Auditor-General
Part (a)
Since 1982, the Auditor-General has engaged the services of private sector auditors, as his agents, to carry
out audits in areas such as education, health, superannuation and the water industry. The office also
utilises contract reviewers to carry out quality control reviews of the work undertaken by agents of the
Auditor-General. Apart from these contract arrangements there have been no services undertaken under
contract.
Part (b)
Since 3 October 1992, the office has entered into six consultancy contracts with a value of $35 307. The
consultancies relate to the provision of expert advice in conjunction with the conduct of various
performance audits undertaken by the office. The six consultants were:
T. Brailsford
K. Dobinson
B. Wilson
Or Van der Graf
B. Hooper
A. Osborne
Office of the Governor
Nil
Victorian Relief Committee
Nil
Note:
It should be noted that information is included as of the date when the question was asked. Also, in relation
to part (a), the question has been interpreted to refer to functions that would otherwise be done by public
servants but have not been contracted out.
In relation to part (b) the term consultancy has been used in the usual sense of a contract of service, rather
than a contract for service. External consultants have been identified rather than consultancies undertaken
by other government agencies.

NATURAL RESOURCES -CONTRACT/CONSULTANCY EMPLOYEES
(Question No. 12)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment, for the Minister for Natural
Resources:
(a)
(b)

How many people have been employed on a contract basis in each of his Ministry, department or agencies and
what is the nature and value of those contracts?
How many people have been employed to undertake consulting work since 3 October 1992 and what is the
nature and value of those consultancies?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the
Minister for Natural Resources is:
The answer is the same as the answer to question No. 6 tabled on 12 May 1993.

SCHOOL STATISTICS IN MELBOURNE PROVINCE
(Question No. 15)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
In respect of the municipalities of Fitzroy, Melbourne, Collingwood, Richmond, Coburg, Essendon, Brunswick and
Northcote:
What were the enrolments in State schools in each of the years 1990, 1991, 1992 and 1993?
(a)
(b) Which schools have portable classrooms on site; what is the number on each site; and what proportion of
teaching at each school is carried out in portables?
What is the number of support staff to schools, indicating their location and type of support provided?
(c)
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Which schools have been closed since 3 October 1992?
What is the current status of the sites of the closed schools?
What properties are owned or leased by the Education Department in those municipalities?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
Schools in the municipalities referred to fall within the North West Metropolitan Region and South East Metropolitan
Region of the Directorate of School Education. However, only two schools, South Yarra Primary School and the
Victorian School for Deaf Children, are within South East Metropolitan Region.
(a)
In relation to enrolments for schools in the North West Metropolitan Region, the data requested is voluminous
and would take up an inordinate amount of space in Hansard. A copy has been provided directly to the
honourable member, and a copy lodged in the Parliamentary Library.
For schools in the South East Metropolitan Region, the following figures are supplied:
South Yarra Primary School (PS)
Children
1990
157
161
1991
161
1992
177
1993
(b)

(c)

Victorian School for Deaf Children
97
90

100.4
92

The following information is provided on portable classrooms:
School
Permanent Rooms
Relocatables
Relocatables as a % of total rooms
7
30.0
Alphington PS
3
Ascot Vale PS
5
61.0
8
33.0
8
North Melbourne PS (Errol St)
4
17
Wales St PS Thombury
1
5.5
9
Westgarth PS
4
30.7
14
Strathmore PS
2
12.5
34
2
5.5
Brunswick TS
23
Debney Park se
3
11.5
16
Lynall Hall Community School
9
36.0
29
Northcote HS
14
32.5
Richmond Girls se
17
2
10.5
Thombury Junior Campus
6
15.7
32
31
8
20.5
EssendonHS
Strathmore se
19
38.0
31
31
24
43.0
Pascoe Vale Girls se
Victorian School for Deaf Children 0
16
100
Portable/relocatable classrooms are provided in accordance with the primary and secondary college facilities
schedules on the basis of enrolments at the school! college. The schedule is based on an 8O-8S per cent usage
rate of facilities and it could therefore be assumed that the portable/relocatable classrooms are utilised to this
extent at these schools.
Note that a rebuilding program has commenced at the Victorian School for Deaf Children
For North West Metropolitan Region, the data requested is voluminous and would take up an inordinate amount
of space in Hansllrd. A copy has been therefore provided directly to the honourable member, and a copy
lodged in the Parliamentary Library.
The South Yarra PS and the Victorian School for Deaf Children had access to the support staff at Prahran School
Support Centre, which provided curriculum and student services such as guidance, speech pathology and
visiting teacher services for students with visual and hearing impairments. There were 23.6 staff at the centre.
With the formation of the South East Metropolitan Region, a pilot program is being undertaken which groups the
schools in the region into districts, with a district principal appointed whose role will include coordination of
student service delivery to schools. School support centres will close and their staff allocated to districts.
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(d) and (e)
School closures since 3 October 1992 and current status
Schools closed since 3 October 1992
Municipality
Brunswick East HS
Brunswick
Richmond SC
Richmond
FitzroySC
Fitzroy
Flemington SC
Melbourne

(f)

Queens Park SC

Essendon

NewlandsSC

Coburg

Coburg North SC

Coburg

West Melbourne PS

Melbourne

Victoria Park PS

Collingwood

Collingwood PS
(Cambridge SC)

Collingwood

Turana Youth Training Centre

Melbourne

Information on these properties is as follows:
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Status of Closed School Sites
In process of being sold
Unauthorised occupation
Unauthorised occupation
Part occupied by Flemington
English Language Centre
Crown land - Needs
disposable title
Investigatngn part sale to TAFE
and Urban Land Authority
Crown land - Needs
subdivision and disposable title
Negotiating with Batman
Automotive College of TAFE
Crown land - Needs
disposable title
Part occupied by Collingwood
English Language Centre
In process of being sold
Part occupied by Collingwood
English Language Centre
In process of being sold
Taken over by Department of
Health and Community Services

~
~
::s

~

So
~

~
SCHL_NUM CAMPNO SCHL_NAME
1213
I BRUNSWICK PRIMARY SCHOOL
2743
1 BRUNSWICK SOUTH PRIMARY SCHOOL
2890
1 BRUNSWICK WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL
3179
I BRUNSWICK EAST PRIMARY SCHOOL
3585
1 BRUNSWICK NOmH PRIMARY SCHOOL
4304
1 BRUNSWICK SOUTH WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL
4399
1 BRUNSWICK NOmH WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL
5144
1 BRUNSWICK SPECiAl DEVELOPMENTAL SCHL
6048
1 BRUNSWICK LANGUAGE CENTRE
7065
1 BRUNSWICK TECHNICAl SCHOOL
7665
1 BRUNSWICK HIGH SCHOOL
7665
2 BRUNSWICK ENGUSH LANGUAGE CENTRE
7666
1 BRUNSWICK EAST HIGH SCHOOL
8003
I LYNALL HALL COMMUNITY SCHOOL
8368
1 SYDNEY ROAD COMMUNny SCHOOL
8807
I BRUNSWICK SECONDARY COLLEGE
8807
2 BRUNS'MCK ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTRE
484
1 COBURG PRIMARY SCHOOL
2837
1 MORE LAND PRIMARY SCHOOL
3081
1 PASCOE VALE PRIMARY SCHOOL
3941
1 COBURG WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL
4260
1 CODURG EAST PRIMARY SCHOOL
4328
1 MERLYNSTON PRIMARY SCHOOL
4543
I COBURG NOmH PRIMARY SCHOOL
4646
1 NEWLANDS PRIMARY SCHOOL
4704
I PASCOE VALE SOUTH PRIMARY SCHOOL
4731
1 PASCOE VALE NOmH PRIMARY SCHOOL
5261
1 COBURG SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTAL SCHOOL
7090
1 COBURG NORlH SECONDARY COLLEGE
7730
I COBURG HIGH SCHOOL
8080
1'MoRELAND HIGH SCHOOL
8155
I NEWLANDS SECONDARY COLLEGE
8227
1 PASCOE VALE GIRLS' SECONDARY COLLEGE
1360
1 ClIFTON HlL PRIMARY SCHOOL
1886
1 ABBOTSFORD PRIMARY SCHOOL
1895
1 COLLlNGWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL
2462
1 COlLlNGWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL
2957
1 VICTORIA PARK PRIM,\RY SCHOOL
3146
I ClIFTON HILL PRIMARY SCHOOL
6013
1 VICTORIA PARK PRlM{lEMP SEC SECTION)
6052
I VICTORIA PARK LANGUAGE CENTRE
7100
1 COLUNGWOOD TECHNICAL COLLEGE
7742
1 COLLlNGWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
7743
1 COLlINGWOOD ALIERNATM SCHOOL
8748
I COLlINGWOOD ENGLISH LANGUAGE SCHOOL
483
1 ESSENDONPRlMARYSCHOOL
2608
1 ASCOT VALE PRIMARY SCHOOL
2901
1 MOONEE PONDS WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL
3987
1 MOONEE PONDS CENTRAL SCHOOL
~5, __ ~~. _1 ASCOT VALE WEST PRIMARY SCIIOOL

ENTITY

,

-

SUBENTIlY
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
1
I
1
I
1
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1

1
1
1
1
I
1
1
9
29
5
3
19
3
3
3
13
19
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
9
13
3
3
13
13
I
I
1
1
I
1
I
29
7
3
3
19
1
I
1

2
1

NEWREGION
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

SlA STATUS
1280 A
1280 A
1280 U
1280 A
1280 A
1280 A
1280 A
1280 A
1280 U
1280 U
1280 U
1280 U
1200 U
1280 A
1280 A
1280 A
1280 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 A
1800 U
1800 A
i800 U
1800 U
1800 A
1960 A
1960 A
1960 U
1960 A
1960 U
1960 A
1960 U
1960 U
1960 U
1960 A
1960 A
1960 A

25~A

25 2680
252680
25 2680
25 2680

A
A
A
A

CLOSE_DATE

ACU

o 254 ALBEm STREET
o 58 BRUNS'MCK ROAD
1990 VICTORIA STREET
o STEWAm STREET
o PEARSON STREET
o SOUT H DALY STREET
o CULLODEN STREET
o IBA WI\I.ES STREET
1988
1992 DAWSON STREET
1992 VICTORIA STREET
1992 1S4 VlCTORlAST
1992 232 AlBEmST
o 178 VICTORIA STREET
o 350 SYDNEY ROAD
o 406 VICTORIA ST
o 406 VlCTORIA ST
o CNR BELL ST AND ELM GROVE
o DE CARlE STREET
o GAFFNEY STREET
o REYNARD STREET
o NICHOlSON STREET
o BAKERS ROAD
o OHEAS STREET
o EUZABETH STREET
o REYNARD STREET
o KENT ROAD
o CNR BISHOP 8< GAFFNEY STS
1992 GAFFNEY STREET
o 81A BELL STREET
1991 25 THE AVENUE
1992 MURRAY I)()AD
0 lAKEAVENLE
o 185 GOLD STREET
o LlTHGOW STREET
1992 CAMBRIDGE STREET
o VERE STREET
1992 ABBon STREET
o 193 SPENSlEY STREET
1976
1988
1987
o VERE STREET
o 162 WELUNGTON STREET
o VICTORIA PARK CAMPUS
o RALEIGH STREET
o BANK STREET
o BOWEN STREET
o 'MLSON STREET
o LANGSROAD

ACT_2
BRUNS'MCK
BRUNSWICK EAST
bRUNSWlCK WEST
BRUNSWICK EAST
BRUNSWICK WEST
BRUNSWICK WEST
BRUNSWICK WEST
BRUNSWICK WEST

>
c:
c:

OC/

~

~

w

BRUNSWICK
BRUNSWICK
BRUNSWICK
BRUNSWICK
BRUNSWICK
BRUNSWICK
BRUNSWICK
BRUNSWICK
COBURG
MORELAND
PASCOE VALE
COBURG
COBURGEAST
COBURGNOmH
COBURG
COBURG
PASCOE VALE SOUTH
PASCOEVALE
COBURG
COBURG
COBURG
COBURG
COBURG
PASCOEVALE
CUFTON HILL
ABBOTSFORD
COLLlNGWooD
COLUNGWooD
ABBOTSFORD
CUFTONHIU

COlllNGWOOD
COlUNGWOOD
ABBOn STREET ABBOTSFORD
ESSENDON
ASCOT VAlE
MooNEE PONDS
MooNEE PONDS
ASCOT VAl~ _ _ _ _ ____

,0

c::::
~

n

o

c::::

z

(j

F

~

oz
Cl}

oz
z
o~

r;
~

N
W

I

4220
4612
4821
5109
7135
7670
7815

6145
8806

4SO
1490
3110
3824
6047
7830
---783i

1 ABERfELOE PRIMARY SOK>OL1 STRATH~ PRIMARY SCHOOl
1 STRAlH~ NORTH PRIMA.RV SCHOOl
1 ASCOT VALf SJl£0A!. so.OOl
1 QLHNS PAA'I< SECONDARY COlUGE
1 BUCKlEYPAAKSECONDNNCOlUGE
1 ESSENOON HIGH SCHOOl
1 STRATHMORE SECONDNN COlUGE
1 ESSENOON/e,..sy KEILOO DISTRICT COI.1.EG
1 RT1ROY PRMARV SCHOOl
1 FfTlROY NORTH PRIMARY SCHOOl
1 ME~ PRIMARY SCHOOL

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

- - I EXHIBmOti HIGH SCHOOl

1689
2374

1 WEST MElBOURNE PRlMARV SCHOOL
1 KENSINGTON PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 NOI7IH MELflOURNE PRlMA.RV SCHOOl
1 C~TON PRIMARY SCHOOl
1 PRINCES HILL PRIMARY SCHOOL
I BALTAAASPEOAlSCHOOl
1 VICTORIAN SCHOOL FOR DEAF CHILDREN
1 TRAVANCORESCHOOl
I TLnANA YOUTH TRG EOUC CENTRE
I CAAl.TON PRIMARY SCHOOl
I rovAL CHILORENS HOSP SPECIAl SCHOOl
1 DEBNEY MEADOWS PRlMA.RV SCHOOl
2 DEBNEY MEADOWS ENGUSH lANGUAGE CENT
1 ST NICHOlAS SPEOAl SCHOOl
1 WESTERN ~unsTIC S D S
1 DISTANCE EDUCATION CENTRE. VICT<nA
1 DEBNEY PARK SECONDARY COlUGE
2 FlEMINGTON ENGUSH lANGUAGE CENTRt:
1 FLEMlNGTON SECONDNN COlUGE
2 FLEMINGTON ENGUSH lANGUAGE CENTRE
1 KENSINGTON COMMUNITY SCHOOL
I PRINCES HILL secOM>ARV COLLEGE
I UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOl
1 DISTANCE EDUCATION CENTRE. VICTORIA
1 NORTHCOTE PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 F,Alf(fIElD PRIMARY SCHOOl
1 NORTHCOTE PRfMARY SCHOOl
1 AlPHINGTON PRlMNN SCHOOL
1 PENDERS GROVE PRlMNl( SCHOOl

2955
3552
3774

4465
4609
4980
~3

5068
5068
5217
5290
6015

7763
7763
7835
7835
7947

6245
6405
8505
1401
2711
3139
3599

3806

I
1
1
1
1
1

I FITlROY SPECIAl SCHOOl

1 FITlROY secONDARY COlUGE
1 FLEMlNGTON PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 SOlJlH YARRA PRIMARY SCHOOl
1 CAAl.TON NOI7IH PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 NORTH MElBOURNE PRlMARV SCHOOl

2605

~

1 FITlROY SPECIAl SCHOOL (SEE 01-3824)
1 FITlROY HIGH SCHOOL

8742
250
583
1252
1402

2566

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
8
13
13
3
13
13
1
1
1
8
8
3
3
13
1
1
1
1

1
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1
1
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1
8
6
8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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I
6
1
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6
9
2
13
19
13
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3
13
3
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I
I

I

1

1

I
I
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252680 A
252680 A
252680 A
252680 A
252680 U
2S 2680 A
~ 2680 U
252680 A
2S 2680 A
25 2760 A
252760 A
25 2760 A
25 2760 U
25 2760 U
2S 2760 U
25 2760 U
25 2760 U
254600 A
264600 A
254600 A
2S 4600 A
254600
254600
254600
254600
254600
254600
264600
2S 4600
254600
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254600
254600
254600
254600
254600
2S 4600
254600
254600
254600
254600
254600
254600
254600
254600
255400
255400
25 5400
255400
255400

U
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
U
A
A
A
A
U
U

A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A

o DOONE smEET
o LLOYO STREET
o MASCOMA STREET
o 1 TASMASTREET
1992 44 BOClQEY STREET
o COOPEIl STREET
1992 286 BUCI<lEY STREET
o PASCoeVALEroAD
o 280 BUCKlEY ST
o GEORGE STREET
o FERGIE smEEl
o IDASmEEl
1980
1980
1987
1987
1992 FALCONER STREET

o MOUNT AlEXANDER roAD
o 60 1 PUNT roAD
o lEE STREET
0210 ERI<Ol STREET
1992 KING STREET

o MCCRACKEN STREET
o SOUNDAA'( roAD
o RATHOOWNE STREET
o PlGOON STREET
o 230 PARI< STREET
o 597 ST KILDA roAD
o 50 FlEMINGTON STREET
o 900 PARI< STREET
o NEILL STREET
o FLEMINGTON roAD
o VICTORIA STREET
o VICTORIA ST

ESSENOON
STRAlHMORE
STRATHMORE
ASCOTVAlE
ESSENOON
ESSENOON
ESSENOON
STRAlHMORE
ESSENOON
FlTzroy
FlTlROYNORTH
FlTlROYNORTH

FlTlROYNORTH
FLEMINGTON
SOlJIHYmlA
CAAl.TON NORTH
NORTH MElBOURNE
WEST MELBOURNE
KENSINGTON
NOI7IH MELBOURNE
CAAl.lON
CAAl.TON NORTH
PAnKV1lLE
MelBOURNE
FLEMINGTON
PARI<V1LLE
CARlTON
PAnKV1LLE
FlEMINGTON
FLEMINGTON
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--3
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S
Z

Z

oZ
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96 ASCOT VAlE RO
217 CHUOCH SmEET
169·175 MCu''fl ALEXANDER roAD

EPSOMRO

1992 EPSOM roAD
1992 EPSOMRO

o CNR RACECOURSE &. SMfTHFIELD
o ARNOlD STREET
o STOI7f SmEET
o SOlJlH MELBOURNE TEC,SCH SITE
o HElEN STREET
o lANGRlOGE STREET
o WALES STREET
o YAAAAl.EA STREET
o 370 VICTORIA ROAD

FlEMINGTON
RICHMOND
FLEMINGTON
FlEMINGTON
FlEMINGTON
FLEMINGTON
KENSINGTON
CARlTON NORTH
PARI<V1LlE
ALBERT roAD SOUlH MELBOURI'IE
NOI7IHCOTE
FAlf(fIElD
THORNBtRf
ALPHINGTON
THORNBlRf

~
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=
~
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>
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o
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3889
4177
4329
4679
7282
8180
8385
8797
1396
1567
2084
2796
2853
5044
5269
5271
7305
8268
8269
8737

1 THORNBURY PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 WESTGARTH PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 FAlRfIElD NORIH PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 CROXTON SPEOAl ~OO!,
1 DAREBIN PARI<I..ANDS SECONDARY COllEGE
1 NORTHCOTE HIGH SCHOOL
1 THORN BURY SECONDARY COLLEGE
1 THORNBURY/DAREBIN SECONDARY COllEGE
1 RICHMOND PRIMARY SCHOOL
I RICHMOND PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 RICHMOND PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 RICHMOND NORTH PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 BURNlEV PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 RICHMOND WEST PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 RICHMOND PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 RICHMOND COMMUNITY PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 RICHMOND TECHNICAL SCHOOL
1 RICHMOND GIRLS' SECONDARY COlLEGE
1 RICHMOND SECONDARY COLLEGE
1 RICHMOND SECONDARY COLLEGE
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1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
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1
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1
1
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256120 U
256120 U
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256120 A
25 6120 U
256120 A
25 6120 U
25 6120 U

o HUTTON STREET
o ClARKE STREET
1992 337 STATION STREET
o BEACONSfIELD PARADE
1991 346 RAlE1GH STREET
o ST GEORGES ROAD
1991 COLLlNS STREET
o COLllNSST
1986
1967
1986
1987
1987
o LENNOX STREET
o BRIGHTON STREET
o DAVIDSON STREET
1987
o GLEADELL STREET
1987
1992 THE BOULEVARQ _
-
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NORTHCOTE
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The following list shows those properties leased by the Directorate in the above municipalities:

OCCUPANT

ADDRESS
........ ..........

.

...

•.•• i . . .....................

BRUNSWICK STH PS

DRAIN LICENCE (V-LINE)

COLLINGWOOD ALT SCHOOL

162 WELLINGTON STREET,
COLLINGWOOD

DEBNEY PARK HS

MT. ALEXANDER ROAD,
FLEMINGTON

KENSINGTON CHS

CNR SMITHFIELD & RACECOURSE
ROADS, FLEMINGTON

NORTHCOTE TS

RIGHT OF WAY LICENCE

STRATHMORE HS

RAILWAY LOT 7, STRATHMORE

SYDNEY ROAD COM SCH

350 SYDNEY ROAD, BRUNSWICK

WESTERN AUTISTIC SDS

98 ASCOT VALE ROAD, ASCOT V ALE
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COMMUNITY TRACKING STUDY
(Question No. 16)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment, for the Premier:
Since 3 October 1992, has any department, Ministry or agency that reports to the Premier commissioned or carried out a
market survey, opinion poll or public attitudes survey; if so - (i) when; (il) who carried it out; (ill) what matters were
surveyed; (iv) what was the cost; and (v) when will the report be made public?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the Premier
is:
In conjunction with the State Tender Board, tenders were called for a three-year tracking study and a tender let to

AMR:Quantum. The program is referred to as the Victorian Attitudes Monitoring Study.
The VAMS tracks attitudes and values of Victorians to enable government to better match services to the changing
needs of the community. As the study has only recently begun reports have not yet been received.
The cost of VAMS during the three-year period is equivalent to the expenditure by the former government on the
Public Attitudes Monitoring Program in the 12 to 15 months prior to 3 October 1992.

NATURAL RESOURCES -STAFF LEVELS
(Question No. 19)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment, for the Minister for Natural
Resources:
In respect of each department, authority or agency under his administration as at 30 September 1992 and at 31 March

1993:
(a)

(b)
(c)

How many people were employed and what was the status of their employment?
How many people were employed - (i) in geographically defined activities by region; and (il) across the State
functions in head office branches and/or associated research activities?
How many people were employed and what resources were allocated to - (i) development and maintenance of
parks and reserves for conservation and public access; (il) fire suppression and fire protection works; (ill) soil
conservation, control and eradication of pest animals and plants and management of tree planting schemes;
(iv) management and conservation of flora and fauna and habitat; (v) management of recreational and
commercial fishing, stocking and conservation of resources; and (vi) other activities?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the
Minister for Natural Resources is:
Sources and details of the information requested were outlined and provided in answers to questions Nos 2 and 17 in
the Legislative Council.

WORKCOVER
(Question No. 23)
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS asked the Minister for Local Government:
With respect to WorkCover:
(a) What is the average delay between lodging of disputes with the conciliation service and the date the
conciliation officer either makes a recommendation or gives a direction or declines to do either after
considering the material?
(b)
What is the average cost of each dispute brought before the conciliation service from the date of lodgment
to the date of completion?
(c)
How many conciliators are currently employed by the Victorian WorkCover Authority and what is the
basis of the contract of employment that has been offered to these people?
(d) How many conciliators have been or are currently employed by claims agents to do assessments or by
employers on rehabilitation programs?
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(e)

(I)

(g)
(h)

(i)

0)
(k)

Wednesday. 11 August 1993

How many appeals lodged with the former WorkCare Appeals Board remain unresolved as at 1
December 1992 and how many of those have since been resolved as at 1 April 1993 by - (i)
conciliation; or (ii) other means, listing these means?
How many disputes were lodged with the WorkCover Conciliation Service between 1 December 1992 and
1 April 1993 and how many of those disputes have been resolved by - (i) recommendation and
agreement of the parties; and (ii) direction by the conciliation officer, and how many of those disputes
have been considered by the conciliator with no recommendation or direction given?
How many people who lodged disputes with the service between 1 December 1992 and 1 April 1993 have
had their benefit payment - (i) reduced; or (ii) stopped?
What is the average expected delay between lodgment of a WorkCover dispute and hearing of the case for
different types of disputes such as common law and weekly benefits in the - (i) County Court; (ii)
Magistrates Court; and (ill) Administrative Appeals Tribunal?
How many people are waiting to have WorkCover cases heard as at 1 April 1993 in the - (i) County
Court; (ii) Magistrates Court; and (ill) Administrative Appeals Tribunal?
What is the breakdown of the number of people who came off rehabilitation between 1 December 1992 and
1 April 1993 and how many of these have - (i) actually returned to work; and (ii) had their payments
stopped?
How many people have been notified between 1 December 1992 and 1 April 1993 that their
WorkCare/WorkCover payments will cease and how many of those went back to work?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local Government) - I am advised that the answer is:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

(I)

(g)

(h)
(i)

0)

38 working days.
There are no claimant costs for disputes resolved through the conciliation service and the service has been
operating for insufficient time for any meaningful calculation of an average cost figure.
As at 1 April:
Full-time conciliation officers
20
Part-time sessional officers
13
Conciliation officers are appointed for two years by the WorkCover Authority on the nomination of the Minister at
an equivalent of SES rates.
Currently 2 of the 33 members of the conciliation service are employed by claims agents to do assessments or by
employers on rehabilitation programs. Conciliators must not act in a case in which they have had previous
professional involvement. Under the previous WorkCare scheme there was a policy of employing
professionals with a range of background and skills within the WorkCare Appeals Board. This policy has
continued under WorkCover.
1210 cases were referred from the WAB in December 1992 of which:
470 have been resolved;
59 were withdrawn
as at 1 April 1993.
Lodgments between 1 December 1992 and 30 April 1993:
8781
- Recommendations
30
1011
- Agreements
- Directions
43
- Undergoing conciliation
2871
Of those lodging disputes:
(i)
1592 people had their payments reduced before coming to conciliation;
(ii)
1301 people had their payments stopped before coming to conciliation.
This data is unavailable.
(i)
County Court
239 proceedings before the court as at 31 March 1993.
(ii)
Magistrates Court
Not available.
(ill)
AAT
694 matters as at 30 April 1993
Between 1 December 1992 and 1 April 1993, 4817 people ceased rehabilitation. Of these:
(i)
data on workers returning to work is unavailable as it was not required to be collected by the previous
government. (However, the authority is examining ways to collect this data from 1 July 1993).
(ii)
1020 ceased payments.
(k)
(i) Approximately 1900 workers were notified between the period 1 December 1992 and 1 April 1993 that
their WorkCover weekly payments will cease.
(ii)There is no comprehensive date available on how many of these went back to work; however, at least
480 of these workers were either already back at work in some capacity or had returned to work (at the
time the notice of cessation was issued).
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HOUSING - MORTGAGE RELIEF SCHEMES
(Question No. 28)
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS asked the Minister for Housing:
(a)
(b)

What is the expected saving from the suspension of the mortgage relief scheme or deep subsidy scheme and what
proportion of the funds allocated to the scheme will not be expended?
What will the newly announced deep subsidy scheme cost in 1992-93 and in 1993-94

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer is:
(a)

(b)

The mortgage relief scheme is a tied program jointly funded under the Commonwealth-State House Agreement
(CSHA), which is independent from the deep subsidy scheme.
The mortgage relief scheme has not been suspended, although relatively low home loan interest rates have resulted
in a decreased number of applicants compared with previous years. It is estimated that this will result in an
under expenditure of the $800 ()()() budgeted for this scheme in 1992-93. Funds not spent on mortgage relief
assistance will be available for use in providing rent relief and emergency housing in accordance with the
provisions of the CSHA. There has been no consideration of suspending this scheme in order to reduce
expenditure. In fact, the eligibility criteria for the scheme were reviewed in October 1992 to assist a wider
target group.
The deep subsidy scheme was a funding arrangement used to provide assistance to lower income earners requiring
priority home finance assistance in order to maintain home ownership.
Applicants assisted through the deep subsidy scheme were primarily sole parents, who were undergoing a property
settlement as a result of a martial break-up.
The deep subsidy scheme provided a 4.5 per cent per annum interest subsidy for the first three years of the loan
after which time the load continued on a non-concessional basis, requiring significant increases in repayments
in order to repay the 10.ln.
A review of this lending arrangement revealed that a minority, but still a significant number, of borrowers assisted
through the scheme had not had the increases in income required to service the loan. In order to maintain
housing for clients, the department has offered conversion to the shared home ownership scheme or public
rental. Both of these options required capital outlay from the funds allocated to the shared home ownership
scheme.
The deep subsidy scheme cost apprOXimately $5-$6 million per annum to provide ongoing subsidies over the three
years of concessional interest. These funds were provided from the social justice budget and are expected to be
fully expended as, although the scheme ceased in late October 1992, funding is required to provide ongoing
subsidies for those deep subsidy loans provided over the last three years. The scheme was not, therefore,
suspended in order to save costs this financial year. In fact, the scheme was suspended in order to better target
the support provided, following consideration of the results obtained from the review undertaken of those
clients now completing their three years of subsidies.
The priority support loan scheme, which replaces the deep subsidy scheme, will not require ongoing funding
after three years. There will be some funding required initially to provide repayment support. (That is, the
difference between the interest charge and the instalment initially determined at 27 per cent of income and
subsequently raised by the annual CPI increase). There will be no support loan funding required in 1992-93. In
1993-94 it is anticipated that approximately $660 ()()() will be required. However, this is a provision of funding
rather that a cost as, unlike the deep subsidy scheme, support assistance is provided by way of a loan which
must be fully repaid at the conclusion of the three year support period.

HOUSING - REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
(Question No. 29)
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS asked the Minister for Housing:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

What is the total projected revenue increase to the department as a result of increased public tenant rents in
1992-93 and 1993-94?
What is the breakdown of all projected capital expenditure in the housing portfolio for 1992-93, including details
of specific projects?
What assets are proposed to be sold in 1992-93 and what revenue is expected to be generated7
What is the breakdown of cuts to programs and subprograms as a result of cuts to the housing budget announced
in April?
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer is:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

The total projected revenue increase to the department as a result of increased public tenant rents in 1992-93 and
1993-94 is $2.96 million and $4.0 million respectively, after allowing for rental rebates, vacancy rents and
subsidies. Total operating revenue is expected to increase from $180 million in 1992-93 to $184 million in
1993-94 an increase of 2.2 per cent.
Housing capital expenditure is estimated at $410.5 million for 1992-93, details of which are shown in attachment
"A" at subprogram level.
As part of its ongoing operations the department is estimating to sell houses and land, surplus to its requirements
totalling approximately $10.0 million in 1992-93. Proceeds from these sales will be used to acquire additional
or replacement assets and are included in the total housing capital budget as detailed above.
The budget cuts announced in the autumn budget were focused on recurrent appropriations and had almost no
impact on housing as most Commonwealth and State funds are provided through works and services
appropriations. No works and services appropriation targets were provided as part of the autumn budget.

HOUSING PROGRAM BUDGETS 1992/93
Revised Budget as at 20/4/93.
CAPITAL
($'000)

1.1
1.3
1.4
1.5

Rental Operations(Cash Only)
Tenant & Community Support
Joint Ventures
Program Support

450.0
3,460.7
0.0
0.0

567 Managed Stock:- Rental Operations

3,910.7

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Acquisitions
Redvelopment & Improvements
Physical Improvements
Land Acquistion
Joint Venture
Program Support

568 Acquisitions & Improvements
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Mortgage Assistance
Home Ownership Support
Low Cost Housing
Shared Home Ownership
Program Support

569 Provision of Home Ownership Assistance
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9

Short Term Assistatnce
Local Government Housing
Co-Op & Tenant Managed Housing
Acquistions: Community Housing
Financial Support
Private Sector Rooming House
Physical Improvement
Housing Advocacy
Program Support

570 Private & Community Housing
HOUSING

116,685.5
46,513.3
43,921.0
11,144.5
251.8
8,816.9
227,333.0
25,164.1
11,311.0
8,000.0
50,000.0
10,150.0
104,625.1
11,017.3
4,890.0
17,000.0
30,886.0
4,849.7
3,065.7
2,926.9
0.0
74,635.6
410.504.4
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HOUSING - RENTAL STOCK
(Question No. 30)
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS asked the Minister for Housing:
What are the projections for 1992-93 and for 1993-94 of expected levels of housing stock?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer is:
For 1992-93 the number of units expected to be completed is 1546 in direct tenure public rental housing stock and an
estimated 400 units in community managed properties.
For 1993-94 the projected number of units to be completed is 1365 in direct tenure public rental housing stock and an
estimated 400 units in community managed properties.

HOUSING - FUNDING OF STATE DEFICIT LEVY
(Question No. 31)
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS asked the Minister for Housing:
How will the State deficit levy on public housing be funded?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer is:
Funding of the State deficit levy of approximately $6.3 million will be as follows:
1.
A 2 yer cent general reduction in the general administration budget
$1.0 million
2.
A targeted reduction in administrative costs including reductions in consultancies
and publicity and savings through the closure of zone offices
$2.0 million
3.
Reductions in the original budget for other rental operations costs including maintenance,
security, rates and charges
$3.3 million
The department's 1992-93 capital program has not been affected by the introduction of the levy and
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement funds have not been used to pay for the levy.

PUPIL:TEACHER RATIOS IN GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
(Question No. 32)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
What are the 1993 pupil/teacher ratios in the Victorian government primary, secondary and special schools?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
The 1993 student/teacher ratios based on the February staffing establishment figures and the final February 1993
student enrolment census were:
Primary schools
18.2
Secondary colleges
12.4
Special schools
4.0

EDUCATION - EFFECT OF CUTS IN EXPENDITURE
(Question No. 33)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

How is the targeted cut of $237 million to be achieved in education?
How many teacher positions will be cut?
How many central office positions will be cut?
How many regional positions will be cut?
How many ancillary staff positions will be cut?
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What will the impact of these cuts be on the pupil/teacher ratios and class sizes for primary, secondary and
special schools?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
The Minister and the directorate are undertaking an intensive program of consultation with school communities aimed
at determining how to implement efficiencies while protecting key school programs, avoiding increases in class sizes
and minimising job losses. The consultative process will ensure that all schools are viable, sustainable and responsive to
the needs and aspirations of students, parents, teachers and principals.
Action which has been initiated to date includes the closure of a number of unviable schools, streamlining head office
and regional administration, contracting out of school cleaning and the introduction of improved fmancial
management processes through the Schools of the Future pilot program.

EDUCATION - EMERGENCY TEACHERS
(Question No. 34)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
In respect of emergency teacher provision, what is the budget for each region in term 2 and in term 31

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
The salary budget for casual replacement teachers for term 2 is as follows:
$
370000
North West Metropolitan
785850
South East Metropolitan
158950
Barwon South Western
96450
Central Highlands Wimmeta
Loddon Campaspe Mallee
230400
Goulburn North Eastern
91100
304 500
Gippsland
Total
1997650
This is in addition to the 1700 short-term replacement teachers that were available in term 2 to undertake replacement
teacher duties at a salary cost of $12.6 million for the term. The total salary budget for teacher replacement in term 2
therefore was $14.6 million. This amount was sufficient to meet the needs of schools.
As from term 31993, the current short-term teacher replacement arrangements have been discontinued. Principals will
be provided with a budget, based on teacher numbers, for the management of relief teaching. The budget comprises a
mixture of former short-term replacement teachers and cash for the employment of casual relief teachers. The budget
provided is consistent with levels applying in school systems throughout Australia. These new arrangements will allow
principals to be better placed to effectively manage teacher absences. Details of the program and the budgets for schools
have been advised in Executive Memorandum No. 724, a copy of which has been provided to the honourable member.

EDUCATION - EXCESS TEACHER POOL
(Question No. 35)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
(a)
(b)

How many teachers were placed in the excess pool as a result of the education cuts announced on 20 November
1992?
How many remain in the pool at the start of term 2 in 1993?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
(a)

Teachers placed in the excess pool at the end of 1992:
Primary
2614
Secondary
2678
Total
5292
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Number of excess teachers remaining in the pool at the start of term 21993:
Primary
962
Secondary
899
Total
1861

EDUCATION -TEACHER REDUNDANCY PACKAGES
(Question No. 36)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
How many teachers employed by the Directorate of School Education (DSE) have accepted redundancy packages?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
In the period 30 November 1992 to 19 May 1993,3404 teachers employed by the Directorate of School Education have
accepted voluntary separation packages.
In addition, in the period 1 March to 30 April 1993, 31 temporary teachers employed by DSE in ongoing positions have
accepted separation benefits and resigned under the resignation incentive scheme.

EDUCATION - REDUCTION IN TEACHER NUMBERS
(Question No. 37)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
What has been the reduction in the number of full-time equivalent positions in primary and secondary schools and
school support centres since October 1992?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
The number of equivalent full-time teaching staff on pay in the period 1 October 1992 to 30 April 1993 reduced by 1364
in primary and special schools, 1205 in secondary schools and 204 in non-school positions.

EDUCATION - CONSULTATIVE MECHANISMS
(Question No. 38)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
Since October 1992, what consultative mechanisms have been established to seek input from parent and teacher
organisations?

Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
The directorate directly consults with parents, teachers, principals and representative groups, ranging from informal
contact during school visits, to receiving formal deputations.
I strongly advocate the need to liaise and communicate with principals, teaching staff, parents and school councillors
and to this end I and my senior officers continue to visit schools, and receive deputations and visits from schools,
community groups and other organisations which are involved with the education portfolio.
As part of the government's commitment to provide the best facilities and curriculum for Victorian students, the
quality provision program has been introduced. Local quality provision task forces have been established to consult
and report to regional general managers on arrangements for curriculum and facilities.

EDUCATION -APPOINTMENT OF CONSULTATIVE BODIES
(Question No. 39)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
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What task forces, working parties, committees or other consultative structures have been established by the Minister for·
Education or the Directorate of School Education, indicating - (1) who are the members; (2) what are the terms of
reference; and (3) how participants were selected?

Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
Information for the following task forces and committees is readily available from accessible sources:
Opportunities for Gifted and Talented Students and Students of High Intellectual Potential Working Party Victorian School Education News, 25 February 1993.
Use of Technology as an Education and Communications Facility in Schools Workirig Party - Victorian
School Education News, 25 February 1993.
Review of MARC and MACC Services Working Party - Victorian School Education News, 25 February 1993.
Opportunities for Girls in Education Working Party - Victorian School Education News, 25 February 1993.
Review of Student Transport and Busing Working Party - Victorian School Education News, 25 February
1993.
Review of School Interest Subsidies - News Release, Minister for Education, 12 May 1993.
Ministerial Council on Languages - News Release, Minister for Education, 28 March 1993.
Ministers Review of Physical Education in Schools - News Release, Minister for Education, 28 March 1993.
Schools of the Future Task Force -Media Release, Minister for Education, 23 October 1992.
Information on other task forces and committees is as follows. (It should be noted that the three Ministerial task
forces: Schools of the Future, Teacher Relations and Quality Provision, have completed their work and been
disbanded):
Teacher Relations Task Force
Terms of reference
The task force is directed to advise the Minister on and provide an action plan and working arrangements for:
Staffing
An interim staffing regime and working conditions for teachers for 1993 including:
(a) the appointment of School Responsibility Positions/ AST-Relieving Allowance - numbers,
tenure and methods on appointment for 1993.
(b)
an appropriate staffing operation timeline for 1993
Employee relations and communications arrangements consistent with the above.
Devolution of Responsibility
A framework within which working conditions for teachers can be developed at the school level, consistent
with the Schools of the Future model, for 1994 and beyond.
A framework within which operational and management structures can be developed in relation to school
councils, principals and teachers including:
(a) the relationship to each other of school councils, principals and teachers;
(b)
the administrative outcomes of the devolution of decision-making;
(c)
recruitment, appointment, redeployment, duties, appraisal and promotion, principal and teacher
discipline and other related personnel matters.
Communications
The development of a communications framework that effectively addresses:
(a) the need for efficient communication/consultation structures between teachers and the directorate;
(b)
the professional/educational basis of the relationship between teachers and the directorate; and
(c)
the information dissemination needs of the directorate in a devolved setting.
The maintenance and improvement of the professional status and quality of teachers, including
training and arrangements for entry into the profession.
The Profession of Teaching
The maintenance and improvement of the professional status and quality of teachers, including training and
arrangements for entry into the profession.
Membership
Membership details for this task force are not provided, as this would breach the need for confidentiality of
those involved.
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Quality Provision Task Force
Terms of Reference
The task force is established by the Director of School Education to examine the resources necessary
to deliver quality provision in a manner which best promotes learning and teaching.
In particular to provide:
(a) immediate advice on schools in urgent need for facilities and major maintenance, with
recommendations on areas unable to offer quality provision;
(b) a Statewide plan for quality provision developed after appropriate consultation;
(c)
recommendations on the current program of reorganisation and district provision within a
framework for a new quality provision. (The current program of district provision is to be
suspended pending the task force report).
The task force is to ensure that the plans adopted for quality provision provide for an extended period of
stability in education.
Membership
MrDonSwan
Chair
Members
MrRegMacey
Mr Robert Lamb
Mr Chris Wardlaw
Ms LornaWard
The South Eastern Growth Corridor Education Task Force
Terms of Reference
1.
To obtain and examine data from the cities of Berwick and Dandenong, the shires of Cranbourne
and Pakenham, and the South East Metropolitan Region of the DSE, relating to development in
the south eastern growth corridor and the planning of new schools to the year 2000 in the south
eastern growth corridor.
2.
To consult with each government authority on their recommended priorities for new school
development to the year 2000.
3.
To provide a report to the Minister recommending on the extent, priorities and time frame for new
school provision in Berwick, Cranbourne and Pakenham to the year 2000.
Membership
Mr Rob Dean, MP (Member for Berwick)
Chair
The Hon. Dr Ronald Wells, MLC «Member for Eumemmerring Province)
Members
The Hon. Robert Ives, MLC (Member for Eumemmerring Province)
Mr Murray Sykes (DSE)
Mr Robert Lamb (DSE)
The Hon. Rob Maclellan, MP (Member for Pakenham) or nominee
Mr Terry Vickerman
Mr Gary Rowe, MP (Member for Cranboume)
Mr Dan Romanis (DSE)
Executive Officer
Mr Otto Van de Velde (DSE)
Cullen Brown Implementation Advisory Committee
Terms of Reference
1.
To consult with relevant school community groups.
2.
Advise the Directorate of School Education on the implementation of the recommendations of the
Program Effectiveness Review of Integration and Special Education in Victorian Schools (1992),
undertaken by Dr Ron Cullen and Mr Neil Brown.
Membership
Mr Des Pickering (Deakin University)
Chair
Mr Terry Amey (DSE)
Members
Ms Christine Dalton (DSE)
Ms Laurel Grossman (DSE)
Ms June McDonald (DSE)
Mr Murray Osier (DSE)
Mr Peter Thompson (Action Group for Disabled Children)
Ms Barbara Alexander (deputised for Peter Thompson)
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Mr Graeme Schaeche (Executive Officer - DSE)
Mr Peter Tarr (Research Officer - DSE)
Membership of task forces, working parties and committees has been determined by the Minister for Education
and/or the Parliamentary Secretary, in consultation with Parliamentary colleagues.

STUDENTS - ENROLMENTS FROM CLOSED SCHOOLS
(Question No. 40)
Hon. C. J. HOGG asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Education:
In respect of the school age students enrolled in 1992 in schools since closed:

(a)

How many have enrolled in other schools?
How many have been '1ost" to education?

(b)

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Education is:
(a)
(b)

Accurate data on the 1993 enrolment of students from the schools that closed at the end of 1992 is not available.
The relevant information will be collected as part of the school census which will be conducted on 30 July
1993. Results should be available at the end of September 1993
Details on the '1osses" to education of students from closed schools are not available.

TERTIARY EDUCATION AND TRAINING - CONTRACT/CONSULTANCY
EMPLOYEES
(Question No. 42)
Hon. B. T. PULL EN asked the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training:
(a)
(b)

How many people are employed on a contract basis in each of his Ministry, department or agencies and what is
the nature and value of those contracts?
How many consultants have been engaged since 3 October 1992 and what is the nature and value of those
consultancies?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary Education and Training) - The answer is:
(a)

The answer provided refers to contracts for services which might otherwise be done by public servants, eg,
payroll.

CONTRACT

NATURE

VALUE $

1. John Allison

To confirm expenditure of grants provided by the
Commonwealth, and certify that they have been
expended in accordance with the appropriate Act.

Since '92
39,165.00

2. Lend Lease

The Office of Training and Further Education uses a
payroll bureau to process fortnightly payrolls.

Since July '92
22,568.00
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The information below refers to consultancies which are short term and job specific. Seventeen companies have
completed various consultancies since 3 October 1992. The nature and value of these contracts are listed below:

COMPANY

1. Marketing Partners

DESCRIPTION

COST $

- Production of Training Exhibition Display Material
Brochure
- Design and Artwork for TAPE Network Promotional
Brochure
- Design and Artwork of OTFE Logo and Stationery
- International Students Promotional Brochure
- Desktop Publishing and Artwork for Training FAX

2,900
1,300
9,310
3,500
2,000

2. Tramark

- Production of Video and Staging of Training Awards
- Original Design and Typesetting of 3 Issues of
Training FAX

3 . John Tilton

- Media Editorial for Training Awards 1992
- Articles for Training for Growth
- Editing of 4 Issues of Training FAX

1,220
458
1,130

4. Watts Graphic Design

- Design and Artwork for Partners in Training
- Design Desktop Publishing and Artwork for Annual
Report 91/92

5,562
9,780

5. Graeme Willing ham

Public Relations for 1992 Training Awards

2,725

6. Pro-Vision

Production of State Training Board Promotional Video

14,850

7. VIC-TV

Production of Community Advertisement for TAPE Week 1992

1,200

8. Horizon Productions

Production of T AFE Pathways Booklets

7,800

9. Triplay

Production of Video about TAFE for Young Women

13,606

10. Exportise P/L

- Assessment of Private College
- Assessment of Application for Private Institute of Advanced
Studies
- Financial and Management Assessment

1,920

11. Moorabbin T AFE

-

150
600
1,000
380
250

12. Sholl

- Assessment Interview and Report on Provider
- Private Provider Inspection
- Assessment of Provider's Education Program

13. JE Cranage & Co

Assessment of Accreditation Submission
Credit Transfer Applications
Assessment of Training Centre
Assessment of Providers Educational Program
Review of Accreditation Submission

Financial and Management Assessment

19,686
7,450

1,920
1,920

380
380
1,920
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14. DD & Assoc

Review of Private Providers' Registration Process

15. Swinbume University

- Assessment of Provider's Educational Program
- Assessment of Provider's Educational Program

16. Management & Skills
Training Org (Vic)

Student Opinion Survey to determine motives for
enrolment expected and actual outcomes and
level of satisfaction.

49,000

17. Wright Business
Marketing

Public Relations Exercise in relation to Private
Providers

14,500

12,000
380
380

One completed consultancy only is yet to receive full payment: O'Keefe & Partners conducted a feasibility study for
the Sponsorship of Training Awards for 1994 at a cost of $4950. $2475 has been paid to date.
The companies listed below indicate part payment only as they have not been completed.

COMPANY

DESCRIPTION

PAID
TO DATE

COST $

1. Coopers & Lybrand

Advise on approaches to capital budgeting.
(Completed by mid-August)

25,000

50,000

2. Ian Predl & Assoc

Review of Designated Providers/Network Management
Systems
(Completed by end of September)

21,650

32,500

3. Management & Skills
Training Org (Vic)

Student Opinion Survey to determine motives for
enrolment expected and actual outcomes and
level of satisfaction.
(Due to be completed by end of August)

31,200

49,000

TAFE colleges, higher and further education institutions have not been included in this response as the collation of
the information would require excessive time and resources. However, if the honourable member for
Melbourne Province would like specific information on a particular college or institution I will consider the
request.
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CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES -OFFICE LOCATIONS AND
STAFF NUMBERS
(Question No. 43)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
In respect of the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources as at 30 September 1992 and March 1993,
respectively:
(a) How many separate office locations did the department have and where?
(b)
How many staff were employed at each location?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer is:
Information concerning staffing levels and departmental offices and work stations is provided in the department's
annual reports. The production of further information in relation to the honourable member's question would require
excessive time and resources and, consistent with past practice, cannot be justified.

COMPLIANCE WITH VICTORIAN PLANNING PROCESSES
(Question No. 49)
Hon. B. W. MIER asked the Minister for Major Projects:
In view of the provisions of the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (A.N.5.T.O.) Amendment Act
1992, are there sufficient measures in place to ensure that major Federal government projects comply with the proper
planning process in Victoria?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Major Projects) - The answer is:
Administration of planning processes in Victoria is the responsibility of the Minister for Planning.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. SO)
HON. D.A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Local Government, for the Minister for Industry Services:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $SO 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged.
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the engagement,
consultancy or contract; (H) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (ill) what
was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the work to be undertaken
advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in which newspaper; and (v) was
Tender Board approval obtained.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local Government) - The answer supplied by the Minister for
Industry Services is:
The Minister for Industry Services has no knowledge of any consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for
work valued in excess of $SO 000 entered into since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist
with public relations or information dissemination activities.

TREASURY -PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 51)
HON. D.A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Local Government, for the Treasurer:
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In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged.
(a)
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the engagement,
consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (ill) what
was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the work to be undertaken
advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in which newspaper; and (v) was
Tender Board approval obtained.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local Government) - The answer supplied by the Treasurer is:
No companies have been so engaged by the Department of the Treasury and/or its agencies since October 1992.

FINANCE - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 52)
HON. D.A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Local Government, for the Minister for Finance:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged.
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the engagement,
consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (ill) what
was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the work to be undertaken
advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in which newspaper; and (v) was
Tender Board approval obtained.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local Government) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Finance
is:
Records held in my department indicate that no consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts specified in the
question have been entered into since October 1992.

HOUSING - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 53)
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Housing:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a)
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (U) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer is:
No consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for public relations or information dissemination work
valued in excess of $50 000 have been entered into since October 1992.
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AGED CARE - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 54)
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Aged Care:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $SO ()()() entered into

since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged Care) - The answer is:
No consultancies have been engaged in these categories.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 55)
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Housing, for the Minister responsible for Aboriginal Affairs:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $SO ()()() entered into

since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer supplied by the Minister responsible for
Aboriginal Affairs is:
No consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work have been entered into since October 1992 to
publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information dissemination activities of the
Minister, Aboriginal Affairs Victoria, or any of the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is responsible.

COMMUNITY SERVICES - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 56)
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Housing, for the Minister for Community Services:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $SO ()()() entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Community
Services is:
There have been no engagements for the purposes contained in this question.

HEALTH - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 57)
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Housing, for the Minister for Health:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into

since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, her department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which she is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Health is:
No consultancies have been engaged in these categories.

PLANNING - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 58)
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA asked the Minister for Housing, for the Minister for Planning:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into

since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Planning is:
No consultancies in excess of $50 000 for public relations or information dissemination activities have been let by those
parts of the Department of Planning and Development or by statutory authorities or agencies which are within my
portfolio.

ENERGY AND MINERALS - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 59)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for Local Government, for the Minister for Energy and Minerals:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into

since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a)
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
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For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (iii) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local Government) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Energy
and Minerals is:
For:
Department of Energy and Minerals
State Electricity Commission of Victoria
Renewable Energy Authority Victoria
No company or agency so engaged.
For:
Coal Corporation of Victoria
(a)
(b)

Nicolson Guthrie Advertising Pty Ltd
(i)
The purpose of the engagement is to assist the Coal Corporation of Victoria with the marketing
launch of the brand name "Heat-A-Brix" HOTS, for the new larger briquette sold by the corporation
into the household market. This has involved the development of a detailed plan for the launch,
production of advertising material and the booking of space in the print media.
(ii)
1 April 1993 to 31 August 1993
(iii)
Maximum $100 000
(iv)
The work was not publicly advertised. Three advertising agencies were approached to submit
comprehensive programs to launch the new larger briquette based on their previous knowledge
and experience with solid fuel products and exports.
(v)
The Coal Corporation of Victoria is not subject to State Tender Board approval.

For:
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria
(a)
(b)

Us PtyLtd
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(a)
(b)

Manage the GASMART advertising program.
Two years with a further two year option.
Expected expenditure between $1 million and $2 million. Precise costs not shown to preserve
commercial confidentiality.
The work was not publicly advertised. Expressions of interest were called from sixteen agencies.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria is not subject to State Tender Board approval.

Clemenger Harvie
(i)
Manage the Heatane Gas advertising program.
(ii)
February 1993 to June 1993
(iii)
Between $0.3 million and $0.5 million. Precise costs not shown to preserve commercial
confidentiality.
(iv)
The work was not publicly advertised. Selection made from agencies who expressed interest
in the GASMART program.
(v)
The Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria is not subject to State Tender Board approval.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT - PUBLIC RELATIONS
CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 60)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for Regional Development:
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In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional Development) - The answer is:
In respect of my portfolio responsibilities of regional development and WorkCover, I am advised that the answer is:
(a) That the Victorian WorkCover Authority engaged the following consultancies for work valued in excess of
$50000.
Peter Hargreaves and Associates;
Business Horizons; and
Armstrongs' Advertising.
(b) (i)
Peter Hargreaves and Associates were engaged to provide assistance to the authority to provide
information to employers and workers regarding changes to WorkCover legislation on a
"required task" basis. This involved a series of Victoria wide seminars coordinated through the
electoral offices of both Labor and coalition members of Parliament, information articles in country,
suburban and ethnic press and preparation of printed information material.
Business Horizons were engaged to write and produce training videos for employers and
workers in 1992-93 and 1993-94 and to form part of the creative team to develop and produce
electronic media commercials to promote return to work of injured workers.
Armstrongs' Advertising were engaged as part of the creative team to develop and produce
electronic media commercials to promote return to work of injured workers and to develop and
produce information press advertisements to advise employers and workers of legislative changes,
their rights and obligations and to promote return to work.
(ii)
Peter Hargreaves and Associates were engaged on a "required task" basis from 16 December
1992 until 30 June 1993.
Business Horizons were engaged from 23 April 1993 until the training videos and production
of the electronic media commercials are completed by 1 September 1993.
Armstrongs' Advertising were engaged from 23 April 1993 as the preferred advertising company
for development, production and placement of the authority's advertising needs, as required.
(ill)
The dollar value of the engagement of:
Peter Hargreaves and Associates was $95 748.12 including $12 968.72 for disbursements:
Business Horizons was (and is):
$300 000 for writing and production of five training videos and preproduction of three
further training videos (the completed cost of the eight training videos will be
$480 000) - which will be offset by sale of the videos; and
$252 8SO for production and actors' fees for six 3O-second television commercials and a
proposed further $250 000 for a proposed additional six 3O-second television commercials.
Armstrongs' Advertising was:
$110245 for production and creative costs for print and electronic media advertisements;
$332 364 for print placement; and
$985265 for radio and television placement costs to 30 June 1993.
Placement costs beyond 30 June 1993 will be determined within the authority's budget.
(iv)
Selected companies, public relations and video production advertising agencies of similar size
and competencies were asked to submit proposals and costs and were chosen by measurement
against criteria set by the authority.
(v)
Tender Board approval is not required for statutory authorities' tendering processes.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 61)
Hon. R.

S~

IVES asked the Minister for Local Government:
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In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a)
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what w~ or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local Government) - The answer is:
I am advised that no consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 have
been entered into since October 1992 in the Office of Local Government to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way
assist with the public relations or information dissemination activities of myself, department or the statutory authorities
or agencies for which I am responsible as Minister for Local Government.

SMALL BUSINESS - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 63)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for Roads and Ports, for the Minister for Small Business:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a)
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (U) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and Ports) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Small
Business is:
No consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 have been entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
activities of myself, my Ministry or the statutory authorities for which I am responsible.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 64)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for Roads and Ports, for the Minister for Public Transport:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a)
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (U) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and Ports) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Public
Transport is:
There is one engagement entered into since October 1992 which falls within the parameters of the question.
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(a)
(b)

DDB Needham Melbourne Pty Ltd.
(i)
The placement of advertisements in newspapers to inform the public of the government's public
transport reforms.
(ii)
January 1993.
(ill)
$146 836.05 was the gross value of media (GVM) placed in accordance with State Tender Board
contracted rates. DDB Needham, as a commissioned agent, retained a 3 per cent media commission
being $4277.81
(iv) and (v) No. Media was placed under existing State Tender Board contracted rates.
On 6 January 1993 the government announced public transport reforms that would improve services and save
taxpayers $245 million per annum. In the announcement of the reforms, it was necessary to provide and develop
advertising materials and to arrange media placements to assist in ensuring that all Victorians have a full
understanding of the improvements and efficiencies to be gained as a result of the government's initiatives.

POLICE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES - PUBLIC RELATIONS
CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 65)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for Roads and Ports, for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a)
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and Ports) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services is:
(a)

Police Emergency Services and Corrections Directorate
Victoria Police
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
Country Fire Authority
Victoria State Emergency Service

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

(b)
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

AGRICULTURE - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 67)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for Roads and Ports, for the Minister for Agriculture:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a)
What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and Ports) - The answer supplied by the Minister for
Agriculture is:
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Consultation with depamnental units and statutory authorities has resulted in a "nil" response to question on notice
No. 67.

ROADS AND PORTS - PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 68)

Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for Roads and Ports:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information
dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
worJc to be undertaJcen advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and Ports) - The answer is:
Neither the Department of Transport nor the ports authorities within my portfolio have engaged a consultant or
entered into any contract in excess $50 000 for the purposes of public relations or information dissemination since
October 1992.
The Roads Corporation engaged a consultant to assist in ensuring public awareness of recent changes to road traffic
laws. The following information is provided in answer to the honourable member's question.
(a)
Stratcom Consulting Pty Ltd in association with Nowland, Robinson, Perrett Advertising.
(b)
(i)
The consultancy was to provide public relations, to develop advertising materials and to arrange media
placements in support of two public information campaigns:
Introduction of the new Left Turn/Right Turn priority law in Victoria on
28 February 1993; and
Introduction of 110 km/h speed zones on selected high-standard rural freeways
as the first stage of a Speed Zone review.
(ii)
(ill)

(iv)
(v)

The period of engagement of the consultants was from 2 January 1993 to 1 March 1993.
The total expenditure paid to the agency for the Left Turn/Right Turn campaign and the first
stage of the Speed Zone review was $217 382.
The media placement costs for the left turn campaign were:
Television
$ 29 300.00
Radio SBS
$ 1 000.00
Newspaper Advertising
$104 292.40
Total
$134 592.40
The media placement costs for the Speed Zone campaign were:
$ 32 443.67
The process entailed written invitations to three consultants to provide proposals to undertake the
advertising/public relations activity for the campaigns.
VIC ROADS was specifically exempted from the Tender Board processes under the Treasury
Regulations 1992 made pursuant to the Audit Act 1958.
Notwithstanding the above, VIC ROADS tendering and contracting operations are covered by
the Transport Act 1983. Approval and engagement of the consultancy in question complied
with procedures established under this Act.

TOURISM -PUBLIC RELATIONS CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 70)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Tourism:
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In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information

dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Tourism is:
1.

(a)
(b)

2.

(a)
(b)

3.

(a)
(b)

WaIter Alteri Printing.
(i)
Printing of "Great Victorian Winery Tours" brochure.
(ii)
November 1992.
(ill)
$67 955.
(iv)
No.
(v)
Tourism Victoria is not subject to Tender Board approval, however it has established its own
Tender Board committee which mirrors the Treasury Regulations. For both the brochures, three
quotations were obtained; all were evaluated, and in each case the cheapest quotation which
met the specifications was approved.
WaIter Alteri Printing.
(i)
Reprint of "Great Victorian Motoring Holidays" brochure.
(ii)
June 1993.
(ill)

$84 700.

(iv)
(v)
Mojo.
(i)

No.
Refer above.

(ii)
(ill)

(iv)
(v)

To provide a full range of marketing and advertising services to Tourism Victoria.
A non-excIusive 3 year contract, commencing July 1993.
The dollar value of the contract is dependent upon the extent of advertising undertaken by
Tourism Victoria during the course of the contract. This, in turn, is dependent upon the budget
allocation to Tourism Victoria and the specific marketing strategies adopted by the board.
Yes. 17 April 1993. The Age and Australian newspapers.
As previously mentioned, Tourism Victoria is not subject to Tender Board approval. In this
particular instance, 47 expressions of interest were received and a rigorous evaluation of all
agencies was undertaken.

INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYMENT - PUBLIC RELATIONS
CONTRACTS/CONSULTANCIES
(Question No. 71)
Hon. R. S. IVES asked the Minister for the Arts, for the Minister for Industry and Employment:
In relation to consultancies, engagements, appointments or contracts for work valued in excess of $50 000 entered into
since October 1992 to publicise, promote, highlight or in any way assist with the public relations or information

dissemination activities of the Minister, his department or the statutory authorities or agencies for which he is
responsible:
(a) What is the name of each company or agency so engaged?
(b)
For each company or agency so engaged or contracted - (i) what was or is the purpose of the
engagement, consultancy or contract; (ii) what was or is the period of the engagement, consultancy or
contract; (ill) what was or is the dollar value of the engagement, consultancy or contract; (iv) was the
work to be undertaken advertised publicly prior to the engagement and, if so, on what date and in
which newspaper; and (v) was Tender Board approval obtained?

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the Arts) - The answer supplied by the Minister for Industry and
Employment is:
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I am advised that there are three engagements, consultancies or contracts which have been entered into subsequent to
October 1992 and which fall within the parameters of the question. They are:
One
(a)
(b)

BADJAR advertising.
(i)
The creative execution and production of advertising to inform the public of the government's
reforms to the State industrial relations system and the subsequent introduction of the Employee
Relations Act 1992.
(ii)
November and December 1992 and January and February 1993.
(ill)

$87714.00.

(iv) and (v) No. Due to the confidential nature of the legislation, public tender was not appropriate.
Two
(a)
(b)

DDB Needham Melbourne Pty Ltd.
(i)
The placement of television, radio and press advertising to inform the public of the government's
reforms to the State industrial relations system and the subsequent introduction of the Employee
Relations Act 1992.
(ii)
November and December 1992 and January and February 1993.
(ill)
$496251.49 was the gross value of media placed. All press advertisements were placed under
the existing State Tender Board contracted rates. Television and radio advertising was placed at
competitive commercial rates. DDB Needham, as commissioned agent, retained a 3 per cent
commission.
(iv) and (v) No. All press advertisements were placed under the existing State Tender Board contracted rates.
Television and radio advertising was placed at competitive commercial rates.

Three
(a)

(b)

Detail Printing Pty Ltd.
(i)
The printing of advertising material to inform the public of the government's reforms to the State
industrial relations system and the subsequent introduction of the Employee Relations Act 1992.
(ii)
November and December 1992 and January and February 1993.
(ill)

$136 761.00.

(iv)

No.
No.

(v)

LAND CARE -ASSISTANCE TO GROUPS
(Question No. 85)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environmen.t:
For each of the years 1990-91, 1991-92, and 1992-93, what resources and assistance have been provided to LandCare
groups in Victoria showing - (i) group assisted; and (ii) type and value of assistance?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the
Minister for Natural Resources is:
The State and Federal governments have provided support to LandCare groups, and other groups concerned with
tackling land and water degradation, in the form of technical and group facilitation expertise, and direct financial
assistance. These groups encompass a broad range of activities including salinity, soil conservation, rabbits and other
pest animals, weeds, revegetation and protection of remnant vegetation.
A summary is given in Attachment 1 of the direct financial assistance provided to LandCare and other groups
concerned with natural resource management under the National Soil Conservation program, Tree Victoria, Greening
Australia Victoria, Save the Bush and One Billion Trees, in each of the years 1990-91, 1991-92 and 1992-93.
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Attachment 1
1990-91
No. of groups

National Soil Conaerntion
Program
One Billion Trees/Creening
Australia Victoria
Tree Victoria
Save the Bush

Funding
S

1991-92
No. of groups
Funding
S

1992-93
No. of groups
Funding
S

Totals
No. of groups Funding
S

3S

631732

65

1106313

77

1248264

177

2986309

23
131

252000
529 200
97642

44
170
32

211300
562684
187920

47
174
33

179 786
602884
242321

114
475
76

643086
1694 768
527883

11

NATIONAL, STATE AND REGIONAL PARKS - LOCATION AND STAFF
EMPLOYED
(Question No. 86)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
For each national, State and regional park in Victoria:
(a) How many staff are allocated to each park and where are they located?
(b) What is their classification and background.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer is:
Staff numbers and the location of the parks they work in or for are detailed on the attached tables. The data are derived
from departmental area records. It should be noted that the staffing numbers include only those staff employed as at 18
June 1993 who are directly involved in the management of those parks listed under the schedules to·the National Parks
Act 1975. The staff numbers do not include professional, technical or administrative support staff based in area offices
who work across the whole spectrum of departmental operations.
Note that the staff numbers presen~ed are actual numbers of individual staff assigned and are not expressed as
equivalent full-time positions.
Insofar as regional parks are concerned, the following parks are categorised as regional parks: Chiltern, Gellibrand Hill,
Lake Albacutya, Lysterfield Lake, Murray-Kulkyne, Reef Hills, Tyers and Yea River.
With respect to part (b) of the question, a range of scientific, technical and administrative staff work in parks. Producing
information on the specific classification and background of staff would require excessive time and resources and,
consistent with past practice, cannot be justified.
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Number of
Staff Allocated
as at 18 June
1993

Park Location

NORTH WEST AREA

1. Nationa) Parks
Wyperfeld

8

Hattah-Kulkyne

12

Murray Sunset

11

2. State Parks
Kara Kara
Kooyoora
2

Whipstick }
Kamarooka}
Paddys Ranges
Terrick Terrick
Leaghur

3. Regional Parks
Murray Kulkyne: Managed in conjunction with Hattah Kulkyne NP
Lake Albacutya

4

SOUTH WEST AREA
1. Nationa) Parks

()tway

11

Port CampbeU

9

Lower Glenelg

1

Mt Eccles

4

Mt Richmond

4

Grampians

14

Little Desert

3

2
(e:\ukm1arlO7noquc3.doc)
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Number of
Staff Allocated
as at 18 June
1993

Park Location

2. State Parks
Langi Ghiran

3

MtBuangor

3

Angahook-Lome

13

Melba Gully: Managed in conjunction with Otway NP
Cape Nelson

4

Mt Arapiles-Tooan

2

Black Range
Dergholm
Carlisle

PORT PHll..LIP AREA
1. National Parks
Dandenong Ranges

28

Point Nepean

19

Brisbane Ranges

5

Organ Pipes

6

Churchill: Managed in conjunction with Lysterfield Lake Park.
2. State Parks

Arthurs Seat

8

Bunyip}
Gembrook}

6

French Island

3

s

Werribee Gorge}
Lerderderg
}

11

Warrandyte
3. Regional Parks
Lysterfield Lake

9

Gellibrand Hill

9
3

(c:lubn'-'07noqucl.doc)
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Number of
Staff Allocated
as at 18 June

Park Location

1993
NORTH EAST AREA

1. National Parks
Alpine

16

Mt Buffalo

6

Burrowa Pine Mountain

2

Fraser

8

Kinglake

7

2. State Parks

Barmah

8

Mt. Samaria

2

Warby Ranges

2

Eildon

3

Cathedral Range
Mt Lawson

2

3. Regional Parks

Reef Hills: Managed in conjunction with Mt Samaria State Park.
Yea River: Managed in conjunction with Kinglake National Park.

Chiltern

2

GIPPSLAND AREA

1. National Parks
The Lakes

5

Alpine

30

BawBaw

5

Tarra-Bulga

3

Morwell

4
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Number of
Staff Allocated
as at 18 June
1993

Park Location

44

Wilsons Promontory
Snowy River

5

Mitchell River

5

Errinundra: Managed in conjunction with the Snowy River and Alpine National Parks
Croajingolong

24

Coopracambra }
Alfred
} Managed in conjunction with Croajingolong National Park
Lind
}
2. State Parks
Holey Plains
Moondarra: Managed in conjunction with Baw Baw National Park
Mt. Worth

2

3. Regional Parks
Tyers: Managed in conjunction with Baw Baw NP.

5
(c:IullmWlO7noqucJ.doc)
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FORESTS - LOGGING COUPES
(Question No. 87)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d).
(e)

How many logging coupes have failed to regenerate satisfactorily?
Where are the failed coupes located?
What are the suspected reasons for the failure?
What efforts have been made to achieve a satisfactory regeneration?
What money is currently being expended and in what areas?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer provided by the
Minister for Natural Resources is:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

In recent years, an estimated 15 per cent of logging coupes in native State forest from which sawlogs have been
drawn have initially failed to regenerate to departmental minimum standards. In accordance with the Code of
Forest Practices, these coupes are subsequently re-treated in order to achieve satisfactory levels of regeneration.
A Statewide inventory of all recently logged coupes is·currently being carried out by the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources. When finalised, this will provide a complete picture of regeneration.
Until the inventory referred to in (a) is finalised, a statement on the exact locations of all failed coupes is not
possible. However, it is known that there have been failures in the high elevation mixed species forest type
which occurs, among other places, in mountainous areas north of Orbost, Baimsdale and Erica. There have
also been failed coupes recorded in the mixed species forest type in the Strathbogie and Toombullup Ranges
and other locations in north-eastem Victoria.
.
Special projects are under way to address the problems in these areas.
There are a number of known and suspected reasons for regeneration failures, including browsing by rabbits and
wallabies. The department is addressing the issue and set up an internal working party in December 1992 to
examine the problems and recommend solutions.
In the last three years in particular, the department has made significant efforts to achieve higher levels of
satisfactory regeneration, which include the following:
Training of more than 60 forest officers through the Associate Diploma of Applied Science (Resource
Management) course.
Establishment of research and development action groups covering different forest areas. These are designed
to ensure that up-to-date research knowledge is applied in the field, and that identified problems are
promptly dealt with.
Holding of operational silviculture workshops to train and update the participants in current best practice in
different forestry operations, including regeneration.
Development of a computer-based coupe management system designed to assist in all aspects of planning,
recording and monitoring associated with logging coupes, with emphasis on regeneration. This system
should be operational by mid-I994.
The setting up of a working party with the objective of improving regeneration performance, as described in
(c).

(e)

The budget allocation in 1992-93 for regeneration operations, which include seed collection, site preparation,
sowing/planting, monitoring, planning, supervision, and administrative overheads was $3.45 million,
Statewide.

PORT PHILLIP BAY - SCALLOP FISHING
(Question No. 88)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
(a)
(b)

(c)

What studies are currently being undertaken regarding the impact of scallop fishing in Port Phillip Bay?
When are results of any studies to be reported?
What areas in Port Phillip Bay are exempt from scallop dredging?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the
Minister for Natural Resources is:
(a)

The following studies began in 1991 and are now approaching completion:
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(b)

(c)
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biological studies on the impacts of dredging on:
animals living in the sediments;
animals living on the seafloor;
bottom-dwelling fish communities; and
fish feeding.
studies of sediment disturbance:
by the conventional scallop dredge; and
comparison of dredges of various designs.
The results of all biological studies are expected to be completed by the end of 1993. The future of continued
sediment studies is being reviewed.
An area off St Leonards has been dosed to scallop fishing, for research purposes, since 1991, and dredges are not
allowed to be used in water less than 5 metres deep in Corio Bay and in Port Phillip Bay proper, waters less
than 10 metres deep.

PORT PHILLIP BAY - FISH HARVESTING
(Question No. 89)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
What is the annual quantity of fish harvested from Port Phillip Bay by - (i) commercial; and (il) recreational fishermen
for each of the years from 1980 to 1992.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the
Minister for Natural Resources is:
The annual commercial fish catch from Port Phillip Bay, from 1980 to 1992, was:
Fiscal Year

Tonnes

1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92

1290
1250
1300
1300
1120
1250
1760
1580
1930
1400
2050
2060

A survey of recreational fishing in the bay - during daylight hours - in 1980-81 provided an estimate of 1048 tonnes.
A three-year fishing survey commenced in 1991 and data collected is in the process of being analysed. This work will be
fully publicised on its completion, which is expected to be within the next 3-4 months.

VICTORIAN WATERWAYS -ALGAL BLOOMS
(Question No. 90)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

What waterways and reservoirs in Victoria have had problems with algae in 1990, 1991, 1992, and in 1993 to date?
What has been the extent of the problem and in what instances have health risks been present?
What actions have been taken to remedy the situation - (i) in each particular case; and (il) to reduce the potential
for future occurrence?
What research effort is being applied to this area in particular, and what staff and budgets are allocated?
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Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer supplied by the
Minister for Natural Resources is:
(a)

The Victorian waterways and reservoirs that have had problems with algae in 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993 to date
are listed in the attached schedule (five pages). The increased number of blooms recorded in recent years is
partly due to closer surveillance.
(b)
The extent of the problems has been variable. In some cases it has only caused odours and unsightly scums on
remote swamps and lagoons, while in other cases it has caused the local urban water supply system to be
restricted or closed for up to a week until the bloom had been treated and dissipated.
Health risks have been avoided by taking one or more of the following actions:
closure of affected water supply storages and:
imposition of water restrictions to conserve limited supplies of clean water;
introduction of alternative supplies;
treatment of blooms with algicides.
restriction of recreational use of rivers, lakes and irrigation storages.
restriction of access to rivers and streams.
release of flushing flows to dilute or break up blooms in rivers.
No serious human illness has been reported in Victoria. However, a number of stock deaths have occurred where
farmers have ignored warnings to keep stock away from affected waters.
(c)(i) All water supply authorities have been informed of the potential health dangers associated with toxic algal
blooms and have been required to prepare comprehensive plans to manage emergencies in their systems
which could result from blooms or other causes. The emergency management plans specify arrangements for
internal and external actions, issue of advice to consumers and the general public during an emergency,
securing alternative supplies where required, treatment of contaminated water and procedures for the
imposition of restrictions. The availability of such plans will ensure minimum disruption to the community.
Authorities have also been encouraged to regularly monitor the quality of water bodies under their management or
adjacent to their systems. Training courses have been implemented to train operators in the identification of
toxic algae.
(c)(ii) The presence of excessive amounts of nutrients (mainly phosphorus) in Victoria's inland waterbodies is a
major factor in the occurrence of blooms. In the longer term it will be necessary to better manage the level of
nutrients that is already in or discharging into our waterbodies. A draft strategy for the management of
nutrients is being prepared by the Victorian Blue-Green Algae Project Team. The draft strategy will be
released for community consideration and comment later this year.
The strategy will provide a policy and planning framework to enable government and local communities to work
together to achieve desired results. It is critical that local communities understand the need for improved
nutrient management (as part of the greater issue of catchment management) and have input to and endorse
strategies to achieve it.
It is expected that the strategy will be finalised and released in early 1994. Implementation of the strategy will be
linked with the existing salinity and Land Care programs.
(d) The government and two local water authorities have jointly funded a study by Monash University of the
Candowie and Lance Creek catchments in South Gippsland. Action plans have been developed to improve
water quality and catchment management including stream rehabilitation in both systems. The study report is
being reprinted for wide distribution.
Total estimated cost of project:
$100 000.
Departmental staff involvement:
2-3 staff intermittently.
Another cooperative venture between Deakin University (Warrnambool), the Kowree Water Board and the
department has commenced. This study will investigate and report on the causes of blooms in Lake Wallace
near Edenhope and discuss remedial management strategies. The study will include community consultation.
Total estimated cost of project:
$75 000.
2-3 staff intermittently.
Departmental staff involvement:
Melbourne Water and the Cooperative Research Centre for Catchment Hydrology have commenced a three-year
study in the Tarago catchment. The study will include identification and implementation of land and stream
management improvements (including experimental research into the design and effectiveness of vegetative
buffer strips in reducing turbidity and nutrient inflow to streams), community awareness, education and
participation (particularly local schools) and monitoring to determine effectiveness of the program. The
program is being managed by a steering committee of landowners and government representatives. It is being
jointly funded by the Cooperative Research Centre, CSIRO, DCNR and Melbourne Water.
Total estimated cost of program:
$1.1 million.
Staff involvement:
4 directly employed and up to 8 others intermittently.
These three projects are dealing with catchments which differ in nature and have differing land use and activities in
them. Each will have outcomes that will have application elsewhere in the State.
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In addition, the government supports a national approach to algal bloom research to avoid overlay and ensure
effective use of limited funds. It also support the initiative taken by the former Australian Water Resources

Council to appoint a national project manager for algal bloom research (Dr P Johnstone). Dr Johnstone's tasks
include the compilation of an inventory of current Australian research projects into algal blooms and
identification of areas where further research is needed. Coordination is essential to make best use of the
available funds, ensure that priorities are appropriate and that duplication is avoided.

Schedule of Algal Blooms, Victoria - 1990, 1991, 1992 and to June 1993
Buln
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Oltl

Commlnt.

NOM

19.0 (30 .KO,,"I
Like

Cor~emite

Colec Inlet to No. 4

1180

Green fleoelllt ..

Broken

Leke Mokoen

1/90

Microcyati.

6 monthe, cloeed

Wimmer.

Hopetoun Storeoe

2/90

Anebeene

CuSO .. 8 w . .kIo

Broken

Glervowen R_rvoir

3/90

Anabeene

CuSO., 3 w . .kIo

Wimme,e

G,ean Lake

3/90

Microcyllie

CIOMd, 3 monthe

Loddon

Hapburn Leooon

3/80

Microcyatie

Changa .upply

GO\JIburn

Honeyauckla R_rvoi,

3/80

Anibeene

CuSO .. 2 WMkIo

Wimma,e

Like Wlllec.

3/90

Mic,ocyati.

Monitor, 3 WMka

Wimme,e

Lake Whitton

3/90

Mic,ocyatie

CuSO .. 2·3 WMka

MaUe.

Lak.. Heneh, Buller & Atawlk

3/90

Microcyatito

CIOMd, 10 w . .kIo

South Gippalend

Lance C,eek Reservoir

3/90

AnabMne end Microcyatia

CuSO .. 3 wHkIo

Kiewe

Murray River, AJbury

3/80

Anabeena

3wMka

Loddon

Murray River, Torrumba,ry

3/90

AnibMne

3weeka

Broken

Murrey Rive" y."ewonga

3/90

Anabeene

3w. .ka

MallM

Payche 8end Ind MI'l/ooYI Leooon

3/90

Pho,midium

Avocl

See Llka Sloreoa

3/90

Anabeene

CuSO., 3 weeka

Loddon

Wyc:hilalla Dam

3/90

Mic,ocyatl.

CuSO .. 2 WMka
CuSO. da.ing

South Gippalend

Inva,loch Se,vice Beein

4/90

AnabMne

Wimme,e

Leke Whinon

4/90

Chlorelle

South Gippalend

Lance Creek Rehlvoi,

4/90

Anebaena

y."e

S"O.,loaf R_rvoi,

6/90

Microcy.t1a

South Gippalend

Lance C,eek Reaervoir

7/90

Microcyatie

CuSO .. out of aupply

8unyip

Atmeoh Road 8 ..in

10/90

Ker ItocOCCUI

CuSO .. 1ppm

Bunyip

Eliu Road Beein

10/90

Ke'ltococc~

CuSO.,lppm

B,oken

Kltamatite Supply

10/90

Chlamydmonee

8unyip

Mo,nington R_rvoi,

10/90

COImerium

CuSO .. lppm

Hopkine

C.,emut Reaervoir

11/90

Chroococc~

Monitored, 3 weeklo

8unyip

Humphriea Roed Beein 2

11/90

Kltltococc...

CuSO .. 2ppm

Bunyip

Binem R...rvoir

12/90

Coem.,ium

CUSO .. lppm

Wimme,.

Hopetoun Stoteoe

12/90

Dietoma & G,Hne

Pumped out end dried

CuSO. dOling
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AI_

1991 (62 ,acordol
Otway

Allenv"a R.a.rvoir

1/91

Euglenoida

CuSO., I week

Werribee

Colbrook RMetVoir

1/91

Looerhemia and Spirooy,a

Monitored, 2 w . .ks

Bunyip

Eliza Roed Beain

1191

Oocystia

CuSO.,Ippm

M.. le.

Lake Hanah

1/91

Anabaene

Cloeed, 2 weeks

Broken

Lake Mokoen

1/91

Microc:v.t ..

6 montha, c:JoeecI

Mallee

Little lake Hattah

1/91

Anabaena

Closed, 6 ...... ka

Loddon

Tullaroop Reservoir

1/91

Anabaena and Microcyatia

Closed to recreat.on

Wimmera

Whitton Storooe No.2

1191

Microcysti. and Anabaena

CuSO •• 2·3 w ..ka

Wimm.,.

Wimmer. River

1/91

Anabaena

Cloeed to ,ec,.etion

Y.r,.

Albe,t Park Lake

2/91

An.bMn.

South Gipp.land

Candowle R••• rvotr

2/91

Microcyst.a

MOnltorad

Mallee

C.rw.,p Creek

2/91

Oacill.toria and Anab...,.

Cloeed

Wimme,.

lake Carpol.c

2/91

Aneb ..ne

CI08ed to reereat.on

Hopkina

Mount Ewen Reservo..

2/91

Anab..ne

CuSO.

MaribyrnonQ

Q .... na

2/91

Oacill.tori.

Monitored

Pa,k Lake

Bunyip

Tarooo Reservei,

2/91

Mic:rocyatis

M."byrnong

Karri_ RH.rvot,

3/91

Eunotia

Monitored, 2 weeka

loddon

WychiteUa Reilway Dam

3/91

ARab..n.

CuSO. doeing

MeribyrnonQ

Glenle,n Service Buin

4/91

Penn.t. di.toma

CuSO. doeing

Hopklna

Hopkina River, Boonereh

4/91

Unicellular green

Monitored

lat,obe

L.ke Narr ac.n

4/91

Microcystia

Fh..hed and diluted

Ma"byrnong

L.ncelield R... rvoir

4/91

Trachelomon ..

CuSO .. 2 w ..ka

Bunyip

Tareoo Raervoir

4/91

Microcyatie

CuSO .. lppm

Broken

Murray Riv.r, Varrawonga

8/91

An.b..n.

4weeka

M.II ....

Keith Ki,by'. & Birken·. Dam.

7/91

An.b ..ne and O.cill.tori.

CuSO. doeing

Werribee

Molton Rne,vo..

7/91

Anab ..na

CuSO .. 8·8 weeka

M .. loo

Vatpool D.m .nd SW Angle Road
Dam

7/91

O.ctllato".

Ua.r. notilied

Moorabool

Moor.bool R...,vo"

9/91

Synure

Bunyip

Atmeoh Roed B.a,"

10/91

K.,at:ococaa

CuSO .. Ippm

V.rr.

W.llen R...rvoir

10/91

An.baena

CuSO .. 4 w ..ka

Goulburn

Borrow Pits, War.ng. BMin

11/91

OedOOonium

MenuaI r.king
Filtered waler .upply

Mallee

Irrig.tion Channels in Mildura

11/91

Non-toxic BIG

Goulburn

Kilmore Reservoir

11/91

StOU'astrum

Wimmer.

L.ke W.llace

11/91

Microcyatia and An.beene

Closed, 3 montne

Bunyip

Morricks Basin

11/91

Rivulari.

Water level lowered

Bunyip

Mornington RnorvOtr

11/91

C08matium

CuSO .. lpI'm

Bunyip

Mount Manh. Buin

11/91

C..."atium

CuSO .. lppm

C.mPMpe

Tooborac R...rvoir

11/91

An.b..ne

CuSO .. 2 weeka

South Gippel.nd

C.ndowie Reservoir

12/91

Anab...,.

CI08ed, CuSO.

Hopkina

Catamut W.ter Supply

12/91

Ulotlvix & Euglen.

Monitored
Monitored

Goulburn

Ky.bram Winter Storage

12/91

Filament_ green

Leke Corangamite

L.ke Bullen Merri

12/91

ARabeene

Thomaon

L.ke Guthridge

12/91

Mieroc:vatia and Anab..ne

CI08ed to rec:r. .tion and supply

.-
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toeeaon

Del.

SOUlh Gippeland

lenc:. Cre.k Raervoor

121111

Microc'(1l!ito

CUSO .. OUl of aupply

GI«w1o

M..ino Be.in

12/91

Phormidium

Monilored

MeIIee

Mu-ray River. M.rbein

12/91

Anab...,a

Werr'Ona siO'"

Goulbu'n

Number 3 R-.rvoil'

12/91

Staur..trum

G.....I;

Rock/ends Rnervoir

121111

BotryococC\a

C..... p ..pe

Tooborac R_rvoir

12/91

N.ocNo,ia

GouIbu-n

Viol.1 Town Reurvoir

12/91

An.b..na

CuS04 on 3 occ ..iona

Wlmme,a River,An.branch

12/91

Microcvalla

Cloaed. 1 week

12/91

Anabaen.

Closed. CuSO.

11

Wlmm.,a

c.

I

Wlmm.,a

V.,ri ..... bi.ck C,eek

I

Commen..

AJOM

Monilored

iII,

1882 (&3 raeo..
loddon

B.ndi;o Cr..k

11112

Microcvatia

W.,ning ai;,..

Thomaon

Bowman'a B..in

1/92

Anab..na

CuSO .. 2 wee""

loddon

Ceirn Curran Raarvoir

11112

MicroCVati•

Up"., MU'fay

OartmOUlh RaHtVoir

1/92

Anabaena

CuSO .. no inlerrupl,on lo.""ply

GouIbU'n

Honeyauckl. Raarvoir

1/92

Anab..na

CuSO .. 2 w ..""

Broken

l ..... Nillahc:ooli.

1/92

Microcystia

3 WHk dur.lion

Broken

L..... Mulwala

1/92

Microcvali.

CI_ moniloring

Broken

l ..... Mokoan

1/92

Mlcroc'(1ltito

6 monu.. cloeed

Wlmmeta

l ..... Wallaca

1/92

Microc'(1Ilia

W.,ned not to drink

loddon

lake W.eroona

1/92

AnabMna

Cloaed to r.cr.ation

B_on

L..... W.ndour..

1/92

Microcvati•

W.,ning signa

W."ibaa

M.lton R_rvoir

1/92

Microc'(1lI'.

Patchy bloom

Upp.. Murray

Mt. Tabor R_rvoir

1/92

Anab..na

B wee .....

Bunvip

T.,ago R_rvoir

1/92

Synura

IncreaNd Cl doeaga

loddon

Tulleroop R_rvoir

1/92

Anabaena

Cloaed to recr.ation

Maribyrnong

Wat;at. Park

1/92

Cladopho,a

Mechanical removal

Wlmm.,a

V.,'i ..... biaelr. Cr.ek

1/92

An.b...,a

no~toxic

loddon

Hepbu'n lagoon

2/92

Microe'(1ltito and AnabMna

Cloeed

GouIbU'n

M_field Service BMin

2/92

Microc'(1llito

Cloaed. CuSO. dosing

GouIbU'n

M_field Storage

21112

Oacillatori.

Cloaed. CuSO. dosing

Maribyrnong

Rotunda lagoon

2/92

Anab..na

T.....bo

Tambo Riv.r. Beitnedala

2/92

Anabaena

V."a

Wate"oIda Perk

2/92

Anabaena

A., .tion,no~toxic

B_on

B_on River. Geelong

3/92

Anabaena

Werning aig,... e10aed 10 rowing

C ..... p ..pe

Caledoni. R_rvoir

3/92

Mic,ocyatito

Bunyip

Deep C'..k.P .....nn.....

3/92

Microcvatito

Ext.nded 3km. CuSO.

C ..... p..pe

F..n Hill Baein

3/92

Microcyatia

Monilored

GouIbu'n

Honeysuckle Creek R_rvoir

3/92

Anabaen.

CuSO. doaing

Loddon

L..... Tom Thumb

3/92

Microc'(1Ilie

Farmeta notified

CempMlle

L..... Eppaloctr.

3/92

MicroC'(1ltito

Werning ai;,..

Hoptr.i,..

L..... Gill...

3/92

Anab..".

Warning aig,..

Loddon

l.Xlon R_rvoir

3/92

Anabaena • Aphanizomenon

CIOHd. CuSO. doaing

W."ibaa

Pyk_ Cr ..... Raarvoir

3/92

Microcvalie

Monitored

T_in Riv.. &0 M-vyan Baein

3/92

Anabaena

~~~i!'~~._.
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Loddon

Wycn.tella RaIlway Dam

3/92

Anabaena

W,mmer.

Dock Like

4/92

Anab.ena

YVimmer.

Green Llh

4/92

Microcyst/'I

Ovens

Like William Hovel

4/92

AnkJ.trodesmus

Campaspe

Campnpe Reservol'

6/92

AnabKna

Close morutofH1Q

Goulburn

Goulburn River ,McCQY'. Bridge

6,92

Microcystl.

Close monltOtH1Q

Hopl<,na

lak.e C.nclrrono

6/92

Anabaena

Closed to recreatton

C.mpespe

MurrlY

6/9:!

Microcyst,.

EchucI supply closed snort peflod

Loddon

L •• necoofle Reservol,

6/92

Synur.

Portland

AriOQI ReservOir

7/92

An.been.

Clo.ed to recreation

Broken

Lake Nillahcootie

7/92

Microcv-ti.

Closed and isolated

Loddon

La.neeoo,'. RHervoir

8/92

AnkJ.trode.m ....

South Gipp.land

Leongatha Rea. No •. 1·4

10/92

Anabaena

Non

South Gippsland

Leongatha Rea. No. 4

10/92

Anabaena

CuSO.,out 01 supply

Portland

Aring. Reservoir

12/92

Anabaena

Cloaed

Loddon

Cairn Curf." ReservOir

12/92

Microcystl. and Anabaena

Warning slOns

Loddon

KeN'Wngton RMleryol(

12/92

Microcy.ti. and AnabMna

Warning 110""

South Gippsland

lance Creek Reservol'

12/92

Anabaena

CuSO. doalng

Loddon

Tullaroop Reservoir

'2/92

Anabaena .nd Mlcrocystis

Warn1no sions

Aiv~r.Echuc.

tOXIC

1993 (40 to June19931

HoplUns

Alexlndr. LIke

1/93

An.baen. and Microeystls

Warntno signs

Sarwon

a,rwon River, Geelong

1/93

Anlbeenl & Nodula,,"

WarNf"rQ ,iOns

Loddon

Cairn Curtan Reservoir

1/93

Microcystls

Warning signs

Buny,p

C andowul ReserVOir

1/93

Mlcrocystls

CuSO.

Mitchell

Gippsllnd Lakes

1/93

MicrocYltis and AnabMn.

Warnlt"IIQ SIOns &. media

Wimmer.

Green Like

1/93

M,crocysti.

CIMed

Loddon

L.anecoofle ReserVOir

1/93

Mlerocystl. and AnaDKn.

W.rnu''O sIgns

Loddon

L.ke Weeroon.

1/93

Anabaena

elONd to recreation

HockJ,.,.

L.k.a T elfln.Hum

1/93

O.cdlatorl'

W.rnlng '10'"

L8trobe

Lake N.rr.c.n

1/93

Mlcrocystls

Flushed Ind diluted

Like Corlnglmlte

Lake Colae

1/93

Anab.ena & Aphanizomenon

ToxIc· \V.rnu"lQ signs

Loddon

LIke Neangar

1/93

Anabaena, Osclllato". &
AnabH:nopsla

Cloaed & Wlrn'ng s'Ono

Goulburn

Like Eildon

1/93

MicrocY"I.

W.rning signs

Broken

LIke Mokoln

1/93

Microcystls

6 months, eiMed

B.rwon

Lake Murdeduke

1/93

Planktoth,ix

W.rnlr"lQ signs

Wimmer.

N at;mUk LIke

1/93

An.beena .nd Microcystls

WarnlnQ ,Igns

Tlmbo

Nicholaon River

1/93

Anabaenl

Warning SIOns

Srol<en

Reedy SWlmp

1/93

Microcystls and An.baena

Closed

Loddon

TullarooQ ReservoJ(

1/93

Anabeena Ind Microcyst ..

Brok.en

Like Mulwlll

2/93

Mieroey.tll & Anabaena

Media w.rnlnQl

Wimmer.

Lake COpe COpe

2/93

MicrocYltlS

W.rnlf"'IIQ ,iOns

Wimmer.

Lake Sltyo Catyo

2193

An.beena

WarniflQ 'IQns

Loddon

Loddon River .. Bridgeweter to
Ke,.ng

2:93

An,beena

Mecha warnu"'IIga

W .. rrobee

Melton Re3ervolr

2/93

MicroeYlus

Patchy bloom, CuSO.
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Comment.

UII_ M..rav

Mt. Tabor R_vOl.

2/93

Anab..na

M.....

M.... av Riv.. , Red ClitfslMerbein

2/93

Mixed

Media warninG

Wimm.,.

8ooroOlllc.i Sw.,.,p

3/93

Microcystis

W""'nG s'V,.

HopkiN

O..pl ••

3/93

Microcvst.s

WarninG 110"

South G.ppalend

Ilor\.ft\burra Storeoa No. 1

3183

Anab.."a

Isolated

loddon

l • • Tom Thumb

3183

Anab..nopsis

Closed &. WorninG "0"

HopIc.i,.

LA. Gelli.

3/93

Osclnatoria

WarninG .io,.

WImm •• a

lake Raac_tl.

3/93

Anab ..na

WarninG sio,.

Warri.,..

Malton f\eMrvoi.

3/93

Anabaena

CuSO ••

Wimma.1

Plonkiea Sw Imll

31113

Anab..na

WarninG sig,.

Otwl"

AnQr.... 811in No, 1

41113

Plenktothrix

Monitored

loddon

H.pbwn leooon

4183

Mictocv-t;' end Anabaena

CIOMd

loddon

L•• 8oga

4183

Microcvstia

CIOMd &. WarninG siO,.

l.e Corengamita

L.I Corengamite

41113

Nodularia

Medii warninGa

SOuth Gippalend

Lenc:1 Cr..k R_rvoi.

4/83

Anabaena

CI_ monitorinG

Wtmmerl

Tlvlor. lakl

41113

Anab_

CIOMd

Non toxic
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EDUCATION - VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION CENTRE
(Question No. 91)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training:
(a)
(b)

For each of the years 1990,1991 and 1992, how many clients have been assisted by the Vocational Orientation
Centre?
What are the categories of clients that are assisted and what form does the assistance take?

Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary Education and Training) - The answer is:
(a)

(b)

The Vocational Orientation Centre in its performance report to the Office of Training and Further Education states
that for the years 1990, 1991, and 1992 it had requests for information totalling 40 426,43147 and 43 662
respectively. Of these 23 780, 23 529 and 24135 were phone inquiries; 12977,15911 and 15218 were from
people dropping into the centre; and 443, 374 and 460 were mail inquiries.
All categories of client may contact the centre, including the general public, schoolleavers and disadvantaged
groups.
The centre provides information on careers and courses through individual and group information sessions,
counselling (vocational and non-vocational), access to resources such as the Job and Course Explorer retrieval
system and a library service.
Some services are provided on a fee-for-service basis: consultancies, training in career planning for professionals,
vocational counselling on a fee-paying basis and workshops covering career change, interview techniques and
writing job applications.

HOUSING - PROPERTY SERVICES
(Question No. 92)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Housing:
With respect to high-rise buildings managed by the Ministry of Housing, how much has been spent on - (i) cleaning;
(ii) landscaping; (iii) physical upgrading; and (iv) maintenance, in each of the years 1989-90, 1990-91, 1991-92 and

1992-93?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer is:
The information sought is not readily available within the Department of Planning and Development's records for the
time period and at the level of detail requested. The resources are not available to extract the information sought.
However, the following information on cleaning, gardening, upgrading and maintenance for all properties managed by
the department is provided.
Buildings Managed by Departmental Housing Direct Expenditure.
$000

1989-90
1990-91
Cleaning
714
1049
1 883
Garden maintenance
1 649
Physical upgrade
45 058
53 032·
47 662·
Maintenance
56 522
• Change in accounting policy - maintenance and upgrade definition.

1991-92
736

1732
82567
51728

1992-93 Estimate
800
1634
83900

52400

HOUSING - MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE
(Question No. 93)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Housing:
With respect to each Ministry of Housing estate in the Melbourne metropolitan area, what funds have been expended
on maintenance in each of the financial years from 1985-86 to 1992-93?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - The answer is:
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The information sought is not readily available within the Department of Planning and Development's records for the
time period and at the level of detail requested. The resources are not available to extract the information sought.
However, the following information on maintenance expenditure by each Office of Housing zone for the 1991-92 and
1992-93 years is provided.
$000

1991-92

1992-93·

Estimate
Urban North
10 548
Urban West
8702
Urban East
7705
Country West
8 184
7771
Country North
7683
7 606
Country East
8 906
·North/West Metro.
10 896
-Central Metro.
12 793
-East Metro./Country
13334
- Zone organisation structure changed in 1992-93 except for Country North and Country West.

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY - STANDARDS
(Question No. 94)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
What progress has the Environment Protection Authority made in meeting the standards recommended in the Streeton
report, indicating - (i) which standards have been met; (ii) which standards have not been met; (iii) what action is
under way or proposed; and (iv) what is the expected time limit for meeting those standards?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer is:
As part of a review of the State Environment Protection Policy for the Air Environment, the Environment Protection
Authority engaged Or Jonathan Streeton, an acknowledged expert on respiratory ailments, to review the
health-based objectives specified in the policy. In September 1990 Or Streeton recommended the lowering of
air quality objectives for some of the common widespread pollutants (class 1 indicators of air quality) and
changing the classification of some source-specific odorous or toxic contaminants (class 2 indicators),
including transferring a few of the class 2 indicators to the highly toxic category (class 3 indicators).
(i)
There has been limited sampling for respirable particles in Melbourne, but EPA advises that results indicate that
no breaches of the objective proposed by Or Streeton would be expected to occur.
In the Latrobe Valley air quality control region, no breaches of the 1 hour or 8 hour oxidant (measured as ozone)
objectives proposed by Or Streeton occurred between 1983 and 1991. The 1992 data are not yet fully validated.
(ii)
The EPA advises that for sulphur dioxide, there has been only one breach of the current 1 hour acceptable level
between 1979 and 1992. This occurred in Geelong in 1991. Annual average levels are well below the annual
objective of 0.02 parts per million proposed by Or Streeton.
For lead, there were no breaches of the current objective between 1989 and 1992, but two breaches would have
occurred between 1989 and 1992 if Or Streeton's recommended objective had been in place.
For oxidant (measured as ozone) in the Port Phillip air quality control region between 1979 and 1992, the number of
days with breaches of the 1 hour detrimental level varied from zero to 14, and the number of days with
breaches of the 8 hour detrimental level varied from 4 to 24. Recent years have shown a reduction in the
number of breaches per year. The number of days on which breaches would have occurred if Or Streeton's
recommendations had been in place in Melbourne between 1982 and 1992 would have varied between 6 and
43 per year.
(iii) The recommendations made by Or Streeton were predominantly health based, but the State Environment
Protection Policy for the Air Environment aims to protect all the following beneficial uses:
(a) life, health and wellbeing of humans.
(b)
life, health and wel being of other forms of life including animals and vegetation.
(c)
visibility.
(d) useful life and aesthetic appearance of buildings, structures, property and materials.
(e)
aesthetic enjoyment and local amenity.
The review of the Air SEPP has to consider the protection of all these beneficial uses, and EPA must also determine,
through consultation, what are the most appropriate control strategies for achieving the policy objectives that
it recommends to the government. The Streeton report is an important input to that process but not the sole
input.
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Since the release of Or Streeton's report, EPA has released for public comment discussion papers on each of the main
air pollutants in Victoria: lead, sulphur dioxide, oxidant and particles. These papers present detailed
monitoring results, additional research information, emission inventories, air pollution modelling results and
control options, particularly for lead and oxidant.
In addition EPA has held a number of public seminars focusing on issues arising from Or Streeton's report and there
has been extensive direct consultation with interested parties, including industry. A consultative committee
has been established with representatives from State and local government, industry and conservation groups.
An Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council working party has recently been
established to explore the development of a national protection measure for air. The Victorian SEPP and work
done as part of its current review are being drawn on by the working party. Victoria had made a commitment
through the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment to adopt national measures for environment
protection. The timing and content of any national measure for protecting air quality will strongly influence
the direction EPA will take with ongoing work on review of the Air SEPP.
While the timing of further Victorian air quality control strategies will also be dependent on progress towards
national measures, control measures already in place, such as catalytic converters on vehicles, the increasing
use of unleaded petrol, and ongoing EPA programs in collaboration with industry, are expected to continue to
contribute to improvements in air quality.

ENVIRONMENT - CONTAMINATED SITES
(Question No. 95)
Hon. B. T. PULLEN asked the Minister for Conservation and Environment:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

How many sites in Victoria have been identified as contaminated?
Where are such sites located?
Does the Environment Protection Authority have a strategy for cleaning up such contaminated sites?
What are the sites that are subject to a definite clean-up plan and what is the timetable for completion of clean up?
What public consultation processes are being used?
How many officers are allocated to the task?
What is the estimated cost of clean up in each case?

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation and Environment) - The answer is:
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

There are 75 sites listed on the State Register of Confirmed Contaminated Sites.
Confirmed contaminated sites are mainly located in Melbourne's metropolitan area. There are:
29 sites in central, eastern and northern suburbs.
20 sites in western suburbs.
6 sites in southern suburbs.
20 sites in country areas.
The addresses are shown in the State Register of Confirmed Contaminated Sites.
EPA employs the Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for the Assessment and Management of Contaminated
Sites (copy attached) in dealing with such sites.
The guidelines provide a framework for the proper assessment and management of contaminated sites, and set out
framework for clean up to provide protection for public health and the environment as well as allowing
flexibility for the future use of the land.
If a contaminated site is shown to have adverse health or environmental effects, a clean-up notice is served under
section 62A of the Environment Protection Act 1970. The level of clean up is determined by the degree of risk
that the contamination presents to both the health of people on or near the site and the environment.
Many sites on the register have had clean-up notices issued which have been complied with. That is, they no
longer pose a threat to environment or human health given the current land use. They remain on the register
as they are potentially a threat to a more sensitive land use (e.g. residence, child-care centre, etc) which may be
proposed in future.
Listed below are sites which are currently subject to clean-up notices under section 62A of the Act.
Site

Timetable for Clean Up

Cnr Stephen Street & Somerville Road, Yarraville
3 Rosella Street, Frankston
Lots 181 & 182 Acacia Court, Gisborne

Pending legal action.
Clean-up plan being developed.
Clean-up land being developed.
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Derrinallum-Vite Vite Road, Derrinallum
Lots 1, 2 and 3 Leslie Road, Clayton South
28-30 Mackenzie Road, Footscray
22 Kilpa Road, Moorabbin
82 Montague Street, South Melbourne

(e)

(f)

(g)
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Bioremediation program in place.
Pending legal action.
Containment and bioremediation program in place.
Bioremediation program in place.
Completion date 31.12.92. Company is in breach
of notice. Negotiations are continuing.
Creswick Road, Ballarat
Bioremediation program in place.
1<>0-102 McBryde Street, Fawkner
Clean up plan being developed.
Compliance with clean-up notice on or before 14.9.93.
2-4 Pau Street, Coburg
The register is a publicly available document. Councils are informed of any clean-up notices served in their
municipalities. If the contamination or the clean up has any implications for the community, the community is
informed of, or is involved in, decision-making processes. There are several examples of co~unity
information programs and community involvement in contaminated site issues. These include High Street,
Yarraville; NuFacm, Fawkner; the former Ardeer lead smelter site; and the Australian Defence Industry sites
in Albion, Footscray and Maribyrnong.
This is a small but integral part of the role of approximately 100 regional operations officers. Six members of the
Environmental Chemicals Unit maintain the State Register of Confirmed Contaminated Sites and spend much
of their time dealing with contaminated site issues.
The cost of clean up is generally not known by EPA, as it is the responsibility of the site owner or occupier. The
exceptions are cases where the government undertakes to pay and recoup costs. The owner or occupier
evaluates all options prior to clean up (including costs) and therefore the final clean up is usually the most cost
effective option which meets the required environmental standards. Costs vary too widely to estimate a
meaningful average cost.

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY (AMENDMENT) BILL
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 2.33 p.m. and read the prayer.

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. HAD DON
STOREY (Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training).

WATER (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
(Minister for Conservation and Environment).

EVIDENCE (PROOF OF OFFENCES) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. HADDON
STOREY (Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training).

UNCLAIMED MONEYS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Regional Development).

SUMMARY OFFENCES (STOLEN
CATILE) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
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Read first time on motion of Hon. HADDON
STOREY (Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training).

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
GAMING MACHINES
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - Following
the announcement of the successful casino bid, there
is a prospect that the Melbourne casino may provide
a higher return to players from gaming machines
than is possible from the clubs and hotels. That
being the case, will the Minister for Gaming take
steps to ensure that the maximum return to players
on casino gaming machines is not allowed to exceed
92 percent?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - Provisions are contained in the
management agreement and other agreements
between the Casino Control AuthOrity, the
government and the casino operator to deal with
player returns from gaming machines.
Hon. B. W. Mier - What are they?
Hon. HAD DON STOREY - I was going to tell
you something about them. I assure the House and
all honourable members that the management
agreement will be introduced as part of legislation
so that the full details will be available to all
honourable members.
In essence, the provisions require that the minimum
rate of return should be the same as that prescribed
in the Gaming Machine Control Act. Mr White will
be aware that that Act enables the Victorian Gaming
Commission to set a higher rate of return. Similar
provisions will apply for gaming machines in
associated agreements concerning the power of the
Casino Control Authority. The precise details will be
included in the agreement, and I will ensure that
they are made available to Mr White.

HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE
SERVICES FUNDING
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Silvan) - Will the
Minister for Aged Care inform the House of the
provision this year for additional funding for home
and community care (HACC) services?
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - I have previously advised the House that
the government had intended to increase funding
for HACC services this year by $3.5 million which,
with the Commonwealth matching that
contribution, would have taken the provision to
more than $7 million. I am pleased that the
government has been able to do better than that; in
fact, the all-up additional funding available this year
for HACC services will be of the order of
$12.5 million.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How much of that is
Commonwealth money?
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approach the State government has laid out in its
strategy document Everyone's Future.
All honourable members understand and appreciate
the vital role HACC services play in the community
and will be pleased about this, despite the difficult
financial straits Victoria finds itself in. This issue has
attracted additional funding because the
government recognises that ours is an ageing
population and that the present services do not
always meet the needs of those who wish to remain
in their own homes or at least in their own
communities.

MELBOURNE CITY COUNCIL
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Around $7 million. The
formula runs at a little more than 50 per cent
Commonwealth money and a little less than 50 per
cent State money.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -Give credit where it's
due.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - The issue of the ageing
population will require a great deal of cooperation
between all levels of government, and the Victorian
government has gone to some length to ensure that
there is a shared vision of the outcomes we want to
achieve and agreement as to how we might ensure
that those objectives come to fruition.
I have had several conversations with the Federal
Minister for Housing, Local Government and
Community Services, Mr Brian Howe, and by and
large there is agreement between both levels of
government about the need to boost the provision of
services to support people living in their own homes
or their own communities. At present there are some
gaps in those services. Frail aged people, elderly
disabled people, who often have complex needs, and
older people from non-English speaking
backgrounds are not always well served by the
existing network of services. They are the areas the
government has nominated to receive a boost from
growth funds to ensure there is a comprehensive
approach.
The government is preparing an options paper it
hopes to release in the near future that will examine
a range of options as to how we might better plan
and manage HACC funds to ensure that we better
target those whose needs are greatest. It is taking
some time to prepare, simply because the
government is trying to ensure that the various
options are acceptable, are supported by Federal and
local government and are consistent with the

Hon. D. T. WALPOLE (Melbourne) - I ask the
Minister for Local Government to advise the House
whether the government intends to refer the
restructure of the Melbourne City Council to the
Local Government Board.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - It seems that that question or
variations of it have been addressed to me on several
occasions since the change of government. On each
occasion I have made it clear that the boundaries of
the City of Melbourne are an issue to be determined
by Cabinet rather than the Minister for Local
Government.
I can inform the House that a quite extensive process
of consultation has taken place over the 11 months
that I have been responsible for this portfolio, and I
can report that a detailed proposition is being
framed for considera tion by Cabinet.
Hon. D. R. White - At your initiative or the
Premier's?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - At my initiative. The
government took the view that because the matter
relates to the City of Melbourne as the capital of
Victoria rather than as a unit of local government it
would not be appropriate for the issues to be
determined by the Local Government Board in the
first place. Having said that, it follows that if there
are to be changes to the boundaries of the City of
Melbourne there must be changes to the boundaries
of neighbouring municipalities. Should the changes
be adopted by Cabinet, those issues will be referred
to the Local Government Board for determination.
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MELBOURNE CASINO
Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) - Will
the Minister for Gaming inform the House of the
details pertaining to the government's decision on
the Melbourne casino?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - The Casino Control Authority has
circulated to honourable members material about
the decision, but it is important to place on the
record that this is a most magnificent opportunity
for Melbourne. A massive development project will
take place over the next two or three years which
will bring great benefits to the city. As I have said
before, the process was put in place by the previous
government and followed by this government. An
independent authority was established with two
panels: one to deal with finance and the other to deal
with siting and development. As a result of the
process, which was not a tender process but a
bidding process, the authority worked with and
negotiated with the final two offerers. Finally, the
unanimous recommendation of each of the panels to
the authority was that Crown Casino Ltd was the
preferred tenderer. As a consequence a
recommendation was made by the authority to the
government that Crown Casino Ltd was the
preferred tenderer.
Honourable members will be aware that the
preferred tenderer has proffered an up-front
payment of $262 million, $200 million of which will
be paid upon the granting of the licence, and an
additional casino tax relating to the granting of
the-Hon. D. R. White - Is 24 November the date for
the granting of the licence?
Hon. HAD DON STOREY - I cannot give the
precise date now, but it is somewhere in that region.
There will be an additional payment of $58 million
on the temporary casino and a casino lease rental of
$4 million, and the tenderer has agreed to do various
off-site works worth $23 million. The total of
$285 million will be of enormous benefit to the
community and will be put to good use. There will
be an obligation upon the applicant to build the
casino.
Honourable members have probably seen
photographs of the successful concept and many
will have visited the casino premises to see the
model. The model will be on show at the
Government Pavilion during the Melbourne
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Agricultural Show so the hundreds of thousands of
people who visit the show will have the opportunity
to see first-hand the model of the development.
The temporary casino, which will be at the Galleria,
will have 130 gaming tables and 1200 gaming
machines, and the major casino will have 200
gaming tables and 2400 or 2500 gaming machines. It
is a wonderful project. Not only will there be the
gaming areas but there will also be a ballroom that
will seat 2000, a 15OO-seat showroom, an
eight-screen cinema complex, a climate-controlled
winter garden and an Australian cultural
experience. There will be a five-star hotel with 361
rooms and a ferris wheel.
All honourable members should be delighted with
the grand concept. This wonderful development will
benefit the State not only by creating employment
during the construction of the permanent casino but
also by creating a revenue stream of upfront
payments for Agenda 21 projects. As a result
Victoria will have four major building programs in
the next couple of years.
All honourable members should be pleased with the
results of this process, which is going along
impeccably and is being skilfully carried out by the
Casino Control Authority. I look forward to the
opportunity of bringing in legislation which this
House will debate in due course.

ABOLITION OF PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - My question to
the Minister for Regional Development arises from
discussions in rural Victoria about the government's
reported proposal to abolish public holidays. During
the discussions many people in regional and rural
Victoria expressed alarm at the reports of the
proposed abolition of some public holidays, and
they are deeply concerned that that action will
substantially affect their regional economies. Does
the Minister share the concerns of many operators in
the recreation and tourism industries that the
abolition of public holidays will have a negative
impact on regional and rural Victoria?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - The thrust of the honourable
member's question was whether I agreed with the
view of some operators that the abolition of holidays
will have a deleterious effect on Victorian regional
and rural economies. A number of operators of
tourist facilities have expressed grave concern, as
indeed have the Secretary of the Victoria Racing
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Club and numerous others, about the prospect of
complications arising from the abolition of some
public holidays. But that is only a sectional view of
regional and rural Victoria, which is absolutely
overcome by the general view that the government
must do something to recover Victoria's competitive
edge.
Hon. Pat Power - You have accused them of
being sectional.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Power, you asked
me the question; let me answer it. If we truly want to
recover our competitive edge and if we truly want to
hand on the standard of living that we have enjoyed
to those who will follow, the first thing Mr Power
must acknowledge, as opposition spokesperson for
regional development, is that we must do something
about the cost of doing business in Victoria and the
Victorian cost structure. The Kennett government
should be complimented for taking that issue on
board.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Theophanous might
pick and choose the issues but I invite him to ask the
same operators how they feel about what has
happened to the industrial relations system,
particularly in relation to WorkCover, and some of
the other costs of doing business.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - They have gone up.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - They have not. There
has been a reduction of $200 million in workers
compensation premiums across the State, and that
cannot be denied.
The people Mr Power refers to may be unhappy
about this matter, but in the next breath they are
happy to exclaim what the government has got
right. If those people are to have a future, the
government must address the cost of doing business
in this State. The Kennett government has managed
to get the process right, and I am very proud to be
part of that process.
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Hon. K. M. SMITH - Yes, we have. What action
has occurred with the government's promise to
extend the capital city tram system?
Hon. M. A. BIRKELL (Minister for Major
Projects) - I am pleased to report on the work that
is being done to extend the capital city tram
network. Construction work currently being done
outside this building extends down the length of
Spring Street and will install the first extension of
the tram system. 1hat tram system extension is long
overdue and will bring enormous benefits to the
capital city.
The project enjoys wide public support, and we are
delighted that it has got going. The government is
also delighted to have as one of its co-sponsors for
that project the Keating government.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Is that fully Federal
government money?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - It is Federal government
money. Unfortunately, it has been drawn to our
attention that the State opposition opposes this
project and opposes the action of the Keating
government in putting it forward. The Keating and
Kennett governments have decided that the project
is worthy of support.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is a lie.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The honourable
member will withdraw that comment.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I
withdraw.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Major
Projects) - Mr Theophanous has led with a very
pronounced chin.
It was a great disappointment to me to read the
comments of the State opposition spokesperson for
regional development in the Shepparton News on the
spending of funds on the city circle tram loop. He
described it as an example of "outrageous
priorities". He also said:

CAPITAL CITY TRAM SYSTEM
U the money is available, the projects should be put

Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - My
question is addressed to the Minister for Major
Projects.
Hon. B. E. Davidson - Have we still got some?

off ..,

1hat statement is from the spokesperson of the
Australian Labor Party State opposition, which
opposes this vital capital city project, which enjoys
the support of the Keating government, the
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Australian Labor Party at the Federal level and
virtually every other person who is a commentator
on the capital city.
Mr Power's statement is a classic example of how
out of touch the opposition is, as well as being an
example of the duplicity of the people who represent
that organisation in this Parliament. Mr Power went
to Shepparton and made a comment, feeding the
masses in Shepparton, saying, "Oh yes, we wouldn't
spend that money," when he knows very well it is
his political party that supports the expenditure of
those funds and it is the Federal Labor government
tha t endorses the project. It would not be being
undertaken in the capital city if it were not for the
support of the Keating government!
The government exposes Mr Power's duplicity and
calls on the ALP to do something. The government
calls on the Leader of the Opposition to dissociate
himself from those remarks and to make it clear that
the capital city projects enjoy the support of the ALP.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I do not intend to reflect on what is
attributed to the President of the Law Institute of
Victoria on this issue, but there has been a long and
extensive discussion between the legal profession
and senior officers of the Victorian WorkCover
Authority in an effort to address that issue.
The government is aware of the ramifications of the
change and is monitoring it very closely.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How long are the
delays - eight years?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I do not accept the
figures referred to by the Law Institute. When I
investigated the issue I discovered that many of the
cases that were included in the court listing have
been settled. The waiting list is not as bad as
Mr Theophanous is implying. Nonetheless it is
unacceptable and the authority is mOnitoring it
closely and will do what is humanly possible to
overcome the delay.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! A question has been
asked of the Minister for Major Projects, and I ask
members of both sides to cease interjecting.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - The government was
disappointed when the opposition opposed the
siting of the casino on the Yarra Bank site. It will go
down in history as a strategic error by the
opposition in opposing what is the best site for the
best casino. As these capital works are being
constructed the opposition says, 'We are against this
project, against the jobs it creates and against the
advantage it gives to our capital city". The
opposition should reflect on its capacity to have one
voice when referring to projects. More than that, it
should be ashamed at knocking a project which is of
assistance to Melbourne.

WORKCOVER
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I
address my question to the Minister for Local
Government, who is responsible for WorkCover.
Recently the President of the Law Institute of
Victoria, Mr David Denby, was reported as saying
that there are enough WorkCover cases in the
County Court to keep eight judges busy for 20 years.
He urged changes to the WorkCover legislation so
that settlements are easier to achieve. What action
does the Minister intend to take to address these
unacceptable delays?

Court delays for workers compensation hearings are
not new. The delays that occurred under the
previous system are nothing to write home about.
Many of the issues are now settled by direct
conciliation rather than going through the court
process. In that respect the changes have been
extraordinarily successful.
Hon. D. R. White - You said the delays were
unacceptable.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The delays in getting to
court cases that have to go to court are unacceptable.
An enormous amount of work is taking place behind
those superficial figures. I do not accept the
implication in the question asked by
Mr Theophanous. Many of the matters that
previously went to court are now being determined
by conciliation, and to that extent the changes in
workers compensation have been extraordinarily
successful.

CALDER HIGHWAY AND WESTERN
RING-ROAD
Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat) - The Minister
for Roads and Ports will be aware that
municipalities along the Calder Highway have
recently expressed considerable concern that
upgrading of the dangerous sections of the highway
will be delayed because of the alteration to Federal
funding. Will the Minister advise the House what
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effect the alteration of Federal funding is having on
the work being done on the Calder Highway and the
Western Ring-road?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The short answer is: disastrous. The
alterations made by the Federal government to this
year's round of road-funding entitlements is
disappointing for Victoria. Much of the good work
that was being done on the Calder Highway will not
continue until there is a substantial change of view
by the Federal government. The alterations were a
breach of its election promises.
Mr de Fegely will know that the section of road
through Diggers Rest, the Kyneton bypass and Gap
Hill to Gisbome, as well as smaller projects, will be
affected. The disappointing feature is that the
contracts for each of those projects were let with the
acquiescence and knowledge of the Federal
Department of Transport and Communications with
the full expectation that they would be entirely
funded by the Federal government, which is now
pulling away from its commitments so that the
contractual arrangements will have to be met by the
State - an unexpected situation. Nevertheless the
State government will honour contracts that have
been entered into by various road builders in good
faith.
It is extraordinarily disappointing that the Federal
government is changing its funding mechanisms to
exclude the Calder Highway from direct funding,
particularly the section from Melbourne to Bendigo,
which is one of Victoria's leading provincial cities.
Work will continue on the Calder Highway, and I
look forward to announcing shortly, in conjunction
with Mr Best and Mr Bishop, some work on the
Calder Highway north of Bendigo that will be
funded from the 3-cent levy. It is worth noting that
every cent raised by that levy goes to road funding,
unlike the proposed fuel excise of the Federal
government, if it ever comes to pass, which will go
not to road funding but to the sinkhole of
consolidated revenue.

Clearly the alteration to Federal funding
entitlements will affect the Western Ring-road,
where the authorities had entered into contracts for
work projects. I am disappointed that certain
Federal members of Parliament are suggesting that
Victoria ought to fund the Ardeer section out of its
funding but is not doing so. Victoria is allocating
$19 million in untied funds to the Ardeer section of
the Western Ring-road out of total untied funding
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for this financial year of $52 million, so it is a
Significant percentage.
I invite those Federal members who wish to mislead
the people of the western suburbs, and particularly
the Western Regional Commission, to get their facts
right.
I shall meet with Senator Collins, the Federal
Minister for Transport and Communications, next
Monday and canvass those issues with him. I look
forward to the motorists of Victoria receiving some
justice, bearing in mind that they contribute 27 per
cent of excise taxes to the Federal government, yet
Victoria receives less that 20 cents back in return.

ALEXANDRA PARADE,
COLLINGWOOD
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) -The Minister
for Conservation and Environment is aware that the
government is proposing to funnel additional traffic
into Alexandra Parade in North Fitzroy and
Collingwood when it widens the road, which will
add to the already slow-moving traffic. Has the
government or an agency conducted any assessment
of the increased amount of lead pollution that will
result from increased traffic in that area and, if not,
will the Minister instruct the Environment
Protection Authority to carry out an investigation?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I was stumped for a while
until Mr Pullen got to the end of his question. I have
absolute confidence in VIC ROADS and other
agencies to do the tests on any required level for
new road proposals consistent with what was done
even by the former Labor government. I regard the
proposition being put forward, that you have some
kind of interest in lead pollution, as somewhat
fanciful in the current environment of the posturing
of your political cousins in Canberra - An Honourable Member - Brothers!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Certainly brothers and
sisters - it could also be comrades, pack of idiots,
whatever you'd like to call them. In Canberra they
are making it clear that the reason charges on leaded
petrol are being increased has nothing to do with
lead levels in the community and everything to do
with dollars in the bank. The distinct lack of
credibility of the Federal Labor government on that
point makes it abundantly clear that there has been
no action at all by your party on this issue.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AUDITS
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - Will the
Minister for Local Government advise the Chamber
of the status of the process of selecting auditors for
local government?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I can report to the House that the
change in the appointment of auditors across local
government has been implemented smoothly and
that the statutory time lines have been met without
exception so far as I am aware.
The reforms are being implemented by all Victorian
municipalities with some extraordinary results.
Members of the House will recall legislative
amendments brought before the House requiring
councils to appoint their own auditors through an
open tendering process. I am sure honourable
members will recall that this change was introduced
by the previous government and the previous
Minister. I am happy to put on record and to
acknowledge that the previous government
introduced the change and that the change is
working well.

is a relatively new field of opportunity, many major
firms have been very public in their approach
towards entry to local government. I suggest that
not only has the identity of auditors changed but
also the entire culture of audit across the local
government tier has changed.
It is interesting that this is perhaps the first sign of a
direct outcome from compulsory competitive
tendering. I am intrigued to see some people
involved in local government concerned about the
introduction of compulsory competitive tendering
when we have this clear example of it working very
well. Although I made it clear at the outset that I did
not believe compulsory competitive tendering was
for every field of endeavour, this is an example of
where it is appropriate and where the results benefit
councils and the ratepayers they represent. This is
evidence of a good policy decision, and I am
delighted at the opportunity to put the results on the
record.

ADJOURNMENT OF BILLS
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) By leave, I move:

The process is being carefully monitored by a
standing committee chaired by Vern Robson, who is
well known to many members of this place. He is
treating the matter with seriousness. Given that this
is the first year in which councils have been required
to undergo the new process of audit, the results have
been extraordinary. I can report to the House that an
economy of $900 000 has been achieved - in other
words, the cost of audit this year across local
government is $900 000 less than last year. In fact,
that amounts to about a 26 per cent reduction in the
cost of audit.

That:

More importantly, I can report to the House that no
less than 70 per cent of councils have changed
auditors, I suspect as a result of the process - it may
not be, but 70 per cent have changed - and 20 per
cent of councils have now appointed auditors who,
under the previous conditions and circumstances,
would not have qualified even though they were
company auditors. There has been a substantial
change. The standing committee will carefully
monitor quality control so that there is no question
of a lower standard. I make the point that the
auditors now appointed by local government must
be qualified company auditors.

(b) this Order shall have effect until 31 December 1993.

There has been a great deal of activity in the audit
field as a result of the change. In fact, given that this

(a) unless otherwise ordered, where a Bill is introduced
by a Minister or is received from the Legislative
Assembly after 6 p.m. on 18 November 1993, and a
motion is moved for the second reading of the Bill,
debate on that motion shall be adjourned upon the
conclusion of the speech of the mover until a day
no earlier than the first sitting day in 1994:
provided that any Bill transmitted from the
Legislative Assembly which is in the hands of the
Clerk no later than 10 a.m. on 19 November 1993
may be taken through all stages; and

Motion agreed to.

PETITIONS
Rural schools
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) presented a petition
from certain citizens of Victoria praying for the
retention of all rural schools and that higher
teacher-student ratios not be introduced
(131 signatures).
Laid on table.

BLF CUSTODIAN
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Preschool funding
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying
that the rights of preschool children and their
parents be recognised and protected (45 signatures).
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Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 13

Laid on table.

Human embryos
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash), Hon. G. B.
ASHMAN (Boronia) and Hon. Louise ASHER
(Monash) presented petitions from certain citizens
of Victoria praying that legislation be passed to
prohibit harmful and destructive experimentation
on human embryos (88, 18 and 96 signatures
respectively).

Hon. B.A.E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) presented
Alert Digest No. 13, together with appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Acting Clerk:

Laid on table.

BLF CUSTODIAN
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) presented report No. 24
dated 31 August 1993 given to Mr President
pursuant to section 7A of the BLF (De-recognition)
Act 1985 by the Custodian appointed under section
7(1) of that Act.
Laid on table.

DARATECH PTY LTD
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) presented report of Daratech Pty Lld for year
1992-93.
Laid on table.

BUDGET PAPERS, 1993-94
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - By leave, I move:
That there be laid before this House a copy of the
following 1993-94 Budget documents:

Border Groundwaters Agreement Review
Committee - Report 1991-92.
Broiler Industry Negotiation Committee - Report,
1992-93.
Building Control Act 1981 - Building Code of
Australia, 1990 - Amendment No. 5, together with
copies of the following documents which, by section 32
of the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984, are also
required to be laid upon the table:
AS 1428.1 -1993 - Design for access and
mobility - Part 1: General requirements for
access - Buildings (two papers).
AS 1538 -1988 -Cold-Fonned Steel Structures
Code.
AS 1562.1-1992 - Design and installation of
sheet roof and wall cladding - Part 1: Metal.
AS 1668.2 -1991 - The use of mechanical
ventilation and air-conditioning in buildings Part 2: Mechanical ventilation for acceptable
indoor-air quality.
AS 1680.1 -1990 - Interior lighting - Part 1:
General principles and recommendations.

(b) Budget Strategy and Review (Budget Paper No. 2);

AS 1680.2.0 -1990 - Interior lighting - Part 2.0:
Recommendations for specific tasks and interiors
(as amended).

(c) The Consolidated Fund (Budget Paper No. 3); and

AS 1684 -1992 - National Timber Framing Code.

(d) Budget Estimates (Budget Paper No. 4).

AS 1860 -1991 - Installation of particleboard
flooring.

(a) Budget Speech (Budget Paper No. 1);

Motion agreed to.

AS 2049 - 1992 - Roof tiles.

Laid on table.
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AS 2867 -1986 - Farm Structures - General
Requirements for Structural Design.
Amendment No. 3 to AS 3700 -1988 - SAA
Masonry Code.
AS 4055 -1992 - Wind loads for housing.
ASTM 0 3018 - 90 - Standard Specification for
Class Asphalt Shingles Surfaced with Mineral
Granules.
Timber Framing Manual, April 1993.
Timber Framing Manual- Supplementary Tables,
January 1992.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Minister's order of
9 September 1993 giving approval to granting of lease
(Port Fairy).
Flagstaff College of TAPE - Report, 1992.
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Doncaster and Templestowe Planning Scheme Amendments U9 and L64.
Flinders Planning Scheme - Amendment LI13.
Gisborne Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.21
Part 2.
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme Amendments R20 and RL22.
Marong Planning Scheme - Amendment L34.
Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendment LI07
Part 1.
Meltm Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.20
Part 1.
Momington Planning Scheme - Amendment L38.
Newham and Woodend Planning Scheme Amendment 1.26.
Pakenham Planning Scheme - Amendment L80.

Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 - Order in
Council of 12 August 1993 adding items to
Schedule 2 - List of Taxa and Communities of Flora or
Fauna which are threatened.

Prahran Planning Scheme - Amendments 1.34
and L35.

Medical Board - Report, 1991-92.

Romsey Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.22.

Parliamentary Officers Act 1975 - Statements of
appointments, alterations of classifications and of
persons temporarily employed in the Parliamentary
departments for the year 1992-93 (nine papers).
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
Approval of the following amendments to planning
schemes:
Altona Planning Scheme - Amendment L34.
Bacchus Marsh Planning Scheme - Amendments
U2 and 133 Part 1.

Rochester Planning Scheme - Amendment L7.

South Melbourne Planning Scheme Amendments 1..56 and L71.
Sunshine Planning Scheme - Amendments L57
and L60.
Swan Hill (City) Planning Scheme - Amendment
LI2.
Tambo Planning Scheme - Amendment 1..58.
Traralgon (City) Planning Scheme - Amendments
U3 and US.
Upper Yarra Planning Scheme - Amendment L30.

Bass Planning Scheme - Amendments 1.22 and
1.29.

Warmambool (City) Planning Scheme Amendment U Part 2.

Beechworth Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.20.

Whittlesea Planning Scheme - Amendment L90.

Bendigo Planning Scheme - Amendment Ul.

Wodonga Planning Scheme - Amendment L53.

Brunswick Planning Scheme - Amendments 1.29
and U7.
Bulla Planning Scheme - Amendment L72.
Buninyong Planning Scheme - Amendment LI7.
Chiltern Planning Scheme - Amendment LI8.
Croydon Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.56.
Oandenong Planning Scheme - Amendments 1.24
and 1.26.

Retail Tenancies Act 1986 - Report on Review of Act,
April 1993.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Accident Compensation Act 1985 - Accident
Compensation (Workcover Insurance) Act 1993 No. 166.
Building Control Act 1981 - No. 159.
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act
1981-No.162.

LOY YANG B (AMENDMENT) BILL
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Fisheries Act 1968 -No. 164.
Gas and Fuel Corporation Act 1958 - No. 150.
Health Act 1958 - No. 161.
Health Services Act 1988 - Nos 160 and 163.
Lifts and Cranes Act 1967 - Nos 152, 167 and 168.
Local Government Act 1989 - No 153.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act 1966 - No. 151.
Police Regulation Act 1958 - No. 165.
Port of Melbourne Authority Act 1958 - No. 155.
Public Sector Management Act 1992 -Nos 154
and 157.
Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages Act
1959 - No. 156.
Road Safety Act 1986 - No. 158.
Scaffolding Act 1971 - Nos 169 to 171.
Sentencing Act 1991 -Magistrates' Court Act
1989 - No. 149.
Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958 - No. 148.

Proclamations of His Excellency the Governor in
Council fixing operative dates in respect of the
following Acts:
Local Government (Financial) Act 1992 - Section 3 1 October 1993 (Gazette No. G35, 9 September 1993).
Local Government (General Amendment) Act 1993Sections 23 and 25 -2 September 1993 (Gazette No.
G34, 2 September 1993).
Police Regulation (Discipline) Act 1993 - Remaining
provisions -26 August 1993 (Gazette No. G33, 26
August 1993).
Sentencing (Amendment) Act 1993 - Remaining
provisions (except sections 13 and 15) -15 August
1993; sections 13 and 15 -1 November 1993 (Gazette
No. G31, 12 August 1993).

LOY YANG B (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 August; motion of Hon.
R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development).
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Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - This Bill
does a number of things. Firstly, it introduces a
charge that will enable the State Electricity
Commission (SEC) to have charges or mortgages
over the Mission Energy Co. Loy Yang B power
station should the power station owners fail to fulfil
their ongoing obligations of payments to the SEC for
ongoing consideration of the station or for coal
supply. Secondly, the Bill provides for the
commission in certain circumstances to purchase the
power station itself, which would effectively be a
call option. So there is both a charge and a call
option provided for in the Bill although the way the
amendments are worded is complex. The opposition
does not have a problem with those two provisions.
Thirdly, the Bill repeals three sections of the existing
legislation. Section 33 provides for the unusual
circumstance of nominating the Leader of the
Liberal Party to formally approve any proviSion in
the contract relating to securities prior to 3 October
1992. Section 35 of the Act provides for the
Auditor-General to review Victoria's debt position
to ensure that funds received from the sale of the
power station are used to reduce State debt. The fact
is that the transaction has already occurred, the
funds were used for that purpose and the
Auditor-General has reported accordingly, so there
is no longer a need for that provision.
The Bill also repeals section 36 of the Act, which
relates to Victorian Power Station Investments Pty
Ltd taking up 11 per cent of the Mission Energy
power station. That has become redundant because
the government has chosen to sell a further 11 per
cent of the commission, giving the company 51 per
cent equity while the commission retains 49 per cent
equity. It is on that issue that the opposition opposes
the Bill.
The opposition is of the view that that step should
not have been taken and that the equity of Mission
Energy should have been retained at 40 per cent. The
opposition places on record that it is opposed to
further privatisation of power stations in Victoria
because already a substantial change has occurred in
the organisation of the SEC. The commission has
reduced the size of its work force from 21500 to
fewer than 12000; it has reduced its numbers at a
time when sales have been increasing and when the
commission has substantially changed its make-up.
Those changes are continuing within the
commission and the organisa tion is to be
corporatised on 1 October.

LOY YANG B (AMENDMENT) BILL
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The opposition will reserve its position on the merits
of the corporatisation until it sees the effect of the
implementation. However, the opposition is
concerned and cannot see how dividing the State
Electricity Commission into three separate entities in
the future will improve its capacity to compete with
its major competitors interstate.
In other words, if the commission were operating as
a monopoly with no competition anywhere in
Australia to provide electricity to customers in
Victoria, there might be an argument, as the
Treasurer often says, for having competition to
ensure that productivity improvements are
maximised and that efficiencies are maximised. But
a substantially different setting is operating with the
emergence of a national grid, which means that,
over time, New South Wales will be able to provide
power not only to Victoria but also at some stage in
the future to Queensland, South Australia, and
Tasmania. Victoria has to position itself as well as it
is able to compete best with that interstate
competition. I do not believe dismantling the State
Electricity Commission - the transmission,
distribution and power stations - will enhance
Victoria's ability to compete with New South Wales.

Moreover, the New South Wales government is not
proposing to dismember the Pacific Power company
in the same way that is being contemplated with the
State Electricity Commission and, as major
productivity benefits are being achieved in the
commission now and have been over the past four
years, and they will continue to be acpjeved in the
future, I cannot see how they will be enhanced
significantly by the Treasurer's proposals for the
further privatisation he is contemplating.
The Labor government took the step it did with
Mission Energy because it meant a reduction from
24 unions covering the power station to one union
and, as a consequence, it would provide the basis for
reform of existing power stations. I believe that will
be achieved with continuing public ownership of
power stations, the transmission system and the
supply system. Moreover, senior officers of the
commission who have been major supporters of the
reforms to date, particularly of the initiatives the
commission has continued to take, express
reservations as ongoing professional engineers and
managers about both the concepts and the execution
of the concepts being developed in Treasury by the
Treasurer. The reservations of the commission's
managers are well known, of course, to Treasury
and to the Treasurer.
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In other words, the culture and climate that have

emerged in recent months are different because the
initiatives and changes now are not being made by
senior managers of the commission in conjunction
with the government but from within a unit in
Treasury without necessarily having the support of
the senior managers of the commission, who have
continued to express reservations to me personally
about the concepts being proposed and the way they
might be executed. Having worked with many of
these senior managers for more than 10 years and
over a period of very difficult reforms in the
commission, I share their reservations. The Labor
Party expresses the view that the commission should
not be significantly dismantled, because that will
reduce Victoria's ability to compete freely not only
with New South Wales but also the other States.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - But the Bill does not
dismantle the SEC.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I am taking this
opportunity to put on the record the changes
contemplated by the Treasurer in his Budget speech.
The State Electricity Commission contributes a
significant public authority dividend to the revenue
base of the State, which would not be easily
recouped under the privatisation proposals that are
being considered. For those reasons it is not
surprising that the timetable in the Treasurer's
statement of 6 April this year not only has not been
fulfilled but is now not likely to be executed by
1 July 1995.
For the reasons expressed in the other place and for
the reasons I have outlined today, we oppose the
Bill. At the end of the second-reading debate the
opposition will vote against the State government's
selling of a further 11 per cent of the equity in the
power station to Mission Energy.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - Mr White made
the extraordinary statement that the Labor Party will
oppose the Bill because Mission Energy's holding in
Loy Yang B will increase from 40 per cent to 51 per
cent. Mr White failed to tell the House that even
during the formative stages of the negotiations on
the sale of Loy Yang B, the former Labor
government agreed that Mission Energy was to have
total management responsibility for the performance
of Loy Yang B despite the fact that the company was
to own only 40 per cent of the power station.
I fail to see any fundamental difference between
total management control and 51 per cent

HISTORIC SHIPWRECKS (AMENDMENT) BILL
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ownership. The former Labor government's decision
to give Mission Energy total management
responsibility while allowing it only a 40 per cent
interest was farcical. It is naive of Mr White to expect
the government to believe that the opposition is
opposing the Bill because the level of private
ownership is to be increased from 40 per cent to
51 percent.
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Kokocinski, Ms (Teller)
McLean, Mrs (Teller)
Mier,Mr

Theophanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr
White,Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

Over the years I have come to respect Mr White for
the quality of the arguments he puts in debate. But
in speaking on the Bill he has put no logical
arguments as to why he opposes the increase in
private equity. Given the terms of the original deal, I
found it difficult to understand the logic underlying
his government's decision to hand total
management responsibility to Mission Energy.
Mr White spoke about the future reform of the State
Electricity Commission. All those issues are
important, and I should be happy to debate them at
another time. It is unfortunate that we do not have
the time and that they are not relevant to the Bill.
Hon. D. R. White interjected.
Hon. P. R. HALL - We cannot have a full debate
on those issues because they are not relevant - and
I would be ruled out of order if I tried to debate
them at length at this time. I look forward to a
debate on the reform of the SEC. The Bill is good and
sensible, and the opposition has no valid reason for
opposing it.
House divided on motion:

HISTORIC SHIPWRECKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 August; motion of
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing).
Hon. B. T. PULL EN (Melbourne) - Although
this is a relatively small Bill, it is important to those
concerned with archaeological records and history
in this State.
Many honourable members would be aware that the
Victorian coastline has the reputation of being
extremely dangerous for shipping. Many ships have
come to grief on the southern coast of Victoria,
driven in by adverse winds or other mishaps. In fact,
the known number of shipwrecks around the
coastline of Victoria amounts to 225. Many of those
shipwrecks are remarkably well preserved and have
become a source of information and important
historical evidence for enthusiasts and authorities
able to dive to them to properly secure parts of
them, undertake surveys or otherwise obtain
information from them.

Ayes, 28
Asher,Ms
Ashman, Mr (Teller)
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell,Mr
Bishop,Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cox,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de Fegely, Mr
Evans,Mr

Forwood, Mr (Teller)
Guest,Mr
Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Smith,Mr
Stoney,Mr
Storey,Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding,Mrs

Noes, 12
Davidson, Mr
Henshaw,Mr
Ives, Mr

Nardella,Mr
Power,Mr
Pullen,Mr

With diving technology and equipment now being
made available to the average consumer and with
the enormous interest being generated in this area, it
has become possible for many more people to dive
to the wrecks, and that has led to looting of relics
and coUectables which appear to be marketable and
which command a reasonable price.
Although some of the problems may be
unintentional and may be corrected by education, it
is clear that some of it is motivated by a desire to
obtain the relics and sell them for profit. The Bill
seeks to increase the ability of the State to control the
pillaging or unauthorised removal of relics in the
interests of preserving the history and archaeological
interest bound up in the shipwrecks. If any material
is to be removed from shipwrecks, it is important
that it be done in an appropriate way. It is also
important that information obtained from the sites is
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used either for scientific examination or put in a
proper place for public display so that the
community can benefit from the knowledge
obtained.
The Bill increases the effectiveness of the protection
of shipwrecks and gives inspectors the capacity to
enforce the provisions. It creates some new offences
and provides the power to investigate breaches. To
some extent, it reverses the onus of proof in the case
of a person found in possession of material that
obviously includes relics but who is not caught
red-handed, so to speak. In the past it has been
difficult to prove that particular objects have
actually come from the wreckage in question. By
declaring shipwrecks older than 75 years to be
historic sites, the Bill is in line with the actions of the
Commonwealth government.
The opposition supports the measures to improve
the protection of historic shipwrecks and it
recognises the need to increase the number of
officers charged with protecting them from pillaging
or looting.
The opposition believes the Bill could be improved
in one area, and I propose to move an amendment
during the Committee stage. I understand there has
been some in-party discussions on the amendment,
and I hope the government will accept it as a useful
improvement to the legislation.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
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Planning in another place, Mr Madellan, who has
responsibility for this Act, gave an undertaking that
he would consider the suggested amendment when
the Bill was between Houses. Further consideration
has been given to the matter, and the government is
of the view that the proposed amendment will
improve the legislation. Therefore, if Mr Pullen
proposes the amendment he foreshadowed during
his second-reading speech, the government will be
happy to accommodate him with full support.
Clause agreed to; clauses 3 to 21 agreed to.
Clause 22
Hon. B. T. PULL EN (Melbourne) - I move:
Clause 22, page 15, lines 15 to 17, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert "a historic shipwreck or historic relic (a) in or near a protected zone or historic
shipwreck; or
(b) in or on a vessel or vehicle on or in proximity to

Victorian waters; or
(c) on a jetty, dock, wharf, beach, landing or similar
place or in an area next to such placeswithout a permit under".

The amendment strengthens the position for people
enforcing the legislation in a situation where
artefacts or collectables are detected at some
distance from the wreck or at a later stage from the
time at which they were allegedly removed from the
shipwreck.

Committed.

Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.

I thank the Minister for his consideration of and
support for the amendment, which I believe will
strengthen the legislation and increase the chances
of people not only being apprehended but also being
deterred from removing material from shipwrecks.

Clause 2
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
thank Mr Pullen for his contribution. As he
indicated, the Bill brings Victoria into line with the
Commonwealth legislation and provides greater
protection to historic shipwrecks in this State.
Some difficulties have been encountered in the past
in trying to ensure that they are preserved, and some
weaknesses in the previous administration have
been highlighted. The honourable member for
Coburg in the other place suggested an amendment
to reverse the onus of proof. The Minister for

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 23 to 27 agreed to.
Reported to House with amendment.
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That the House do now adjourn.
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Delay in hospital admission
Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - I raise a matter
of urgency with the Minister for Housin~ who is the
representative in this House of the Minister for
Health. I shall provide the Minister with some
documentation. A constituent of mine who is in his
late 70s sought some assistance from my office as a
consequence of his current medical condition, a
hernia which is causing him significant discomfort.
He is a widower and lives on his own.
When he went to the Preston and Northcote
Community Hospital on 21 July to arrange
admission for an operation he was told that it would
take place in six to eight weeks. When he had not
heard from the hospital last week he came to my
office. I made some inquiries on his behalf and was
told that it would take a further six to eight weeks,
which means he could have to wait 15 to 16 weeks. I
do not wish to canvass the politics of this, but I
wonder whether it would be possible for the
Minister for Health to make appropriate inquiries
about a possible admission date for this constituent.

Victoria University of Technology Caloola campus
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
direct a query to the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training. On 11 August I asked when a decision
would be made about the establishment of the
Victorian University of Technology at the Caloola
site. The Minister informed the House that further
discussions were required arising from a report
about the conditions that needed to be met before it
would be appropriate to provide higher education in
the area. I ask the Minister whether those further
discussions have occurred and when a decision will
be made.

Diesel levy
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON (Chelsea) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports the
vexed question of the 3-cent-a-litre levy on diesel
fuel and its effects on retailers of diesel fuel and the
businesses involved with interstate road haulage. I
have received correspondence from people who
believe the levy affects them unfairly. For instance, a
dealer in a border town in the East Gippsland area
sells fuel to trucks heading north.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Which border town is it?
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Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - That would probably
tell you who he is; I will be happy to tell you in
private. It is somewhere between Genoa and Eden.
He said he is in direct competition with Eden and
Bombala in New South Wales. Drivers travelling out
of Victoria purchase only enough fuel to get them to
New South Wales where they refill their vehicles'
tanks. Those coming from New South Wales fill
their tanks before they reach Victoria.
I have had discussions with senior people in the
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria who advise that
the benefit we can expect from the excise is not all
that much. The businesses providing services for the
trucking industry have suggested we enter into an
arrangement similar to that which exists in New
South Wales which has a zonal phasing-in system. I
ask the Minister to give some thought to the levy
and how it is affecting businesses involved in the
trucking industry with a view to ameliorating their
problems.

National Parks Service
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - Will the
Minister for Conservation and Environment detail
the progress made in setting up a National Parks
Service in the Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources and the likely benefits that will
flow to the Dandenong Ranges and Churchill
national parks?

Victorian casino tender
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Gaming to an article in the Chanticleer
section on the back page of the Australian Financial
Review of 8 September, paragraph 2 of which states
in relation to the casino bid:
It was also pushed along by an 11 th-hour Cabinet
decision to place strict limits on the number of gaming
machines that rival venues could offer. That decision
Significantly bolstered the value of the casino licence.

That reputable financial newspaper is making a
substantial policy point - namely, that to enhance
the value of the casino licence it was necessary for
the government to place a limit on the number of
gaming machines which, as the Minister said in the
previous Parliamentary session, is of the order of
15000.
The consequences of placing a limit on the equity in
the casino and the capacity of the successful bidder
to finance it through the banks and, ultimately, the
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float next year, are enhanced by the limit on the
number of gaming machines. I presume that that
limit, as outlined by the Premier and the Cabinet
and as reported to the House on previous occasions
by the Minister for Gaming, will remain in force for
an extended period, at least for the next 12 years,
until the casino enjoys a degree of exclusivity.
Is the moratorium on the number of gaming
machines in clubs and hotels necessary to enable the
successful bidder to finance and successfully float
the project, or is the Australian Financial Review
incorrect in reporting that the limit on the number of
gaming machines in clubs and hotels will be lifted in
the near future to enable the casino to prosper?

WorkCover claim
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Oika Jika) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Local
Government a WorkCover claim by Mc Graeme Neil
CoIlins. Mr CoIlins sustained injuries on 16 July 1992
when he fell from a roof on a building construction
site. His injuries are described as incomplete
quadriplegia. There is no doubt that Mc Collins fills
the requirements of the Accident Compensation Act
regarding the 20 per cent rule, and under the Act it
is possible to receive up to $184 740 in compensation.
In a letter dated 7 September 1993, Toop, Harris and
Metcalfe, the barristers and solicitors acting on
behalf of Mc Coilins, state:
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When he was framing the Act I do not believe the
Minister had in mind that, because of the 20 per cent
rule, anybody would receive the full amount of
$184740.
I seek from the Minister, firstly, an investigation of
the case and the circumstances surrounding it to see
whether that is what occurred. Secondly, because
other cases such as this have been brought to my
attention, will the Minister institute an inquiry to
determine whether genuinely injured workers
should be given the full amount of $184 740 and
whether the claims agents are offering lower
amounts knowing that if they go to court injured
persons cannot receive more than $184 740, which
would trigger the 20 per cent rule? That would mean
injured persons would be up for costs, therefore
making it impossible to proceed to court.
Will the Minister institute an inquiry into this matter
and examine the case of Mc Collins?

Gellibrand and Breakwater piers
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for
Conservation and Environment an urgent matter
regarding the hazard and risk assessment of Point
Gellibrand and Breakwater piers, Williamstown,
that was undertaken at the request of the former
government by a firm called Quantarisk Pty Ltd
and, I believe, lodged in November 1990.

At a final conference in the matter, the claims
administration agent offered the sum of $165 000 ...

Hon. R. I. Knowles - Which department
commissioned the inquiry?

The solicitors acting for the claims administration agent
made it quite clear that the claims administration agent
would be relying upon section 1358(6) of the Accident
Compensation Act should this matter proceed to trial.
In effect, that would require Mr Collins to receive a
judgment for damages in excess of $198 000.

Hon. JEAN McLEAN - I believe it was the
Department of Conservation and Environment. I
was advised to write a letter to a Mc George
Brouwer of the Department of Business and
Employment asking for assistance in the release of
the report. I wrote to that department on 15 March
but have not received an answer.

Under the 20 per cent rule Mc CoIlins would have to
receive more than the $184 740 he is entitled to
receive. The letter continues:
When it was indicated that this section was really not
designed to penalise genuine seriously injured workers
and that we believe the actions of the claims
administration agent in relying upon this section in the
circumstances were difficult to comprehend and that
we would have to seriously consider seeking publicity
in relation to their actions, we were advised that the
claims administration agent had instructed their
solicitors that they were "prepared to wear the flak".

The citizens of Williamstown are concerned that the
report has not been made public, especially in light
of the 2000 litres of crude oil that leaked into the sea
at Gellibrand Pier from the tanker Australia Ocean.
Because of the many requests, will the Minister
ensure that the report is made public?
Hon. R. I. Knowles - You said the report was
finished in 1990.
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - The City of
Williamstown has been asking for the report since
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1990. The government should allow the people of
Williamstown to feel somewhat safer by letting them
examine the risk assessment report.

Werribee Park
Hon. LICIA KOKOCINSKI (Melbourne West) Before raising a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Conservation and Environment, I wish
to thank the Legislative Council attendants for
organising this desk for me.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LICIA KOKOCINSKI - I refer the
Minister to Werribee Zoological Park. I have been
asked by Cr Frank Purcell - Hon. R. I. Knowles - A good man!
Hon. LICIA KOKOCINSKI - He is a good man.
On behalf of the City of Werribee, Cr Purcell asked
me to bring to the attention of the Minister the
government's proposal to annex an area known as
the woolshed to the zoological park. There are
hugely divergent views about the appropriateness of
the proposal by the Werribee Park Strategic
Advisory Committee and the Royal Melbourne
Zoological Gardens. To be honest, I am backing the
advisory committee on this issue because the
woolshed has some architectural Significance.
I am sure that when the Minister visits Werribee
Park on 21 September he will be told of the
architectural and historical significance of the
building and the area. With all due respect to the
zoo complex that the Royal Melbourne Zoo wishes
to develop in the area, I ask the Minister to consider
the need to preserve the wonderful gem that we
have at Werribee Park in the outer western suburbs.

Eastmeadows Primary School
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I raise
for the attention of the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training, who is the representative in
this House of the Minister for Education, the
problems faced by the Eastmeadows Primary
School. At present the school has an enrolment of
118 students and 6.8 staff. In addition to the general
high standard of education available to its students,
the school offers a nutrition program, which over the
years has received capital support from the
disadvantaged schools program; interschool sport; a
maths task centre; multi-age group days; and,
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through its bus project, an extensive camping and
sports program.
Although it is a well-cared-for, well-loved and
well-respected school, the local quality provision
task force has nominated the school for closure
because of what parents believe is departmental
pressure.
Parents of students at the Eastmeadows Primary
School and a number of other Broadmeadows
schools are shocked by the majority report. They do
not accept that the school is a valid target for
closure. They believe the school provides not only
quality education but also a well-maintained and
secure environment for their children. The parents
fear that if the school closes their children will have
to cross one of two very busy roads to attend a
nearby school. They also believe the children would
enjoy a lower quality education than they are being
offered now.
The Eastmeadows representatives on the task force
issued a minority report, and the parents are anxious
that the views of the minority should be conveyed
not only to the regional office but also to the
Minister, who ultimately decides which schools will
survive or be closed.
I seek from the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training an assurance that the Minister for
Education will have available to him the views
contained in the minority reports of such task forces,
and particularly the minority report of the task force
covering the Eastmeadows Primary School.

Responses
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - Mr Ives raised with me the
National Parks Service and the impact it will have
on the Oandenong Ranges and Churchill national
parks. I am pleased to advise the House that the
establishment of the National Parks Service has
moved into an advanced stage. The service has been
created and has overturned the period where
Victoria had a jack-of-all-trades approach to the
management of public land. We will have
specialisation, which is what the National Parks
Service is all about, and through that specialisation
we can have devolution of management to national
parks, which was formerly handled either from
Victoria Parade, East Melbourne, or Spring Street,
Melbourne.
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I have always believed specialisation is necessary,
and that view has been shared by the National Parks
Advisory Committee and the Victorian National
Parks Association. In the past one could not visit a
national park and find the person who was running
it, because in effect that person was someone known
as an operation area supervisor (OAS) in some other
location. The person was a public servant who was
not necessarily associated with the management of
people associated with the national park and was
probably not located anywhere near the national
park.
The government will turn that around by appointing
chief rangers, including a chief ranger in charge of
the Dandenong Ranges National Park and other
parks in that area. The chief ranger will be
appointed by the end of the year and, like other chief
rangers throughout Victoria - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What is the
difference between an officer-in-charge and a chief
ranger?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - There is a dramatic
difference between the former staff, who were
effectively in charge of national parks and what will
be the case in the future. The chief ranger will be a
person who has direct management and budgetary
responsibility for a national park. In the past,
white-<:ollar public servants would run national
parks from offices that were up to 100 kilometres
away. I do not criticise them because it was a
structural fault, but there was no requirement to
have on-ground exposure to the parks or the issues.
Therefore the parks were run on the basis of policy
rather than practical leadership, and that is the
downfall of any land management system. If
leadership is remote, mistakes will be made. In the
national parks area many mistakes were made.
Hon. T. C. Theopbanous - You don't have
support for policy!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - The government's policy
has been endorsed by all the groups the Labor Party
is trying to win back. The government has been
praised for its policy. National parks will be in the
charge of chief rangers who will be available to local
members of Parliament so that they can get to know
them, seek their views and express opinions on
issues. It is important to have extremely experienced
people appointed to those positions to handle land
management. They will have the abilities of
diplomats, be good communicators and, most
importantly, be good public administrators. It is
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vital that they be able properly to manage national
parks.
It will also give Victoria another advantage. With the
Alpine National Park we had a management plan
which had the thickness, density and irrelevance of a
Telecom phone book. The management plan had to
be highly prescriptive because the management
practices related to a distant park where every
contingency and problem had to be catered for by a
management plan that would never be read. If we
have senior people in the field, we can devolve
powers to them and therefore any decisions made to
overcome problems will have direct relevance. We
want people running the national parks who
understand conservation.
Hon. D. R. White - Who will make the
appointments?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - They will be appointed
by a board chaired by the Director of the National
Parks Service. I made that requirement so that there
is a sense of ownership between the National Parks
Service and the chief ranger. We will be doing
something that is unusual- we will be advertising
the key positions in the newspapers.
Hon. D. R. White - That is unusual!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - As a former Minister,
Mr White should be aware that the Public Service
loves advertising jobs internally. These key positions
will be advertised externally so that it will not be a
matter of recycling Public Service staff.
Mrs McLean raised the issue of the Williamstown
risk assessment study. Unless I am mistaken, this
has nothing to do directly with my portfolio - I
understand it was commissioned by the former
Premier or a related department in 1990. It was also
a decision of the Kimer government not to release
that document to those who wanted access to it. It is
bizarre that I have been asked to release a document
that, firstly, does not emanate from my department
and, secondly, was not released by the former
government. The former Premier is still the member
for Williamstown. I am happy to examine the earlier
correspondence that Mrs McLean mentioned. I will
have a detailed answer for her.
Ms Kokocinski raised an issue about Werribee Park
that is difficult to resolve. Two groups control that
magnificent piece of land in Werribee. Melbourne
Water and the committee of management operate
the heritage facility and the board of the Melbourne
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Zoological Gardens operates the wild animal facility
adjoining the heritage facility. Both groups
approached me after the election because each
planned to build new entrance facilities. Melbourne
Water was going to build an entrance to the heritage
facilities and the Melbourne ZoolOgical Gardens was
going to build a new entrance to its zoological park.
Both entrances were to be within 400 metres of each
other and would have been built in glorious
isolation. Not surprisingly, I thought that was
illOgical, especially as both groups report to me, both
groups use public funds and both share the same
land.

Hon. HADDON STOREY - It is not dithering; it
comes down to a question of money. The review
recommended the introduction of a higher
education and TAFE facility on the Caloola site at a
specific level and said that unless they were
introduced at that level it should not proceed.
Facilities at that level require investment from the
university and the State Training Board. The amount
involved is significant and each of the bodies - the
university on one side and the State Training Board
on the other - must assess the viability of the
project in the light of the funds required if it is to be
of the size that Dr Cullen said was necessary.

This situation emanates from an earlier decision
made by the Hamer government to put the
zoological gardens on land adjoining the heritage
facility, which meant that the woolshed was
surrounded by an African savanna environment.
One walks out of that heritage facility and one sees
bison, zebra, giraffes and other animals that have
nothing to do with the Australian heritage
environment. I cannot correct that, but as Minister I
must reconcile the conflict between the two groups.

The matter is far from resolved, but equally the
former government had given a flat no to the
project. A former Minister, Mr Roper in another
place, said "No way". The project did not proceed
under the former government. We are trying to find
a solution that will enable us to proceed. I hope I
will be able to inform the House about a successful
outcome.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Mr Theophanous has
made a practical suggestion, but I could not correct
history even if I wanted to. It was clear that I could
not allow the two agencies to plan separate entrance
facilities without examining the possibility of
combining them.
The future use of the woolshed is a matter for the
Historic Buildings Council. The building could be
used as an interpretation facility, and if that were
done we could then have a new single facility for
both attractions that could be jointly promoted. I
understand the sensitivity that arises out of the
decision made by a former government to have both
the heritage facility and the zoo operating together.
It is difficult to run sheep in a facility that is adjacent
to an African wild animal park!
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - Mr Nardella raised a
Caloola site and said that on an earlier occasion I
had said that discussions would be held. He asked
me whether those discussions had been held. Yes,
they have been held. He also asked me when a
decision would be made. The decision will be made
as soon as the problem has been resolved.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You are dithering!

Mr White raised an article in the Australian Financial
Review of 8 September relating to a decision on the
strict limits on the number of gaming machines in
venues and asked whether a Cabinet decision was
necessary to assure the financing for bidders. From
the beginning, the regime of gaming machines in
Victoria was raised by the authority with the
government on the basis that it had been raised with
the authority by each of the bidders. I am unable to
say which bidder raised what in each context and
what was asked for, but it was raised with them. The
government had to consider whether it was
prepared to include in the exclusivity proviSions
some restriction on gaming machines.
The authority made it clear that this was either
essential or at least a Significant matter for each of
the bidders. As a result there are provisions relating
to the number of gaming machines, but they have
nothing to do with the 15 000 machines that were the
subject of a moratorium that was in place until the
new team was appointed no later than March. That
is still the position and, depending upon the review
report, there will be an opportunity to revisit the
issue of gaming machines in Victoria. But that has
nothing to do with this.
The exclusivity proviSions relating to gaming
machines in the management agreement are
twofold: firstly, as was set out in the article to which
Mr White referred, there is a maximum of 105
machines in gaming venues within lOO kilometres of
the casino. That is already the current maximum;
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there is no reduction. Under the agreement the
number of machines will be restricted within that
radius of Melbourne during the period of
exclusivity, which, as Mr White says, is 12 years.
The second aspect of the agreement concerns the
absolute limit on the number of machines in Victoria
during the 12-year exclusivity period; the limit will
be 45 000 machines. I do not think anyone
anticipates that number being reached within that
period, but that is as it appears in the management
agreement. The 15000 limit referred to as part of the
moratorium is separate and has nothing to do with
the recent decision.
Mrs Hogg referred to East Meadows Primary
School, which has been recommended for closure by
the quality provision task force in that area.
Mrs Hogg says it is a good school with many
facilities and that it has done good work. She says
that a task force minority view was that the school
should not be closed.
Mrs Hogg asked me to pass her concern on to the
Minister for Education in the other place so that he
may be aware of the minority view that, for the
various reasons detailed by Mrs Hogg, the school
should continue to operate. I will be pleased to pass
that information to the Minister so that he is aware
of the details when he makes his decision.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Davidson referred to the 3-cent-a-litre
fuel levy and its impact on some retailers. There has
been no impact on petrol sales because of the prices
in Victoria and New South Wales; competitive forces
have led to an equalisation of prices.
A differential now obtains between diesel prices in
Victoria and those in New South Wales. It is true
that some retailers in some localities are suffering,
and the problem is not restricted simply to retailers
in or near border towns, as was the case in the
example cited by Mr Davidson. Some of the truck
stops which were built on the outskirts of
Melbourne primarily to service the interstate
transport trade have seen sales migrate across the
river to Albury, Jerilderie, Holbrook and similar
places.
The matter of the franchise fee is within the purview
of the Treasurer who has held frequent meetings
with representatives of the various oil companies
and with some trucking companies. I have also had
meetings in Melbourne, Shepparton and Wodonga
with the association representing distributors. The

Treasurer and I have received mixed signals about
the impact on business in Victoria, and the
government is continuing to monitor the situation.
I refer Mr Davidson to the remarks of the Treasurer
during his Budget speech. The Treasurer's speech
details the steps being taken to monitor the situation.
The Treasurer has said he will keep an eye on the
situation and review it when sufficient time has
passed to enable a more accurate picture to emerge.
Hon. B. E. Davidson interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - I said we are getting
conflicting signals, and that is the difficulty. It is
inappropriate to take note of the revenue raised in
July because of the bulk buying at that time, which
would have affected the figures. We are yet to see
the August figures. I acknowledge that the concern
raised by Mr Davidson is felt by some retailers, and I
advise him that the Treasurer is monitoring the
situation closely.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - Mr Theophanous cited the sad
circumstances of Graeme Neil Collins who was
rendered a quadriplegic as a result of an industrial
accident in July 1992. Mr Theophanous outlined
concerns expressed by that party's barristers that
section 1358 and the 20 per cent rule that applies to
it may have been used to reduce the common-law
award made to Mr Collins. Mr Theophanous asked
me to investigate the circumstances of that case, and
I will certainly do so. He asked whether it is my
intention or the intention of the legislation that
people will be affected in the same way as
Mr CoIl ins, and that is most assuredly not the case.
I will report on the matter in detail to
Mr Theophanous, but when I last checked on that
circumstance I was met with the response that there
are many examples of the maximum award being
made and, as I recall, the advice I was given was
that there is nothing in the law to prevent a court
making an award which goes beyond the technical
limit.
The concern Mr Theophanous expressed that the
20 per cent rule may be used as a bartering chip, so
to speak, is misplaced. In any event, I shall
investigate both the specifics of the case he has
mentioned and the general concerns he outlined,
and I shall report on both in detail.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) Mr Power raised a concern about a constituent who
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requires surgery for a hernia and who has been
given two surgery dates by the Preston and
Northcote Community Hospital; it appears that he is
still awaiting pain-relieving surgery. Mr Power
asked me to refer the matter to the Minister for
Health in the other place and to seek what
information may be available about when the
surgery will be done. I shall convey to the Minister
the concerns expressed by Mr Power, and I shall
seek whatever information is available.
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Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 4.48 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 10.2 a.m. and read the prayer.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Acting Clerk:
Annual Reporting Act 1983 - Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training's report of 14 September 1993
of failure of Loddon Campaspe College of TAFE to
submit 1992 annual report to him within the prescribed
period and the reasons therefor.
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U the liberals win office at the next election they plan
two projects that Kennett says will be the emblems of
the new Victorian spirit. A tunnel linking the two
east-west freeways is to run under the city's parkland
heart, the Domain. And a new Western bypass is to
allow traffic to skirt the city when travelling from the
east of the State to the west and to the port of
Melbourne. Kennett promises that, as in Japan, work on
the projects will continue 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
until completion. Victorians will know that his
government is serious about getting the place moving
again.

At the end of September the Premier, in conjunction
with the Minister for Roads and Ports, said:
Projects to be expedited under a coalition government
include the ... Domain tunnel and Western bypass.

Loddon Campaspe College of TAFE - Report, 1992.

WESTERN BYPASS AND DOMAIN
TUNNEL
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I move:
That this House condemns the government for its
failure to construct and complete the Western bypass
and Domain tunnel during the life of this Parliament as
the two projects would create up to 4000 jobs directly
and many thousands indirectly in the building
industry, thereby substantially reducing the cost of
commerce and manufacturing in Victoria, and thus
providing a significant competitive advantage for
Melbourne, our international port facilities and all
Victorian exporters.

The construction of the Domain tunnel and Western
bypass is a vital factor in reducing Victoria's record
unemployment rate. Without those projects
Victoria's unemployment rate could be as high as 14
per cent in 1994 with an average of 12.5 per cent
throughout the year. The projects are important for
two major reasons: they will create in the building
sector 4000 jobs directly and many thousands
indirectly; and they will make Victoria a more
competitive place in which to invest.
Those road projects will give Victoria the best road
transport network of any capital city in the country.
On 12 July last year the then Premier said that the
Domain tunnel and Western bypass would be built
in the coalition's first term of office in response to
the fact that the Australian unemployment rate had
reached 11.1 per cent. The Premier was quoted in an
article in the Bulletin of July last year:

It is clear that they have reneged on that promise,
but let us examine the setting in which this decision
has been made. The Treasurer's Budget speech last
week made absolutely no mention of
unemployment; throughout the SOOO-word
document he uttered not one word about
unemployment, and he certainly said nothing about
his government's intentions to deal with the
problem.

The government's recent industry statement
contained 20 initiatives, but there were no new
initiatives. I shall name a few of them - the Toyota
decision; the expansion of the Kraft factory; the
modernisation of the Mobil plant; and Pratt
industries recycling paper mill. All of those
initiatives involved decisions made by the previous
Laborgovernment.
The decision to proceed with the Australian Defence
Industries project at Benalla was also referred to in
the statement, giving the impression that it was a
decision of the coalition government. The only major
new initiative in the statement is a cutback in funds
for the Strategic Research Foundation.
The government's industry statement is a tribute to
the policies of the Labor Party, but it does not
represent a way forward for reducing
unemployment in this State. To find evidence of the
government's view on unemployment it is necessary
to look beyond the Budget speech to the Budget
documents and the Treasurer's Budget forecasts.
The Treasurer is now telling us that the forecasts in
his documents are wrong. He says the estimates of
economic growth from his own officials within the
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Department of the Treasury are underestimated. He
is telling people around town that the figures for
which he has taken responsibility are wrong. In a
sense he is right because the figures in his
documents are incorrect, most importantly in
respect of their economic assumptions for Victoria.

The government has revised its economic forecast
and now says that in 1993-94 unemployment will be
11.7 per cent, not 11.2 per cent. In the space of five
months, the government has conceded that its
projected unemployment figure was wrong and that
it will rise. However, it is still wrong.

Page 2.7 of the document the Treasurer released on
6 April states that unemployment would fall from
11.7 per cent in 1992-93 to 11.2 per cent in 1993-94.
That statement is a lie. The government knew when
it made the statement that it was a lie; it was simply
trying to deceive the electorate. The Budget Papers
show unemployment at 11.2 per cent for 1993-94.

The major table underpinning the Budget, table 2.1
of Budget Paper No. 2, is a lie. The government
claims that unemployment will fall to 10 per cent in
1994-95, but there is no explanation about where the
jobs will come from to achieve that reduction in
unemployment. The government knows that two
months ago unemployment in Victoria was 12.4 per
cent. It knows now that unemployment is 13 per
cent. Unemployment must come down by 0.4 per
cent a month to reach an average of 11.7 per cent
over the year.

Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - On a point
of order, Mr President, Mr White's reference to lies is
unparliamentary. He has previously been caught
short calling people liars and you should bring him
to order.
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - On the
point of order, I am making it clear that not only is
the statement incorrect and untruthful but it was
known to be incorrect when it was put in the Budget
document. The statement in the document is a lie and that comment is not unparliamentary.
The PRESIDENT - Order! On the point of
order, usually if such a statement is made about a
member of this House I rule it out of order. In this
case, the way in which the argument is put in
relation to the veracity of a specific document does
not go beyond the bounds. However, I remind the
Leader of the Opposition of the motion before the
House. So far he has made no reference to that
motion and I ask him to do so.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - I thank you for your
assistance, Mr President, and inform you that having
written the motion I understand its content. The
motion is about employment in this State and about
the need for the Western bypass and the Domain
tunnel. The current level of unemployment and the
projected 1993-94 level of unemployment in the
Treasurer's Budget documents both in April and last
week are incorrect.
Despite the reduction of the State public sector by
16000 employees in the 10 months since 3 October
and despite the intention of a further cutback of
15 300 in the next 12 months the government still
claims that unemployment will fall in 1993-94. It has
continued the lie in its Budget document produced
last week - which is already out of date and has
been proven to be incorrect.

That will not occur. Despite reducing the work force
in the public sector by 16 000 jobs the government
still projects that over the next four years it will get
unemployment down to 10 per cent. The fact is that
in four years time under these economic policies,
unemployment in Victoria will be more than 12 per
cent and will reach 14 per cent during 1994.
Since coming to office in October 1992 the Kennett
government has been responsible for 14 ()()() fewer
jobs -that is in the space of 10 months. In the same
period employment in the rest of Australia has
grown by 55 700 jobs. The Kennett government has
forecast in the Budget Papers that in the next four
years 99 200 new jobs will be created. If that were
the nature and extent of the job growth in Victoria,
its unemployment share would decline relative to
the rest of Australia. That of course coincides with a
period when 62 per cent of industrial disputation in
this country is occurring in Victoria. That is from the
government that promises to be the first out of the
recession! Of course, it will not come out of recession
in the next four years.
The reduction in unemployment the Treasurer has
forecast would require a 4 per cent growth this year
in private sector employment. That will not occur. If
there were 4 per cent economic growth in the private
sector this year, it would be the consequence of
significant productivity improvement. That would
mean there would not be an increase in the level of
employment consistent with the 4 per cent increase
in economic activity in the private sector. What
would occur is that the forecast of projected
unemployment of 11.7 per cent through 1993-94
would be incorrect. It will not go to 11 per cent in
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1994-95 as projected and it will not go down to
10.5 per cent in 1995-%.
In the interests of reducing unemployment in this
State, it is of the utmost importance that the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel proceed. These
projects would involve an expenditure of
$850 million with a construction period of five years.
They would mean that 1500 would be employed in
construction and 2500 in support industries and it
would produce an economic benefit to Victoria of
approximately $2 billion. They would enhance
Melbourne as a transport hub by improving access
to the National Rail Corporation, the port of
Melbourne and the Tullamarine airport. None of the
projects for the exhibition complex, the casino, the
Jolimont yards and the tramway around Melbourne
would have any immediate Significant effect on the
level of unemployment in this State. None will be
sufficient to enable the Treasurer to secure the
unemployment target he has set.
We need significant projects that will generate
employment, significantly reduce the cost of freight
in Melbourne and provide an estimated annual
benefit of $100 million in reduced time and
operating costs, as well as, because of the reduction
of road accidents, producing a cost benefit of
$2 million. Since July last year the Premier, the
Minister for Conservation and Environment and the
Minister for Roads and Ports have consistently said
they intend to get on with the job of constructing the
Western bypass and the Domain tunnel. That is also
a lie. There is no intention on their part to do so.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I object to the Leader of the Opposition
making the allegation that I am lying to Parliament
and the community of Victoria. I certainly am not
and I ask him to withdraw.
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I withdraw.
Mr President, on 22 March the first evidence
appeared of a confidential review being undertaken
by Mr Ronaldson, which was believed to include
recommendations for dropping or deferring the
Western bypass. It was the first evidence. Despite
that report, the Premier was still saying that both
projects were vital to Melbourne and would help
commuters and business, and that both have to be
done in the long term to ease commuter traffic as
well as small and large business traffic.
When the Premier was being quoted as having said
that there might be some delay in the construction of
the Western bypass and the Domain tunnel, my
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colleague Mr Davidson asked in a question without
notice what the intentions of the Minister for Roads
and Ports were in the construction of the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel, to which the
Minister replied, as reported at page 147 of Hansard
of 6 April 1993:
I am surprised that Mr Davidson is listening to
rumours around the place to the effect that the Western
bypass is not going ahead. I can say to him that the
government's intention remains clear: it is committed
to the project.

Hon. B. E. Davidson - That is not a lie - it is
prevarication!

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - The Minister for Roads and
Ports, in answer to a question put to him on 21 May,
said, as reported in Hansard at page 1201:
This is not so. The Premier did not say that. Yesterday
he wrote to the two bidders for the projects making it
abundantly clear to them that the press reports having
him say that were not correct. Although in his answer
to a question asked at the press conference it may have
been understood by the journalist that that was what
the Premier was indicating, it was not, and he has
made that clear.
I make it clear, as I have said previously in the House,
that the government is keen to get on with both these
major and worthy projects but it is not able to make a
decision on a starting date until negotiations with the
Federal government on the Australian Loan Council
requirements have been finalised.

This is the pOSition of the Minister for Roads and
Ports. Similarly, in delivering the State Budget last
week, the Treasurer stated at page 12 of his speech:
The Budget does not include any provision for the
Southern bypass, Western bypass and Domain tunnel
projects except for planning costs. These are important
priorities but require resolution of issues associated
with Commonwealth-State financial arrangements and
potential private sector involvement.

The presumption here is that the State government
has made a submission to the Federal government
on the Australian Loan Council requirements. That
is the presumption from the response of the Minister
for Roads and Ports on 21 May. Clearly the State
government may pursue whatever course it likes to
carry out confidential financial studies. It can talk of
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negotiating with the Commonwealth but it cannot
get away with untruths. I have been advised that the
State government has not made any formal
approach to the Australian government on the
Western bypass and the Domain tunnel. I have been
advised that there has been no evidence of any
formal request to resolve the financial issues. The
Loan Council has received no detailed submissions
of the State government on the Western bypass and
the Domain tunnel. My source: the Federal
Treasurer's office, Thursday, 9 September.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - So here we have the
Federal Treasurer's office checking with the
Australian Loan Council. By interjection,
Mr Hartigan wants it put on record that 'We would
not want to buy a used Ford car from him - we
want you to understand that". We understand his
lack of confidence in the Ford car and the coalition
parties' lack of confidence in him, which is why he
has been put in here.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - On a
point of order, Mr White was only partially correct:
the point was made by Mr Davidson, not by me.
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - The
Minister for Roads and Ports has gone on record as
saying that negotiations with the Federal
government on the Australian Loan Council
requirements have to be finalised, the presumption
being that some negotiations had commenced and
some negotiations are continuing, and that some
negotiations will occur; to which Mr Hartigan and
other members of the government backbench say by
interjection, ''Who would trust the Treasurer's
office?" There are any number of professionals in the
Treasurer's office; there also are a number of people
Mr Hartigan chooses as his contacts in the Federal
bureaucracy, and others have their contacts.
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - On a point
of order, Mr White is putting an interpretation on
what we said and he is trying to mislead the House.
We said, ''Who would trust the Federal
Treasurer?" - the Treasurer, not the Treasurer's
office. We said, "the Treasurer", and who would
trust him? The implication of Mr White is that we
said something else, which is not right.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There is no point of
order. It is one thing for a member to allege that the
remarks he has made in a formal speech have been
twisted, but when it comes to interjection it is very
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difficult to adjudicate on that issue. I invite all
honourable members who wish to make a
contribution to wait their turn; they will have time to
contribute to the debate.
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I welcome
the point of order from Mr Smith. His point of order
says that he does not take exception to the people
with whom I have made contact in the Federal
Treasurer's office. I repeat, I contacted the Federal
Treasurer's office on Thursday, 9 September and
asked officers to check whether the State
government of Victoria, either from the office of the
Minister for Roads and Ports or the office of the
Treasurer, had made any representations to the Loan
Council on the Domain tunnel and Western bypass
projects, and their answer is: the Loan Council since
3 October last year has received no detailed
submission from the State government.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - But they have received
submissions - you had better be careful with your
choice of words.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - One of the reasons, of
course, is that the State Treasury officials do not
support the Western bypass or the Domain tunnel let that be put on record.
I have also been informed by the Federal Minister
for Transport and Communications that no specific
propositions relating to the Domain tunnel and the
Western bypass were put by the State Minister for
Roads and Ports at the transport Ministers
conference in June. No specific proposals for the
Domain tunnel or the Western bypass had been put
to the office of the Federal Minister for Transport
and Communications at any time since 3 October; no
negotiations are occurring between the office of the
Minister for Roads and Ports and the office of the
Federal Minister on the Western bypass or the
Domain tunnel project. No issues are before Senator
Collins's office. No issues in any formal submission
or in any written submission have been put from the
office of the Minister for Roads and Ports to the
office of the Federal Minister, Senator Collins. No
written submission has been made on the Western
bypass or the Domain tunnel to the office of the
Federal Treasurer; no negotiations have been
pursued for financial arrangements with the Loan
Council; no specific formal negotiations have been
pursued.
Again, the Federal Minister for Transport and
Communications has agreed with the confirmation
from the office of the Federal Treasurer that there
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had been no fonnal or written submissions and that
there are no ongoing negotiations on the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel projects.

not expect construction to commence on the Domain
tunnel for at least two years, and it will be after that
date for the Western bypass.

The Australian Loan Council is currently examining
how it will generally respond in the future to
projects that involve some private and public sector
exposure, but it is not anticipated that there will be
any change to existing policy before 1 July 1994.
That may not accommodate the Western bypass and
the Domain tunnel. Under the existing Loan Council
rules, it will not accept the use of a shadow toll to
construct the Western bypass and the Domain
tunnel.

VIC ROADS, which wanted to give priority to the
Western bypass and the Domain tunnel, is stating
two things. Firstly, under a design-and-construct
model, it will take two years of design and planning
before construction on the Domain tunnel
commences, so construction will not commence
before July 1995. VIe ROADS has also been told by
the government that the Western bypass will not
commence before July 1997 at the earliest, if it is not
moved further back. They are the two projects that
were to be commenced, constructed and completed
in the life of the Parliament. That is the first matter.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Why did it put those
rules in place?
Hon. D. R. WHITE -It was due to projects in
New South Wales -a power station and the Sydney
Harbour Tunnel.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan interjected.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Check with the Loan
Council. I repeat that the Loan Council has no
proposal before it despite the fact that on 21 May in
this House the Minister for Roads and Ports gave the
impression that there were ongoing negotiations
that had yet to be resolved. During the course of that
debate he said that there was a forthcoming
transport Ministers conference and a forthcoming
Loan Council meeting and that the matters would be
resolved and would appear in the Treasurer's
statement on the Western bypass and the Domain
tunnel. However, instead of there being a resolution
of the issue the statement from the Treasurer is to
the effect that the matters remain unresolved.
Clearly the matters remain unresolved because they
are not being pursued.
The statement of 21 May is totally incorrect. Given
the 3-cent levy, there is no reason why the
government should not have asked VIC ROADS to
commence the purchase of properties by way of
compulsory acquisition adjacent to Boundary Road
for the Western bypass, but that now takes second
place to the Eastern Freeway.
The completion of the Western bypass in the life of
this Parliament does not remain as a commitment of
this government. This Parliament will not see the
commencement of the Western bypass, and how do
we know that? The Royal Automobile Club of
Victoria has been pushing for the construction of the
Western bypass and the Domain tunnel and it does

Secondly, the two bidders, Chart Roads and
Transfield Construction (Vic.) Pty Ltd, have spent
millions of dollars putting in their bids. They were
told by the coalition that the bids should be moved
forward and that the project would be carried out
expeditiously. Those bidders have wasted more than
$1 million and have both had to put people off.
Chart Roads has indicated that it could commence
the Domain tunnel and the Western bypass by 1 July
next year under a build-own-operate-transfer model.
To ensure that the record is not incomplete, both
Chart Roads and Transfield have their own federal
contacts in transport and communications - that is,
in the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
and the Department of the Treasury. They are being
told that the State Treasurer and the officers of the
Department of the Treasury have put the projects on
the backburner. If one were to go to the Chart Roads
office in St Kilda Road today, one would see that
there is one person in the office. There was fonnerly
a group of 15 to 20 people putting in the bid. Chart
Roads has closed shop. Today there is one person on
the floor, one person working in the Chart Roads
office preparing the submission. Chart Roads has
wound back the team, as has Transfield.
Hon. W. R. Baxter -Of course they would.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Of course they would
because they have been told by you that these
projects are not to go ahead.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - They have not been told
that.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - They have put in
submissions to you and the Premier that they could
start by 1 July next year, and they have not been told
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to get on with it. They have been told that no
decision has been made yet. When it comes to the
commercial dollar, one has to read what is
happening out on the street; if one fails to, one will
not achieve an effective bottom line. Both Transfield
and Chart Roads are saying to us that they have
wound down because they have got the message
that the projects are not on. The coalition is not
committed to the two projects to which it is
supposedly committed.
At the Australian transport Ministers conference, the
Minister for Roads and Ports pursued the
investment principles that should apply to national
roads funding and Victoria's share of the cake, but
the Minister did not pursue the issue of the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel. This is the question I
put to the federal bureaucrats in transport and
communications: is the Minister for Roads and
Ports, the belligerent State-righter, Victoria's answer
to Joh Bjelke-Petersen, seeking to get Victoria's share
of road funding and seeking to get the Western
bypass and Domain tunnel built? There is one thing
Canberra politicians and bureaucrats are good at,
and that is scoring the Ministers from each State. I
asked the bureaucrats how the Minister is going; I
asked for a pen picture of his performance.
The bureaucrats' view in Canberra is that you allow
the Minister to move a motion which is referred to a
group of officers; flatter him on his achievements;
tell him the one thing he wants to know - they
work out what he wants to know more than
anything else in the world - and flatter him again. I
am sure honourable members want to know what
the Minister wants to know, and here is the
assessment: the only thing he wants to know when
he is in Canberra and every time he contacts the
Federal Minister's office is whether he is more
important by way of protocol than Mr Alan Brown,
the Victorian Minister for Public Transport.
The Minister presses the bureaucrats; he asks them
how they are treating Mr Brown and he wants to
know whether he is being treated better. All he
wants to know is that he is put forward at the
Ministers conference. What is his price? Give him
two or perhaps three clarets and you have him for
. life. Put him at the Minister's conference; let him
pass a motion; and tell him that he is more
important than AIan Brown - that is the
bureaucrats' assessment of the Minister for Roads
and Ports. That is where he starts and ends; that is
what he is doing for Victoria; that is his eulogy. At
the end of his term that will be the sum total of his
achievements: to go around looking up his dress to
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see whether he is better than the Minister for Public
Transport.
As one leading businessman said around town, you
can be sure of one thing with the coalition: for the
first 12 months in government they will spend the
whole year looking up each other's dresses to see
who is more important, and that is all the Minister is
doing. He wants protocol and flattery. He goes to
Canberra and wants to be a duchess, and he loves it.
After two or three clarets, that is it.
The Minister is supposed to be going to Canberra to
get Victoria's share of the cake for roads, and who
has the worst share of the cake in Australia? It is
Billy Baxter. He is supposed to be going to Canberra
to get funds for the Western bypass and Domain
tunnel. The Australian Loan Council has never
heard from him; it has not heard a word! Two or
three clarets, tell him he is more important than
Alan Brown and you have him for life! That is all he
wants, that is all he has asked for and that is his bid!
It happens at every conference he attends and has
happened throughout his political career. It is not
hard to follow him; it is not hard to get the feedback.
I can assure you, Mr President, that the same thing
has happened at other conferences the Minister has
attended around Victoria.
You see, Mr Baxter, you cannot move as a Minister
in this world without people knowing what you are
doing. We know what you are doing for the people
of Victoria - nil!
The PRESIDENT - Order! All honourable
members know there is a requirement to address
remarks through the Chair. The Standing Order
exists for a reason. I ask Mr White to address his
remarks through the Chair.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Chart Roads, one of the
two bidders, has indicated that it could commence
construction on 1 July of next year. The alternative
design and construct method, which is not VIC
ROADS's preferred way of constructing the Western
bypass, will mean that construction will not
commence on the Western bypass for two years.
Despite that, an article that appeared in the Age on
22 May entitled, ''Baxter says no tunnel, bypass
delay" states:
Mr Baxter said starting time hinged on whether the
Loan Council would count the $1 billion of private
funds as part of Victoria's global borrowings.
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The opposition knows and said at the time that the
government was not fair dinkum in its
representations to Canberra. I repeat: the Australian
Loan Council has never heard from the Minister for
Roads and Ports and has received no formal
submission on the Western bypass and Domain
tunnel. The Minister for Roads and Ports agrees that
the matter has to be resolved with them but has not
been to see them. The Treasurer in another place, is,
to say the most, indifferent about pursuing them.
We know that the Federal government, because of
an election promise, will establish a national
transport planning task force. The opposition
welcomes that. Although the Minister for Roads and
Ports will be part of that proposal, that in itself,
contrary to what he has tried to indicate to the
House, will not produce the Western bypass and
Domain tunnel.
The opposition makes it clear that the Liberal
government has gone back on its commitment to
construct the Western bypass and Domain tunnel. It
is of utmost importance that those two projects be
undertaken expeditiously because Victoria already
has an unemployment rate of 13 per cent. Even the
casino, exhibition project and other projects that
have been announced will not be sufficient to reduce
the unemployment rate; it will remain at 12.5 per
cent throughout 1994 and will go as high as 14 per
cent if no new initiatives are undertaken.
The most important initiative of the construction of
the Western bypass and the Domain tunnel has been
agreed to by the coalition and the bidders for the
projects - Transfield Construction (Vic.) Pty Ltd
and Chart Roads - are ready to go. Each day the
government delays increases uncertainty and costs
those companies thousands of dollars.
By spending as little as $60 million the government
could begin the process of land acquisition. That
sum pales into insignificance when one considers
that the government will borrow $1.3 billion to sack
thousands of public servants, including paying out
people who are over the age of 55 years.
In July 1992 the Premier, when he was Leader of the
OppOSition, committed the coalition to building
these projects in response to an unemployment rate
of 11.1 per cent. Now that Victoria's unemployment
rate is 13 per cent, the Premier has stalled on the two
projects. The Treasurer's claim in last week's Budget
that unemployment would drop to 11.7 per cent is
not achievable in 1993-94.
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The claim of the Minister for Roads and Ports that
negotiations had begun with the Federal
government and the Australian Loan Council are
not confirmed by the Federal Treasury or by the
Federal Department of Transport and
Communications. Every move the Minister makes in
Canberra will be known by everyone in Victoria. I
have been advised that the State government has
made no formal approach to the Australian
government and that there has been no evidence of
any formal request to resolve the financial issues. I
have also been advised that the Australian Loan
Council has received no detailed submission from
the State government.
Here are the circumstances we are now in. In an
article published in the Herald Sun of 12 July 1992,
the Premier, then the Leader of the Opposition, is
quoted as saying that the Domain tunnel and the
Western bypass would be built - that is, completed
and open - in the coalition's first term of office.
That is no longer possible and that is the reason I
moved my motion.
An article published in the Bulletin of 7 July 1992
states:
If the Liberals win office at the next election ... they plan

two projects that Kennett says will be the emblems of
the new Victorian spirit. A tunnel linking the two main
east-west freeways is to run under the city's parkland
heart, the Domain. And a new Western bypass is to
allow traffic to skirt the city when travelling from the
east of the State to the west and to the Port of
Melbourne.
Kennett proposes that, as in Japan, work on the projects
will continue 24 hours a day, seven days a week until
completion. Victorians will know his government is
serious about getting the place moving again.

Not one shovelful of dirt has been turned!
In a press release of 2 September 1992, the then
Leader of the Opposition states:
Projects to be expedited under a coalition government
include the ... Western Ring-road, the Domain tunnel
and Western bypass.

On 24 March this year the Premier said that both
projects were vital to Victoria and would help
commuters and businesses. The truth is that the
Kennett government has shelved plans for the
projects - they are not mentioned in the State
Budget! The bidding companies have wound back
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their project teams. Both companies have said that
specifically to me.

another reason the projects are not further down the
track is because of the Commonwealth government.

On 21 May of this year the Minister for Roads and
Ports is quoted in Hansard as saying:

I do not propose to analyse Mr White's figures on
unemployment because I shall make relevant
comments when I contribute to the Budget debate.
Unemployment statistics have no relevance to the
motion before the House. I have no dispute about
the economic benefits of the project as outlined by
Mr White today but, as is always the case with
Mr White, he tends to be economically centred
because he regards himself as something of a
financial guru.

I make it clear, as I have said previously in the House,
that the government is keen to get on with both these
major and worthy projects but it is not able to make a
decision on a starting date until negotiations with the
Federal government or the Australian Loan Council
requirement have been finalised.

The truth is that no fonnal approach has been made
to either the Australian government or the
Australian Loan Council. Neither the Minister nor
the Treasurer is committed to the projects. The State
Treasury is opposed to the projects being
commenced expeditiously. The projects will not start
and because of that Victoria will have an
unemployment rate that will go higher than 11.7 per
cent, higher than 12.4 per cent and higher than 13
per cent.
It is of the utmost importance to Victoria and in
order to relieve unemployment that the projects
proceed. For those reasons I ask the House to pass
the motion.

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - I speak in
opposition to the motion. Prior to speaking to the
motion specifically, I am pleased to note that
Mr White is developing a new career playing lead
guitar, because he has certainly lost his political edge
and is developing a very bad case of political
amnesia!
I find it amusing that he can condemn the Kennett
government for its failure to complete the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel during this
Parliamentary term. The reason the government has
not been able to do what it hoped to be able to do is
that for 10 years Labor neglected these two
important projects. In particular, Mr White, who had
carriage of those projects in his latter period as a
Minister, was specifically responsible for fiddling
around and botching the two projects. It is
incongruous that he should now try to criticise the
Kennett government for not doing something when
he and his party were responsible for the abject state
of neglect in which the government found the two
projects when it came to office.
Mr White referred to the Commonwealth
government and Australian Loan Council
requirements. It is pertinent to remind him that

The project will bring about benefits other than
economic ones because, depending on the outcome
of any environmental effects statement, my
constituents will receive environmental benefits.
There will also be increased residential amenity in
such suburbs as Prahran, South Yarra and possibly
South Melbourne.
I did not expect Mr White to itemise the
non-economic benefits, but I shall do so. I shall not
expand on the benefits outlined by Mr White, but I
shall comment on the way the Labor Party should
have handled this project during the past 10 years
and the way Mr White, as the then Minister
responsible for this project, should have handled it
in the lead-up to the last State election.
I shall also refer to the absolute and utter hypocrisy
of Mr White, a former senior Minister of the
Cain-Kirner government who sat at the Cabinet
table for 10 years and who now lectures the Kennett
government on the provision of infrastructure in this
State. It is incongruous that a man who played such
a role in that shameful period of Victoria's history
should lecture us about the provision of
infrastructure.
It is an absolute sham for Mr White to condemn the

Kennett government for failing to give Melbourne a
significant competitive advantage. The key reason
that Melbourne does not have a significant
competitive advantage over Sydney at the moment
is because of the recession caused by the Labor Party
at the Federal level and exacerbated in Victoria by
the shenanigans of the economically incompetent
Cain-Kirner government, of which Mr White was a
senior Minister responsible for the direction of these
two major projects.
The Kennett government is committed to the two
projects itemised in Mr White's motion. It will build
them as soon as the financial issues are resolved.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - When is that?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - The government has
outlined its commitment in its capital city and
transport policies. The Minister for Roads and Ports
has outlined the government's commitment, as has
the Minister for Major Projects. The Premier has
written to the two bidders and said that the projects
will proceed but that the government will resolve
the financial issues first.
I will give this House a brief history of the way the
former Labor government botched this project and
the reason why this government was behind the
eight ball when it came to government.
Hon. D. R. White interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - That is correct,
Mr White, you botched it. The first bungle was the
Labor government's handling of the extension of the
South Eastern Arterial. A benefit of the proposed
Domain tunnel is that it will link the south-eastern
suburbs with the northern and western areas of
Melbourne, but the arterial freeway has three
obstacles on it - traffic lights! That is the first
problem the government must fix.
The three sets of traffic lights were installed on the
South Eastern Arterial because of the Labor Party's
anti-freeway ideology. The former Premier, Mr Cain,
could not bring himself to mention the f-word freeway; Vietorians were stuck with the a-word arterial. That is why three sets of traffic lights were
installed on the arterial freeway. Before any tunnel
can be constructed the government will have to
spend $45 million to remove those traffic lights and
to provide a decent freeway into Melbourne from
the south-eastern suburbs.
The second botch is that the ALP did not support
this project until late in its term of office. I concede
that Mr White clearly had a role in trying to bring
some common sense into debate on the project, but
the ALP did not support him. In 1985 the then
Minister of Transport, Steve Crabb, said that the
proposal was '1unatic"; he said it would ruin the
Royal Botanic Gardens. The former temporary
Leader of the OppoSition, Jim Kennan, did not
support the project.
Another reason for the shambles in which this
government found the project when it came to office
is that the ALP delayed calling for expressions of
interest. Once it decided to move away from the
John Cain anti-freeway ideological position and the
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Steve Crabb lunatic attitude, the Kirner government
decided to tackle the projects. In October 1991 the
coalition argued that expressions of interest should
have been called as a matter of urgency. A number
of private consortia were ready to bid at that time,
but the Labor government failed to call for
expressions of interest because it did not regard the
projects as a priority.
The former Premier, Joan Kirner, talked a lot about
private sector involvement in infrastructure and
Mr White talked about his commitment to various
things - but nothing was done.
The fourth botch was personally handled by
Mr White - namely, the rush job in attempting to
publish a capital works announcement before the
last State election. On 22 May 1992 VIC ROADS was
instructed by the then government to call for
registrations of interest to build, own and operate
the Western bypass. The Labor Party had 10 years in
government but not until then did it act.
Hon. Bill Forwood - In its dying days.
Hon. LOUISE ASH ER - Its dying days indeed; I
think it was dead by then! Expressions of interest
were called for and a closing date of 31 July 1992
was stipulated. I understand that five registrations
of interest were received, and in September 1992,
during the election campaign, Mr White announced
that the two short-listed consortia were Chart Roads
and Transfield Construction (Vie.) Pty Ltd. That was
ludicrous!
Despite having been in office for 10 years the Labor
Party made that announcement during the election
campaign. It took the former government 10 years to
undertake the groundwork for the project; but when
we got into government we found the groundwork
had not been done properly. The opposition wants
to condemn the Kennett government, which has
been in office only 11 months, for not proceeding
with them, despite the former Labor government's
neglecting the projects for 10 years.
After winning the State election in October 1992, the
Honourable Bill Baxter, the new Minister for Roads
and Ports, and the Honourable Mark Birrell, the new
Minister for Major Projects, discovered David
White's final bungle - the biggest bungle of all.
Those two Ministers discovered that the previous
government had announced the projects without
doing the proper planning. The government had
done little of the financial analysis that should
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properly accompany projects of this type. The
projects had not been properly costed.
Hon. Bill Forwood - You're joking.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - That's true; it's
absolutely appalling. Mr White boasts about his
competence and expertise in financial matters; yet he
was in charge of projects the financial options of
which had not been thoroughly canvassed. Possible
commercial tactics had not been thought through.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How do you know
that?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Because the Minister
told me, just as he told you. Had you been listening
to him in this House in May you would have heard
all of those issues raised. Mr White had not thought
through the financial implications and relative
merits of direct tolls and shadow tolls. The possible
need for the acquisition of properties had also not
been properly considered. No planning, no funding
and no investigation and analysis! In short, the
Minister did not do his homework.
I have had to sit in this Chamber and listen to David
White lecture our Ministers on their alleged failure
to do their homework. This is a prime example of his
not doing his homework - no planning and no
financial analysis - while he was a Minister, despite
it being in his supposed area of expertise. The reason
why the project is so far behind in its planning is
that the Kennett government had mistakenly
believed that this so-called competent former
Minister had actually done some groundwork - but
he had not.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - We learnt a bitter lesson.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - It was a bitter lesson
indeed. His incompetence was exposed; and it is the
primary reason why the project is not as far down
the track as we would like.
Further, the Honourable David White has not done
his homework on the motion. It is a recycled motion,
because he has already put the same arguments in
two previous debates. This is his latest obsession. He
knows that he failed in the planning of the project.
He knows he stuffed it up! Now, for the third time,
he is debating the issue in this Chamber. He first
debated it when the Chamber considered the
Business Franchise (Petroleum Products)
(Amendment) Bill. He had another shot at it during
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the time allotted for opposition business; and now
he is taking a third shot.
Mr White has not done his homework. He has
conveniently forgotten that he is responsible for the

projects being delayed. He has been too busy acting
as king-maker for Mr Brumby. He has been too busy
knifing the honourable member for Melton in the
other place. I hope he counts the numbers in the
pre-selection process more accurately than he
counted the numbers for this project! Mr White has
also been busy lining up the honourable member for
Sunshine in the other place, because he is after his
job. He will have to be better at those number games
than he was at the number games he played while
he was a Minister.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - He is trying to knife
him-Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Members of the ALP
are good at standing behind one other and wielding
the knife.
Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - In the ALP it's the
ultimate definition of irrelevancy if no-one knifes
you. Sorry, Mr Mier! The financing of the project
presents considerable difficulties. During his two
previous shots at debate on the issue, Mr White has
claimed that there are difficulties in imposing a
direct toll because of the number of alternative
traffic routes that would be available once the
project went ahead. A shadow toll, which I believe is
his preferred method of funding the project,
involves a significant amount of government
revenue. In addition, the extent and nature of the
private sector role is still being thought through.
Because of the vast expense of the project and
because of the fact that alternative routes exist,
potential investors will want a high rate of return to
compensate them for the risks involved in the
projects.
Those issues are still being considered. The
government is trying to come to grips - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You said there were
financial obstacles.
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Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I am talking about the
financial obstacles. We know you have no
understanding of economics, Mr Theophanous. We
know that every time you stand up and speak on
economic issues the standard of debate in this place
declines. I am pointing out that those issues, all of
which are complex, have not been completely
thought through. They are still being worked on
because the Kennett government was left - Hon. D. R. White - Why is the Ronaldson group
being disbanded? It was set up to produce a
financial plan?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - They are fixing the
botched plan prepared by you.
Hon. D. R. White - Why is the Ronaldson group
being disbanded?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - One of the difficulties
associated with these particular projects - Hon. D. R. White interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - One of the difficulties
concerns the Australian Loan Council, to which
Mr White has already referred - Hon. D. R. White interjected.
Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I agree with you,
Mr Smith. One of the ongoing features of men in the
ALP is that when they do not like something that a
woman is saying they claim it is rubbish. I have
heard both Mr White and Mr Brumby do that to
Mrs Wilding. I have heard Mr Brumby say about
Mrs Henderson, the honourable member for
Geelong in the other place, that she did not know
what she was talking about, despite it being a
woman's issue. It is completely typical of men in the
ALP that as soon as they do not like what a woman
says they immediately brand it as rubbish. They do
not interject along policy lines; they just say it is
rubbish.
Hon. D. R. White - Answer the interjection.
Why is the Ronaldson group being disbanded?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - That is a feature of men
in the ALP-Hon. D. R. White interjected.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! Although the House
tolerates interjections, it does not tolerate a barrage
of interjections that is designed to sway a speaker
from his or her particular course. I ask Mr White not
to continue with his interjections. As he has said, he
has a right of reply.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Thank you,
Mr President, for protecting me from Mr White, who
is trying to intimidate me.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I tell you what, that's
giving him a lot of credit.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Thank you,
Mr Theophanous; in theory, it is possible! I return to
the point I was making about the Loan Council,
which I am pleased Mr White has referred to as an
important issue. In other debates he has described
Loan Council arrangements as a major stumbling
block for government in the handling of the issue.
On Wednesday 12 May, during debate in this place
on a motion not dissimilar to the one he has moved
today, Mr White made it clear that he believed it
was up to Ministers to approach the Federal
government to see whether it would remain possible
for the project - The PRESIDENT - Order! Ms Asher will be
aware of the Standing Orders concerning members
quoting from debates in the same sessional period.
She should refer to a debate in general rather than
specific terms.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Mr President, I was
referring to it only because I have very poor
eyesight. Mr White implied that the projects should
be funded under the sort of deal he was trying to
negotiate and should operate outside the Loan
Council guidelines. We on this side of politics
understand the Loan Council has had good reason
to clamp down on various activities of the State
government, given the performance of the
honourable member for Northcote, but this is a
pivotal issue and the government is waiting on a
response from the Federal government. Officers of
the Federal government are to give officers of the
State government feedback on this issue, and until
the Loan Council issues are resolved the government
will not be able to move on the projects with the
speed it would like.
The ALP is condemning the Kennett government for
its delay in this project, but the delay is specifically
the fault of the ALP and Mr White. I must also add
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that the Federal government could have been more
helpful in this matter than it has been.
I also refer to the time line referred to by Mr White.
His motion today condemns the government for its
failure to construct and complete the Western
bypass and Domain tunnel during the life of this
Parliament. His motion condemns this government
for not completing a project by, say, October 1996;
yet during the last State election he made a rush
announcement in the Age on 23 May 1992, when the
Kirner government was desperately looking for a
capital works program to promote in its election
campaign, and said that:
It is possible the new roads could be opened by the end
of 1997.

Mr White is condemning the government for its
failure to do something by 1996 when he said in
1992 that the new roads would not be opened until
the end of 1997! Mr White's condemnation of the
government for not doing something he was not
able to do is a superb example of hypocrisy.
Hon. B. E. Davidson - You claimed you would
be able to do it.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - The government
claimed that it would be able to do it, but it made
the mistaken assumption that Mr White had done
the groundwork, and he had not. I have gone into
great detail explaining the five points of the ALP
botching, and if Mr Davidson would like to go
through that argument again, I will be happy to do
so. I am happy to stand here all day and run through
the argument for the slow learners. I used to teach
remedial English and I am comfortable going over
these matters again and again until the opposition
can learn them.
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government for not completing an important
project. The former government did absolutely
nothing to improve the State's infrastructure or to
add anything to the State in its entire 10 years in
government. It also left Victoria with a project that
this government must now spend money on to fix
up -that is, the South Eastern Arterial. It tried to
build infrastructure but bungled it. On reflection it is
probably good that the former government did
bungle the Domain tunnel, because basically the
South Eastern Arterial is a car park.
The future of the Domain tunnel and the Western
bypass is clear under this government. The
government will undertake those projects when it
has the money. The Minister has made that clear to
this Chamber on a number of occasions. Indeed, he
outlined that in answer to a question from Mr de
Fegely on 20 May this year when he said that the
projects were particularly important to the State. He
said that economic benefits were not in dispute and
that the government remained committed to the
projects, but that he was going to work out a
financing method that fitted in with the
government's debt-free policy. The government is
not prepared to allow the State to incur extra debt. It
intends to work out a funding method whereby
these valuable projects can be properly costed,
analysed and built in a responsible manner. The
Kennett government will apply responsibility across
all sectors. It will be responsible for traffic
management and in the way it builds roads across
the board.
Hon. B. E. Davidson - What about the five
points?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I will not impose those
five points on my colleagues. The Minister wishes to
make specific points and I will defer to my
colleagues' sensibilities rather than Mr Davidson's.

Honourable members interjecting.
It is ludicrous that the Kennett government is being

The PRESIDENT - Order! I remind the House
that the proceedings are recorded by Hansard and
Hansard cannot possibly hear when three members
of the opposition front bench are talking at one time.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - They think it is a
faction meeting. It is incongruous that the Labor
Party should come to this House and start
condemning the Kennett government's failure to
provide infrastructure for this State. The Labor
government ran up Victoria's State debt to just
under $70 billion. The State debt is $47 000 per
household, yet this mob condemns the Kennett

condemned for its failure to undertake these projects
when they are progressing at such a slow rate
because of the incompetence of the previous
Minister - namely, Mr White - and the inability of
the ALP to do anything for this State's
infrastructure. It is absolutely hypocritical of
Mr White to dare to condemn the Kennett
government on an issue like infrastructure when he
failed so miserably.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON (Chelsea) - The Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel projects are
undisputedly important road projects. Had Labor
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been in government these projects would already
have been started with a view to an early
completion. The coalition's election policy
document, neatly entitled "Roads to Recovery", had
very little to recommend it. It contained a lot of
criticism of the Labor government, not much
substance and few policies, but it did manage one
gem when it said that a coalition government would
secure private investment in major projects such as
the Domain tunnel and the Western bypass. At least
it can be assumed from that that the coalition knew
what the projects were and their importance. On
11 July 1992 the then Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Kennett, pledged to complete the project's first
term. Wasn't that good of him?
The Premier pledged what the former Labor
government had already planned. He put up his
hand and said, ''Me, too. We will do it, and what's
more do it during our first term of office". That
pledge came less than one month after he was
reported in the Herald Sun of 17 June as saying:
We will not pass new legislation which imposes more
taxes on Victorians.

In the Herald Sun of 6 October the Premier is

reported as saying that he now believes the true
extent of the State's financial health would prove
"far worse than we were led to believe".
Nevertheless the Premier ruled out tax increases to
cover any blow-out in the Budget. In the same article
the Premier is reported as stating:
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public or private plans to raise taxes or increase
charges, but nevertheless it has increased taxes and
charges in the past two Budgets so that each
Victorian family, regardless of its capacity to pay,
has to find an extra $1200 a year.
Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - Worse than that,
Mr Smith, the government introduced a
3-cent-a-litre surcharge on diesel fuel and petrol that
was designed to pay for the Western bypass and the
Domain tunnel.
Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
Hon. D. R. White interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Smith and
Mr White are not aSSisting Mr Davidson. Mr White
should bear in mind that Mr Davidson is a member
of the opposition.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - Mr Smith's
interjections are not always colourful, but they are
always helpful. The 3-cent-a-litre surcharge on
petrol and diesel fuel was dedicated to paying for
the Western bypass and the Domain tunnel.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - Who said so?
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I am glad you asked
that. An article in the Herald Sun of 5 May by
Mary-Anne Toy states:

We have no plans

If he stopped there the opposition and Victorians

could have believed him, but he did not - publicly or privately to raise taxes. We don't believe
this is the correct method to pursue to increase
economic activity and employment.

A spokeswoman for the Minister for Roads and Ports,
Mr Baxter, yesterday confirmed that the 3-cent-a-litre
petrol levy announced this week would fund new
projects, with the Westem bypass and the Domain
tunnel being at the top of the list. I thought being at the
top of the list meant you do them first!

Hon. K. M. Smith - Not necessarily.
When the Premier made his absolute pledge to
complete the Western bypass and the Domain
tunnel projects during the first year of the term of
his government unemployment in Victoria had
reached 11 per cent. The Premier recOgnised that not
only were the projects vitally important to Victoria
but that jobs vital for Victoria's economic survival
would be provided by the undertaking of these
projects. The Premier knew all that when he made
the pledge. One may ask what has transpired since
that time to force the Premier to abandon his pledge
to continue with these road projects and not increase
taxes. Apparently the government did not have

Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - You don't think so,
Mr Smith? Perhaps it means that when the Minister
enters into Cabinet negotiations he thinks he is at the
top of the list but the Treasurer stomps on him and
says, "Get down to the bottom". The Minister's own
office said that the projects were at the top of the list
and we know that must be true because the Minister
earlier objected to being called a liar.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - I did not say it.
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Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON -Is the Minister going
to kick his spokeswoman to death? Where does the
buck stop?
Perhaps the government is no longer so concerned
about unemployment, which biggered these noble
pledges of imposing no more taxes and completing
the Western bypass and Domain tunnel.
The Treasurer, the person who we assume has put
the projects at the bottom of the list, forecast an
unemployment rate this year averaging 11.2 per
cent. He has revised that forecast and increased the
predicted rate of unemployment for the year to 11.7
per cent. However, the rate of unemployment
averaged 12 per cent last month and is running at 13
per cent this month! The Budget figures are rubbery
and are a lie. If an 11 per cent rate of unemployment
was a bigger for the pledge, what will a 13 per cent
rate of unemployment bring? The Budget Papers
give the answer: more taxes and charges. Victorians
are getting nothing for their money. The Minister
has given a commitment that the projects are at the
top of the list and the Premier has made a pledge to
all Victorians, and he wonders why people call him
a liar!
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan interjected.
Hon. D. R. White - He is doing a good job
calling the Premier a liar.
The ACfING PRESIDENT (Hon. P. R. Hall)Order! There is too much disorderly interjection and
I ask all honourable members to remain quiet.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I was not calling the
Premier a liar. I was remarking on the fact that the
Premier wonders why people call him a liar.
One could be forgiven for thinking that the Premier
is nothing more than the leader of a bunch of abject,
pathetic liars. Remember the promise that nobody
would be worse off under a Kennett government?
Does one suppose for 1 minute that the 35 000 newly
unemployed or soon to be unemployed public
servants might think that the person who made that
promise is an abject liar? Does one suppose that the
4000 or so people who hoped to be employed on the
Western bypass or Domain tunnel projects might
think that the man who made the promise that
nobody would be worse off is an abject liar? The
manufacturers who committed capital and plant
knowing they had Premier's Kennett promise that
the Domain tunnel and Western bypass would soon
be completed and who reasonably expected easy,
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quick access to the docks and the railheads may now
think that the Premier is an abject liar.
One could be forgiven for thinking that the Premier
and the coalition are nothing more than a bunch of
abject, pathetic liars. They are worse than thatthey are ideologues and economic vandals with no
idea of how to restore the repressed Victorian
economy. They seek to lay the blame on the former
government despite promising to get Victoria up
and running in its first term of office.
The government seeks to lay the blame for all the
woes at the feet of its predecessors. Government
members roll their eyes to the heavens and say, '1t is
all too hard and, we cannot afford it and because the
Federal government did not give us the money it
will take a long time". The government does nothing.
The key to recovery lies in the provision of
infrastructure projects, such as the Domain tunnel
and the Western bypass. The Premier knows that,
but he is too lazy. He cannot throw 35 000 public
servants onto the unemployment scrap heap in an
already depressed economy without trying to offset
it by creating employment.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Tell us how?
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - The way to do so is by
creating infrastructure programs and getting on
with the job. That is what the Premier promised
when in opposition and what he reiterated when he
became Premier.
I know the government will say, ''What about the
casino project?" That project will create some jobs
and do a lot for Victoria because it is associated with
tourism. I support the casino, but it will not be
enough. It is not just the opposition that says the
projects are vital, the Premier knows that to be the
case because he would not have promised them
unless he was a liar after a few cheap votes. The
projects are vital to create jobs.
The April 1993 Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
magazine, Royal Auto, states:
The $1 billion works to link Melbourne's inner
freeways will be the most important road project ever
carried out in Victoria.

That is a big statement, indeed. It continues:
The billion dollar scheme to link Tullamarine and
Westgate freeways and the South Eastern Arterial-
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long advocated by the RACV - will create a road
system capable of leading Melbourne into the next
century.

Hon. W. R. Buter - Let's do it right.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I also say, ''Let's do it
right; let's get started". Apart from jobs, the main
benefits of the Western bypass will be to: link the
Tullamarine Freeway to the Westgate Freeway;
reduce the amount of unnecessary through traffic to
city streets and approach roads; reduce through
traffic, particularly trucks, on local streets and
concentrate it on roads better able to carry high
traffic volumes; reduce the cost of moving freight by
improving access to Melbourne Airport, South
Dynon Freight Terminal and the Port of Melbourne;
provide the opportunity to introduce traffic
management measures in residential areas to reduce
traffic in existing streets and improve the local
environment; reduce noise and other impacts of
traffic on the local and wider community; improve
safety for local and through traffic by concentrating
traffic on a high standard road; and relieve existing
heavy traffic congestion at the southern end of the
Tullamarine Freeway.
The Southern bypass will: link the South Eastern
Arterial with the Westgate Freeway; remove
congestion from the Swan Street Bridge area by
facilitating a flow of through traffic; protect and
improve the environment of the gardens, rivers and
the entertainment areas along the Yarra River by
reducing heavy through traffic; improve access to
the various cultural, recreational and entertainment
facilities in this area; reduce the cost of moving
freight from the south-eastern industrial areas to
western industrial areas, Melbourne Airport, South
Dynon rail freight terminal and the Port of
Melbourne; support other actions in Melbourne,
such as the Swans ton Street Walk; and reduce
unnecessary through traffic in the city centre and
Southbank.
It is hard to imagine two more urgent or desirable

infrastructure programs for Melbourne. Yet a
government that can afford to borrow $200 million
to sack public servants, many of whom are nearing
retirement age and some of whom have already
reached retirement age, says that despite the
3-cent-a-litre petrol levy and despite having
promised no new taxes and charges, it cannot afford
to start the projects. These are the projects that the
RACV describes as the most important ever to be
carried out in Victoria - the projects pledged to be
completed in the first term of government, the
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projects that will provide thousands of much needed
jobs for Victorians. The projects alone will not turn
around the depression in Victoria. The depression is
worldwide and so are many of the factors that
caused it. But the projects would be a solid start.
That is probably why in a fit of momentary sanity
the Premier promised to complete them.
The way to turn around the economy and ensure
lasting prosperity is fourfold: to provide needed
infrastructure; to provide a decent education system;
to encourage export and manufacturing industry;
and to promote and encourage tourism by projects
such as the casino.
Anyone of those measures on its own will not be
enough. All four are needed to provide the
cornerstones for the Victorian economy to build on
and remain strong. The provision of infrastructure
on its own will not work. The casino project on its
own will not work.
Recently the government, with great fanfare,
announced the casino project, and in his
contribution to the debate Mr Smith alluded to the
casino project, of which he is so proud. The
government expects that the casino project alone
will pull it through.
Hon. K. M. Smith - No, not just that alone. We
have a lot of projects going ahead.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I suggest the
government must believe that because it is not doing
anything else. The government is doing nothing that
will provide ongoing jobs.
Without the other measures I have mentioned,
lasting prosperity will not come. We must start with
projects that create immediate jobs, such as the
Domain tunnel and the Western bypass.
Although I support the casino, I doubt whether it
has the capacity on its own to save the Victorian
economy. I have serious reservations about whether
the casino will produce anything like the bonanza
the government expects. Casinos are not all doing
well. A few months ago I was in Lasseters Casino you could have fired a cannon in the main gambling
room and not hit anyone.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Where is that?
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - In Alice Springs.
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Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - What were you doing
in Alice Springs? Did you get lost?
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I was looking at roads.
Although I hope and expect that the Melbourne
casino will be successful, the government should not
put all its eggs in one basket. That is just not on. If
that is the approach the government wants to take
with such projects, it will be doomed to failure.
The Premier promised to construct and complete
these projects during the term of this Parliament. In
the Budget he has reneged on his promise. There is
no Budget allocation for the projects and they will
not go ahead. Some people would say that the
Premier lied; I do not know whether he lied or just
changed his mind. Whatever the truth is, some 4000
jobs have been lost and the ancillary jobs associated
with the projects have also been lost. The
government should stand condemned for that and that is the intention of the motion.
The prognosis for Victoria's economy without
projects such as the Domain tunnel and the Western
bypass, which have been described as the most
important road projects Victoria will ever build, can
be found in St Luke, Chapter 6, Verse 49:
But he that heareth, and doeth not, is like a man that
without a foundation built an house upon the earth;
against which the stream did beat vehemently, and
immediately it fell; and the ruin of that house was great.

That is what will happen in Victoria if the
government does not use the four cornerstones to
build its economy.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I am delighted to participate in the debate.
I will ignore Mr White's personal abuse, which is
about par for the course. I warn him that he ought to
be careful of being fed a line from some of his
contacts elsewhere about what happens at
conferences. It appears that Mr White has been taken
in, hook, line and sinker, by some gOSSip he has
heard around the place.
I am intrigued about why the House is debating this
issue for the third time in a relatively short period. A
previous debate remains listed on the Notice Paper;
it could have been revived if the opposition wanted
to pursue the issue. A reasoned amendment was
moved when the business franchise legislation was
before the House on 25 May, and these issues were
well canvassed on that occasion.
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Today the opposition has moved a third motion,
rather curiously and peculiarly worded - in some
respects it appears to be a vehicle to allow the
opposition to talk about jobs. Of course jobs are
important, but in other respects the motion is
carefully constructed to allow opposition members
selectively to quote press statements made by
various people over the past couple of years and to
try to weave a web of intrigue and alleged broken
commitments.
But the motion also reveals an extraordinary naivety
and misunderstanding of the realities of the size of
the projects. 'The motion refers to the completion of
the Western bypass and Domain tunnel during the
life of this Parliament. It is well known to those who
at least understand the scope of the projects that the
absolute minimum time for building, even if the
bulldozers started tomorrow, is something like five
years at best. In other words, the projects would not
be able to be built within the life of any Parliament
at any time because the scope is so huge that the
projects cannot be completed within such a time line.
The fact that these projects would be the largest
construction projects undertaken in Victoria, if not in
Australia, is often not understood by honourable
members and others. It is ridiculous for the word
"complete" to be included in the motion. It is
physically impOSSible for that to be done, whatever
the circumstances. I wonder who drafted the
motion, because that person exhibits a tremendous
misunderstanding of reality.
I welcome the motion in some respects because it is
a further commitment from the opposition to these
two projects. It is an illustration that we have
unanimity in Parliament about the desirability of
building the Domain tunnel and the Western
bypass. That is helpful when we are looking at an
expenditure commitment by the State to an amount
that is well in excess of $1000 million.
It all comes down to how the projects will be
funded, which is a crucial and fundamental
difference between the former government and this
government. The opposition has obviously learnt
nothing from its time in office. It still takes the view
that good ideas can be put into action without any
thought as to the end result or how they will be paid
for. The opposition believes you can go out and
borrow the money, put it on the never-never and
just pile debt upon debt and leave an extraordinary
burden for those who come after you.
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As the Premier, the Treasurer and most honourable
members on this side of the House have said
repeatedly, that is not the way this government
works. The coalition government is not that
irresponsible. It will not commit the people of
Victoria to new debt of that magnitude without first
ensuring that funds are clearly available to service
that debt.
I wondered about Mr White's motives for pursuing
this issue as aSSiduously as he has. Is it simply
because he believes the projects are good ideas, or is
he seeking some form of vindication? Is Mr White so
concerned that, to use Ms Asher's phrase, he
botched the projects when he was Minister that he is
now anxious to get them under way on whatever
terms and conditions are available? Does he simply
want to hide his failures by getting these projects
under way so that he can somehow bask in some
form of reflected glory and suggest that he had
something to do with their initiation, or at least
convince his own party that the projects should be
constructed.
Honourable members will recall the comments of
some of Mr White's colleagues during the term of
the Cain government and remember how opposed
to the projects they were, particularly to the Domain
tunnel if not the Western bypass. I wonder whether
Mr White was assiduously pursuing this issue in an
attempt to seek vindication.
In typical fashion, he did not explain how these

projects might be funded or how the borrowings
incurred could be serviced. He did not exactly say
that we should get it from the Commonwealth but
the implication "Get it from the Feds" was easy to
detect. He went through a scenario of what was
allegedly being done by the government in its
negotiations and he made veiled references about
the submissions made by Victoria to the
Commonwealth.
If he wanted his source in Canberra to provide him

with a glossy document that Victoria lodged with
the Australian Loan Council, of course he would not
have found one because that is not the way the
government operates. It has not produced a glossy
submission to be sent to Canberra. Mr White was
careful about the way he referred to the negotiations
taking place between the Victorian government and
the Federal government.
The coalition has frequently - before and since the
State election - declared its support for these two
projects. It sees them as vital to Victoria in the
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medium term. That has been said publicly on many
occasions. On 20 May the Premier wrote to the two
consortia that had been selected by the former Labor
government to bid for the project saying, in part:
my government and I support the Southern and
Western bypass projects. We would like to see them
proceed and will do all within our power to achieve
this.
However, progress on both projects is now subject to
them meeting new and major Loan Council
requirements. The Victorian government is not
prepared to take on additional debt or to be deemed to
take on additional debt, so the implications of the Loan
Council's role are highly relevant.

So they are. The Loan Council decided that, even if

the projects are financed by a private sector
consortium borrowing from its bankers, those
borrowings will be included by the Loan Council in
Victoria's global borrowings as if they were
government debt. Such borrOWings would therefore
exceed the limit set for Victoria.
Honourable members should remember why the
Loan Council has taken what might be deemed to be
such a strange line. It is because it was taken for a
ride by the former Labor government, particularly
when the honourable member for Northcote in
another place was the Treasurer of the State. He and
his Premier attempted to pull the wool over the eyes
of the Loan Council by cooking the books. Of course
they were found out; they were exposed. I cannot
blame the Loan Council for tightening the
regulations. It could not afford to be taken for a ride
by a State that was prepared to pull a swiftie!
A further indication of the intention of the
government can be read in the Treasurer's speech on
government projects. Despite the fact that
Mr Davidson does not believe there was anything in
the Treasurer's Budget speech that made any
reference to the projects, I refer him to page 12:
The Better Roads Levy will yield additional revenue of
$141 million in 1993-94. This dedicated revenue source
will fund essential road construction and maintenance
projects on a 'no debt' basis in both urban and country
Victoria. Projects include extension of the Eastern
Freeway to Springvale Road, the widening of the
Tullamarine Freeway and overpasses at the major
intersections on the South Eastern Arterial.
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The planned works will continue to advance the South
Eastern Arterial towards full freeway status. A wide
range of projects will be undertaken in country Victoria.
The Budget does not include any provision for the
Southern Bypass, Western Bypass and Domain Tunnel
projects except for planning costs. These are important
priorities but require resolution of issues associated
with Commonwealth-State financial arrangements and
potential private sector involvement.

Mr White's motion refers to the construction and
completion of these projects, but the Treasurer said
in his Budget speech that no specific allocation of
money has been made for those projects this year.
He nonetheless made it clear that the projects are
still on the agenda and the financial issues are being
worked through; we can stand by for future
Budgetary allocations.
I also advise Mr Davidson, in respect of the
interchange we had about the 3-cent levy and the
two projects in question, that this year there is a
commitment for some of the revenue derived from
that levy to be directed to the Domain tunnel and
the Western bypass - the planning that is currently
under way is being funded from that source.
Hon. D. R. White - How much is that?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - It is $3 million or
$4 million. It appears that the opposition's motive
for moving both this motion and the reasoned
amendment it moved on the business franchise
legislation was to gain a commitment for the whole
of the 3-cent levy to be devoted to these two projects.
Hon. B. E. Davidson - One cent of the 3-cent
levy was to go to rural roads, and you know it,
Minister. To put any other argument is specious.
You know that absolutely. I would call you a liar,
but you would take objection to that.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - I remind Mr Davidson of
the reasoned amendment. The motion made no
reference to 1 cent of the 3-cent levy being directed
to country Victoria. I accept that you say now that
1 cent of the 3-cent levy will go to the country, but
that does not ~ter my argument that the opposition
wants to commit the whole of the metropolitan
levy - the other 2 cents - to these two projects. I do
not believe it would be in the best interests of the
motorists of Victoria that the levy be directed to only
these two projects. I do not believe the people
Mr Davidson represents would be happy with that. I
should have thought they want the bridge over a
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stream in Mr Davidson's electorate to be replaced,
but he appears to want the funds to go to these two
major projects, which will benefit his electorate but
to a lesser extent.
Not only is the planning for the Domain tunnel and
the Western bypass proceeding and being paid for
from the 3-cent levy but also the consultative
process on the environmental effects statement is
continuing. I refer Mr Davidson to the various
information bulletins on the progress of
consultations on the Western and Southern
bypasses. They continue to be published and
meetings are being held at venues along the route.
I have attended a couple of meetings and one or two
have been chaired by members from this side of the
House, including Mr Guest and Ms Asher. Why
would the government proceed with those meetings
if it had no intention of going ahead with the
projects?
The really significant indication of the government's
commitment to the two projects, as soon as the
funding is resolved, is that the Budget commits
$60 million to the South Eastern Arterial and the
Tullamarine Freeway as precursors to the Domain
tunnel and the Western bypass. It is regrettable that
$45 million now needs to be spent on the South
Eastern Arterial and the Toorak Road, Tooronga
Road and Burke Road traffic lights, which should
not have been put there in the first place. If the
Labor government had not been ideologically
blinkered it would have built a fully-fledged
freeway, but, because of some sort of blind spot, a
Clayton's freeway was built in the south-east and
this government must spend $45 million from funds
raised by the 3-cent levy to correct the mistake.
As a precursor to the Western bypass, the
Tullamarine Freeway is being widened to improve
access from the city to Tullamarine airport. It is
erroneous and absurd to allege that the government
is not committed to the two projects because while
finance is being finalised, the preliminary work the planning, the environmental effects statement
(EES) and the necessary additional work on the
South Eastern Arterial and the Tullamarine
Freeway - is being undertaken. It is important that
the preliminary work go ahead and that the freeway
and the arterial be upgraded. There is no way the
projects could go ahead if the upgradings had not
been undertaken.
Mr White and Mr Davidson said the two projects
would create 4000 jobs. That is true, but the 4000
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jobs would not be created for some time, even if the
flag were to fall tomorrow. The projects will employ
a few engineers and planners and sociologists in the
EES process but the real work of getting out the
bulldozers is well down the track.
What about the alternatives the government is
taking? Last week's Budget provides for projects
that will start forthwith and immediately create jobs.
As well, it should be noted that the land acquisition
exercise for the Western bypass is "truly daunting"
and that "dozens of private properties will have to
be compulsorily acquired" to quote a recent report.
Unfortunately, many of them house Significant
business concerns.
Hon. D. R. White - Is it true that the projects
will create 11.7 per cent unemployment?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - That is the subject I am
dealing with. The two projects will not create large
numbers of jobs very quickly but they will put some
people out of work because of the big land
acquisition task that must be undertaken.
Hon. D. R. White interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - Of course they could
start on 1 July next year, but I am talking about
creating jobs now.
Hon. D. R. White - When will construction on
the Eastern Freeway start?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - I have organised a full
briefing for Mr White in the first week of November,
at which he will be provided with the answers to all
his questions.
Hon. D. R. White - Did you say it will start this
year?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - Yes, and it will create
jobs immediately. The $140 million that will be spent
from funds raised by the 3-cent levy will create jobs
in this financial year, some of them immediately.
The opposition should be careful in its assessment of
the employment implications of the projects. Jobs
will be created not only by the capital works projects
announced by the government under Agenda 21 but
also by other projects. I reject the assertion that jobs
will not be generated as a result of this government's
Budget initiatives. No matter how desirable these
two projects are for employment, they would not
create jobs in any Significant number this financial
year even if they were to start tomorrow.
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Where was Labor's capital works program when
Labor was in government? It did not exist. Roads fell
apart. At the 11th hour before the election the
government of the day rushed to make a good news
announcement. VIe ROADS was required to select
two consortia out of the five bidders - they were
announced just before the election. I will not detail
the material Ms Asher referred to concerning the
situation we found when we came to office. Suffice it
to say that the funding arrangements had not been
thought through and the planning issues and the
land acquisition problems had not been resolved.
What was the result? The chosen consortium was let
down. It had been conned; it was led to believe
everything was in place and it was just a matter of
doing the design and getting the project under way.
It found out, as we found out, that that was not so.
Of course, the consortium had to wind down
because the work it thought had been done had not
been done. This government took the consortium
into its confidence and explained the facts. This
government did not spin the consortium a yam,
which is what the former government did.
Victorians were also let down because the previous
government created the expectation that the two
projects were ready to go ahead. That was never the
case because the government was not in a position
to fund them. The former government had not
thought through the financial implications other
than the option of borrowing more money. The
Labor government's solution was to get the printing
press going, chum out a few dollars and add to the
debt.
This is a responsible, honest government and it will
not run Victoria that way. What effect has the
government had? It has turned the State around.
Victoria will climb out of the morass Labor led it
into. No longer is Victoria a joke in other State
capitals. Prior to the election it was embarrassing to
go to Sydney, Brisbane or Perth because one was
treated like a poor relation from Hicksville. That
situation has been resolved. Nobody is laughing at
Victoria now.
I confirm the coalition government's long-term
commitment to these projects. Planning will proceed
as it has been, funding arrangements will be clarified
and the projects will start when they can be funded
responsibly without adding to Victoria's debt.
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - I have
listened with considerable interest to Ms Asher and
the Minister for Roads and Ports. It seems to me that
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their arguments encapsulate a number of points that
show what is so wrong and deceptive about the
government. Those points must be exposed,
therefore I will spend some time examining what
they had to say. It seems that we are dealing with a
relatively simple proposition of two major public
works, which both parties agree are absolutely
essential and which will create 4000 jobs when they
are under way. Both parties should agree that the
sooner we start, the better.
Ms Asher's defence of the delay primarily centred
around three main prongs -'1t will be built when
we have the money; it is not being built because it
was all Labor's fault; we await advice from
Canberra". The second prong had two subsets which
we heard time and again: firstly, ''You left the State
in a financial mess", and secondly, "Your Minister,
Mr White, botched it up". Those points sum up what
Ms Asher had to say, and I shall deal firstly with the
argument that it will be built when the government
has the money, which was also touched upon by the
Minister. He suggested the government has already
turned the State around and that Victoria is no
longer a laughing stock as a result of the
government's vigorous actions which have salvaged
Victoria, saved our financial situation and restored
our reputation.
It is true that, through acts of particular viciousness,

slashing of government expenditure and services,
the breaking of election promises and the increasing
of taxes, the government has made a substantial
improvement in the State's financial bottom line; in
fact, it is such an improvement that the government
is absolutely embarrassed by it and has hidden the
figure within its own Budget Papers because it
wants to go on slashing services, increasing taxes
and not building roads.
It is worth spelling out and emphasising the fact that

the government was prepared to retire a whopping
$1.3 billion debt to the superannuation fund which

had been built up since the Henry Bolte days.
Obviously some action needed to be taken; a quarter
or a third of it could have been retired or perhaps
even half or three-quarters of it but, no, the whole lot
had to be retired. That amounted to an sum far
greater than the cost of the Western bypass and the
Domain tunnel, which has been estimated by
Mc White at $850 million and by the Minister at
$1000 million.
Every conceivable one-off expenditure has been
crammed into this Budget. We find $1.3 billion to
retrench government employees, $200 million of
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which has been spent on public servants over
55 years of age - a measure that went against the
recommendations of the Department of Finance.
Expenditure on this and retiring the debt to the
superannuation fund has been in the vicinity of
$2.6 billion, but to preserve the myth that the State is
in some sort of financial emergency these sums have
been removed from Consolidated Revenue to keep
the Ministers' noses to the grindstone.
We will continue to see government expenditure
slashed, turmoil in maternal and child health
services - now a fee-for-service - and uproar
among and tremendous misery for constituents who
are not well off and who will be unable to send their
children to kindergarten. The future of our children
and a year in preschool are being denied, all for a
miserable saving of $12 million when $1300 million
has been spent to retire public servants.
I can see that you, Mr President, are asking yourself
what this has to do with the motion. It is relevant
because of Ms Asher's defence that the State is
bankrupt, that there is no way that the money can be
made available to build the Domain tunnel and the
Western bypass and that it is bankrupt because of
the actions of the previous Labor government.
I remind the House that until 1987 the current
account of this State ran to a surplus. It is true that,
faced with the worst financial recession for 60 years
and in an effort to retain employment, the previous
government borrowed money, but if the situation
has already been turned around so dramatically by
savage and despicable methods, it could be argued
that the situation could not have been that bad in the
first place.
The Budget in respect of retiring the debt to the
superannuation fund and the retrenchment of public
servants involves an expenditure of $2.6 billion,
which is almost three times the total cost of these
two capital works, yet Ms Asher says, 'We will wait
until we have the money". The money for initial
planning and development over the next year is
available now.
At some stage the government must realise that it is
the government. I realise how futile and facile that
sounds, but the coalition has been in government
now for 11 months, and until May this year it stated
that the Domain tunnel and Western bypass would
be built. The Minister is on record some seven
months after his government was elected reassuring
Parliament that they would be built. The
government must start taking responsibility for its
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own actions; it cannot continue to blame the
previous government and its Ministers.
Somehow or other both government speakers
referred to traffic lights on the South Eastern
Arterial. What have traffic lights on that freeway got
to do with this argument? I use the South Eastern
Arterial continually, and it always dumps me at the
door of my electorate office. Compared to what we
had previously it is a magnificent achievement. It
may not be a complete freeway, but it is a
substantial improvement, and to say that the
Domain tunnel or the Western bypass cannot go
ahead until those three sets of traffic lights on the
South Eastern Arterial have been removed boggles
the imagination. If the government uses that type of
logic, it cannot expect to be believed. It borders on
the ridiculous and the stupid.
The coalition cannot go on saying that it is the fault
of the previous government, because it is now in
government. As I said, it has been in government for
11 months and it must now take the responsibility.
The final argument was, 'We await advice from
Canberra". The Minister mentioned that Mr White
was very careful in the way he framed his
statements. I would say that Mr Baxter was very,
very careful in the way he framed his statements, as
was Ms Asher. She had obviously been carefully
briefed on what she could and could not say.
The real reason is that the Treasury, which runs this
government, is against the project. It is much easier
for Ministers to sit back and say they are waiting for
advice than to resolutely argue a case. They know
they will not get the money from Treasury. It is
easier for them to say they have not presented a
detailed document to the Australian Loan Council
because they are waiting for advice. In due course
when they get the advice and the money and if they
feel like it the projects will go ahead.
In the meantime they say they are organising
meetings that are being chaired by Ms Asher and
Mr Guest. What command they have of the
situation! Environmental studies crawl their way
onwards and when the innumerable meetings held
by Ms Asher and Mr Guest are completed and they
get the money - which the Treasurer will make
sure the Ministers will never get their hands on they will go ahead somewhere, some time, to build
these essential projects at some place.

That is essentially the argument mounted by the
government. What a shameless, puerile argument it
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is. I hasten to say that nobody in this House bears
any personal animosity towards the Minister for
Finance or the Minister for Roads and Ports - in
fact most of us have a sneaking liking for them.
However, this exercise has a wider ramification in
terms of the National Party's performance in
government. The National Party has accepted a seat
at the table of power. It has Ministers but they have
no responsibility and no real power. The Minister
for Local Government says in this place time and
again that the real decisions on local government
will be made by the Premier and Cabinet. The
Minister for Roads and Ports says that when the
Treasurer gives him the money he will be able to go
ahead, but he does not know for sure when that will
be.
Although the National Party has accepted a fairly
powerless position in Cabinet, at the same time it is
selling out its rural constituency. Whenever Labor
Party members - Carolyn Hogg or Pat Power travel in the bush they are faced with uproar, the
outrage of constituents who want to know why
country schools and railways are closing down and
why rural services are being curtailed despite the
fact that the coalition is in government and the
National Party has Ministers in Cabinet.
As Mr White intimated, a powerless Minister, who
cannot influence his own Treasurer, is unlikely to
win the respect of authoritative national bodies in
the country, the Australian Loan Council, the
Treasurer's office in Canberra or meetings of
Ministers. Because such a Minister has no power
base he cannot be effective, and that is Victoria's loss.
What is more, the Minister for Roads and Ports
knows he cannot be effective, so he does not really
try. He does not put in detailed submissions and he
does not battle on behalf of this State because he
knows he does not have the backing of his own
Treasury.
The Minister responded by speaking about the
selective quotation of press statements. One cannot
selectively quote from such a large number of press
statements; the sheer number of statements that
come up in the debate clearly show that the
electorate has every reason to expect these projects
to be commenced. He said it is naive to expect these
projects to be completed in five years. However it is
not too naive to expect some attempt to be made to
start them. He said they will not be funded until the
detail is worked out. But money is available for the
detail to be worked out. Certainly a vast amount of
money - the $2.6 billion, which is three times the
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cost of the total completed project - has been
socked away and denied to the people of this State.
He mentioned again the slur that Mr White is
seeking vindication. He said the government does
not have glossy submissions. It does not have
anything! Finally he comes up with some mumbo
jumbo about how the jobs would take some time to
create in the future but that the government has
already started on traffic lights on the South Eastern
Arterial. Whatever has that to do with the case?
The government says to commence the projects now
would not lead to employing more people, but we
know that if these projects are to be started at all and
if the promises given to the people of Victoria are to
be honoured a much more substantial, thorough and
resolute commitment and detailed plan than the
government is prepared to give in this Budget must
be given to the people of Victoria.
There have been some interjections about "over the
rainbow" and "the yellow brick road". The Minister
for Roads and Ports said this debate has been held
three times. I anticipate in the next few years it will
be held many times and, inevitably, we will get the
same answer: wait and see. The answer will be that
the government is waiting for the money, advice
from Canberra or that it has not fixed up all the
traffic lights yet. I look forward to participating
vigorously in this debate as the years roll on.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - Mr Ives
is always a hard act to follow, at least in dramatic
presentation. Fortunately the content of his speech
was negligible, so we can admire and dismiss it. The
Leader of the Opposition has a heightened dramatic
presentation and no doubt he has been practising
recently. It is starting to show through. It was a good
presentation but the facts, the concept and the
approach were completely ridiculous.
I shall mention what I presume to be the significant
issue of the motion against which I speak. It is
fundamentally that of employment. Without
question employment is a major issue in Victoria
and in Australia. I shall not play around with
participation rates and attempt to diminish the
serious nature of unemployment in this State and in
Australia in general because the more important
issue is the approach one takes to addressing the
problem.
We should think about the context within which
Victoria and every State in Australia is attempting to
manage its affairs. We are looking at an Australian
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economy that in the past did not face up to global
competition. It is now an open economy. Our ability
to employ people is fundamentally dependent on
our capacity to compete in the trade sector - to
compete against imports and in overseas markets. It
is absolutely fundamental that our efforts are driven
towards achieving that end.
At the Federal level those arguments in principle
have been the objective. The Victorian government
has adopted a program that recognises the roles of
the States in a globally based economy. The States
are necessarily part of the Australian effort to
become internationally competitive. That means
major micro-economic reform, more efficient
government services and cost burdens that are not
so excessive as to render us uncompetitive. Those
are the real threats to employment in this State.
The Labor Party does not like referring to history. I
shall advance another issue that at least Mr White
may understand; my expectations of the rest of the
opposition bench are remarkably low. There is
nothing wrong with borrowing money for
investment at a State level. There is nothing wrong
with borrowing money when it is clearly
underpinned by a capacity to service the debt out of
the current income and expenditure streams. Where
do we stand? We have followed the brilliant
administration of the same people who are here
talking nonsense today.
The coalition government has walked into a
situation where at least $10 million of the State's
debts has been created not by borrowing for an
assets stream to the benefit of the State but by
servicing recurrent debts. The money was not
borrowed for investment in projects such as the
Domain tunnel or the Western bypass, nor was it
invested in upgrading and maintenance of schools,
for which $600 million is required now for ongoing
maintenance. Money was not being spent by the
former government on projects of that kind. The
coalition government has not tried to borrow money
just to refurbish departments in the public sector; it
has not borrowed money just to pay the salaries and
wages of public sector staff.
I can hear a loud protest from the Labor Party
backbench. That simply attests not only to their
lungs of brass but also to intellectual faculties of the
same material. The issue is that the Labor Party in
government borrowed money to maintain an
overstaffed Public Service. Even had the public
sector not been overstaffed, any responsible
government, after three years experience of running
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expenditure at excessive income levels, would have
taken action to increase taxes and charges. The
former Labor government took the coward's
approach. It misrepresented the levels of borrowing
it was undertaking. I shall tell the honourable
members who are interjecting what the coalition
government's view is: we do not want to increase
taxes and charges but we do want to address the
point at issue. To let a Labor Party in government
have access to any more funds than it had would
have been a disgrace and, despite the opposition of
the coalition parties in this place, the former Labor
government still managed to run up expenses in the
last year of its government to more than $3 billion
above its income.
The coalition parties did not stop the Labor
government doing that for the same reason that
exists in Canberra, where the opposition parties do
not stop the Federal Labor Party running up
expenses. Part of the reason in Victoria was that the
Labor government misrepresented the levels of
funds it was borrOWing. The Victorian Labor
government did things like taking away the public
ownership of rolling stock of trams and trains. Who
can defend that action? Any defence of that would
be a load of nonsense.
The Victorian Labor Party misrepresented that
situation and other details of its financial dealings to
the Australian Loan Council. The honourable
member who interjects that the coalition
government is doing something similar should
check his facts and look at the difference. Not only
did the previous Labor government mislead the
Australian Loan Council, but also it was borrowing
money to fund its recurrent expenses. The former
Labor government did not borrow money to invest
in capital infrastructure or in financially secure
arrangements but to pay wages and salaries in the
public sector.
The malpractice and mismanagement of the Labor
Party in 10 years of government is something
everyone knows and is sick and tired of hearing
about. The fact of the matter today is that the options
available to this government to fund capital
investment from current revenues have been
completely destroyed by the malpractice and
misrepresentation of the previous government. I do
not make that as a political statement but as a
statement of economic fact. If members of the Labor
Party do not understand that, they are wasting
everyone's time by being here. I understand that
Mr Nardella, who is one of the interjectors, falls into
the category of those economists who believe money
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grows on trees, but what he does not understand is
that when one strips off the leaves of the tree, the
tree dies. The Labor Party has demonstrated a
complete failure of understanding in economic areas.
The coalition government is committed to
restructuring the State so that it is financially
effective and has a socially responsible economy that
will provide opportunity to the people of this State
in employment and business. The coalition
government has to restore the State to a capacity at
which it is able to compete as a trade centre in the
export markets. This government's initiatives have
not been assisted by the policies of the former Labor
government over the previous 10 years, particularly
the policies that have added to costs in Victoria
being higher than costs in the rest of Australia. A
good deal of the problems that are occurring today
result from the failure of the Labor government over
the past 10 years. My preference would be to start
spending heavily on capital works today, but that
step is not possible until Victoria is economically
viable.
The Leader of the Opposition, Mr John Brumby,
referred happily to a comment made by Mr Terry
McCrann, who suggested that the State needs to
invest more money in infrastructure, but Mr Brumby
should have looked into McCrann's comments that
to spend more money on investment the State needs
to spend less money on current expenditures.
Mr White has been watching Mr Brumby's
succession into the Lower House with some
enthusiasm; however, Mr White, this Chamber
needs you here despite the need of the other
Chamber for your presence there, because life here
would be too boring if this Chamber were to be left
with your colleagues and their total economic
ignorance.

Until such time as the finances of Victoria can be
restored to something approaching reasonable
levels, this State must move very carefully in
obtaining finances from sources other than its own
revenue. It is not in the interests of the State to
borrow money the repayments of which cannot be
supported out of the State's revenue. It is not in the
interests of the State to raise taxes and charges to
meet those repayments because that would destroy
the economic base of the State. It will destroy
opportunities for investment and employment.
Members of the Labor Party should understand
from its 10 years of failure in government that that is
what the Labor Party has done. It borrowed so much
money that it ended up with high unemployment
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and a huge bill that future taxpayers will have to
pay for quite some time.
The coalition government is acting on the basis that
Victoria needs to be competitive. The government
will work towards the competitiveness of Victoria
with the minimum possible disruption to society
and to the economy. This government will get
Victorians there. The government will not be
attracted to the ideas that the Labor Party tested
during its 10 years in government which failed the
State demonstrably and which have hurt the people
of Victoria.
1 oppose the motion. It is a disgrace that it should be
brought before the Chamber for the third time.
Somebody whose name escapes me once said about
the Bourbons that they remember everything and
learn nothing; the Labor opposition continues to
follow that course.

Debate interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF SESSIONAL ORDERS
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - 1
move:
That so much of the Sessional Orders be suspended as
would prevent General Business taking precedence
over other business until 3.30 p.m., with the exception
of the asking of questions without notice and the giving
of answers to questions on notice at 2.30 p.m. during
the sitting of the Council this day.

Motion agreed to.

WESTERN BYPASS AND DOMAIN
TUNNEL
Debate resumed.
Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) - I support the
motion. 1 had not intended to speak on the motion
until I heard the comments of the Minister for Roads
and Ports and Ms Asher. I shall now comment
briefly on matters on which I consider the House
should be informed regarding the South Eastern
Arterial and the intersections of Bourke, Warragul
and Tooronga roads, and the connection of the
arterial with the Mulgrave Freeway. The Minister for
Roads and Ports says that $45 million will be spent
on the elimination of the traffic lights that at present
exist at these intersections in that stretch of the
arterial road. It has been claimed that these lights
and intersections slow up traffic flow and cause
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unlimited traffic delays. The real cause of the delays
is the congestion that emanates from the hold-up of
traffic at the Swan Street intersection, where the
arterial road finally comes to an end and crosses the
Yarra.
This morning I used that road; I use it quite
frequently. Sure enough, it was a wet day and wet
weather tends to slow the traffic to some degree, but
this morning the traffic was congested from
Warrigal Road right up to the Punt Road turn-off.
That congestion was before the first set of traffic
lights, between the lights and then after the third set
of lights and had obviously been building up over
some time. It quite often occurs on a daily basis
because the freeway comes to a sudden end when it
reaches Swan Street between the tennis centre and
the glasshouse and before it crosses the river and
stretches to the Arts Centre.

The previous government knew of this problem and
determined that it would be overcome. The first step
would be to construct a tunnel under the Domain
and link it up with the West Gate Freeway. Until
such time as that tunnel and the Western bypass link
road are constructed, irrespective of whether there
are traffic lights, it will be a congested stretch of
road. The reality is that traffic comes to a sudden
stop once it hits Punt Road. When it hits the Swan
Street intersection it becomes blocked, at times such
as today as far back as Warrigal Road.
It is useless to do away with the traffic lights. Unless
the tunnel and the Western bypass are constructed
the congestion will continue. At the moment an
overpass is being built at Warrigal Road. That
overpass was announced by the previous
government and was well down the planning track
at the time of the last election. However, so were the
Domain tunnel and the Western bypass. It was
clearly understood by the previous government that
the traffic lights at intersections could not be
eliminated by creating overpasses or underpasses
unless a clear flow of traffic was maintained. That is
the position and will continue to be the position
until such time as the Domain tunnel is constructed.
Previous speakers, particularly the Minister, have
indicated that the project put up by the previous
government - that is, the linking of the arterial road
from Toorak Road to Warrigal Road - has been a
debacle. Let us consider the debacle that existed
prior to that.
The Liberal government that was in office before the
Labor government maintained a position of no
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roads - roads would run to nowhere. The
South-Eastern Freeway, as it was known then,
stopped abruptly at Toorak Road and then the
Mulgrave Freeway, as it is still known, commenced
at Warrigal Road. The whole area through Malvern
was without arterial roads linking the two freeways
simply because the then Premier and Treasurer of
the previous Liberal government, the Honourable
Lindsay Thompson, represented that area and did
not want the freeway going through his electorate.
The motorists in the south-eastern area of
Malvern - where the majority of residents of
Malvern reside - had no proper road access. Traffic
coming into the city would hit Warrigal Road and
then divert through a number of rat runs through
residential areas and down a few major roads.
However, it predominantly ran through minor
streets and residential areas going past schools,
hospitals and shopping centres in the most chaotic
form of traffic movement this city has seen.
That was allowed to continue because of the
adamant and bigoted attitude of the previous
Premier of the State who represented that area.
Pressure was placed on him not to allow a freeway
through that electorate, and he maintained that
pOSition until he was defeated in 1982.
When the Labor Party won office and took action on
this matter, those people directly affected - that is,
those people who had to move out of their homes
because of the construction program and those who
lived in areas that could be affected by sound or
fumes, and there were not many of them - were
only too happy to sell their homes under the
arrangements that the previous government offered.
It was a successful program.
My recollection of it is that the houses were
purchased on the basis of the Valuer-General's
valuation plus some 10 to 15 per cent. No trouble
whatever was experienced by the then government
in purchasing those homes. The people who had
expressed concern about the project over many
years to the previous Premier of the State were only
too pleased to unload their houses, to sell them to
the construction authority so that the road could be
built.
The people currently living in the electorate no
longer have their lives disrupted by traffic as was
the case prior to the construction of the arterial road.
There are no traffic jams outside Jeff Kennett's office
in High Street. The only traffic jams outside his
office in High Street are those caused by protests.
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High Street was used as the major link between
Toorak Road, the end of the South-Eastern Freeway
and the beginning of the Mulgrave Freeway, or vice
versa. The present Premier of the State frequently
experiences the benefit of the construction of that
arterial road.
Finally, everyone was pleased that proper access
was provided to the freeway through the
intersections about which the Minister complained.
The many hundreds of thousands of residents in the
south-eastem area of Melbourne, all the way down
to the Latrobe Valley through the towns of Warragul
and Moe, have benefited from the link between the
Mulgrave and South-Eastern freeways; they will
enjoy it even more when the Domain tunnel is
constructed.
Because of the government's promise, everyone is
asking: when will the government construct the
Domain tunnel and the Western bypass? When will
the government allow people who live in
south-eastern Victoria the opportunity of travelling
freely and smoothly to the metropolis and into the
central business district of Melbourne?
The government claims it is concerned about the
CBD. It has provided traders with unlimited trading
hours to encourage people back into the city.
Although on the one hand the government says it
wants to bring people back into the city to make it
vibrant and alive as it was some years ago, on the
other hand it fails to provide satisfactory access by
not completing these projects. The government will
not tell the people of Victoria, particularly those
living in the south-eastern regions of the State, when
it intends to commence work on the Domain tunnel
and the Western bypass.
What has the government done to breathe life back
into the City of Melbourne? Besides failing to
provide decent road access, the government has also
reduced the level of public transport by cutting rail
services into the city. The government is not only
restricting motorists' access to the city, it is also
deterring Melbourne citizens from travelling into the
city by public transport. The government that says it
will revitalise Melbourne and encourage denser
housing in the south east is trying to achieve that by
cutting public transport services and failing to
improve road access to the city!
The Minister said that the elimination of traffic
signals at the three intersections I mentioned will
cost $45 million, but it will not improve the flow of
traffic into the city; rather, the congestion will take
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place sooner. Instead of commencing at 7.30 a.m. as
happens currently, traffic jams will commence at
5 a.m. or 5.30 a.m. when traffic begins to flow along
the South Eastern Arterial. As usual the government
has things upside down and back to front - it gets
most things wrong!
The first thing the government should do is
construct the Domain tunnel and the Western
bypass. The second thing it should do - rather than
borrowing enormous sums of money to finance
redundancies in the public sector - is think about
creating work. In the 11 months or so since the
government has been in office not one extra job has
been created.
Hon. K. M. Smith - We have created 21 000
full-time jobs!
Hon. B. W. MIER - I shall be interested to hear
Mr Smith speak on the claim he has just made by
way of interjection - I look forward to his
explanation to the House. In fact the government has
not created jobs; it has created unemployment! The
position is getting worse. The current rate of
unemployment is 13 per cent and Victoria is in for a
double-depression. Before long the unemployment
rate will be 14 or 15 per cent.
This morning the Age pointed out that
unemployment in the western suburbs is running at
almost 20 per cent. In the northern suburbs
unemployment is 18 per cent. The government is
simply running to the Australian Loan Council to
obtain permission to borrow more money, not for
projects or job creation but to create more
unemployment by providing schemes under which
people may elect to leave employment and become
unemployed.
The elimination of traffic lights on the South Eastern
Arterial, the construction of an overpass at Warrigal
Road and similar projects are out of kilter with the
plan for a proper road system leading into, through
and around the City of Melbourne. Those projects
are out of sequence and do not fit in with proper
traffic management - they will quickly create worse
traffic and congestion problems.
Worse problems will exist on the South Eastern
Arterial from the intersection of Swan Street back to
Warrigal Road and before long problems will extend
back to Blackburn and Springvale roads. Until the
Domain tunnel and the Western bypass are built the
whole road system will be choked up.
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I suggest that the Minister use more energy in
attempting to secure funds for the projects. Not only
are they important to assist traffic management in
Melbourne, they are also important for their ability
to create jobs. At its current stage of development
Victoria needs to create jobs; if something is not
done soon Victoria will be leading the
unemployment race in Australia, and may even
have the highest rate of unemployment in the world.
I urge the Minister to change his attitude to the
projects and, as promised by the Premier, commence
work on the projects as soon as possible.
Sitting suspended 1 p.m. until 2.2 p.m.
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - My desire
to contribute to debate on this motion was
confirmed when I heard the pathetic arguments put
by Mr White and other opposition members
criticising the government, as Mr White put it, "for
its failure to construct and complete the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel during the life of this
Parliament", and his statement that the projects
would "create up to 4000 jobs".
The disgraced members of the former government
who put Victoria into the dire financial position the
coalition inherited when it took office do not have
consciences and do not care what happens. The
opposition continues to condemn the government
for a statement - and it could find only one
statement - made by the Premier prior to the last
election that he would open the Domain tunnel
before the end of his first term in office. When the
then Leader of the Opposition made that statement
before the last election he was unaware of the
financial problems faced by Victoria. He was
unaware of what the Labor government had done to
the State's finances.
The projects are still on the books; the government
will construct the Domain tunnel and the Western
bypass. The government has not made hollow
promises; the projects will be completed as quickly
as possible, but as Mr Hartigan said, the government
will not borrow for the sake of borrowing. This
government is unlike the previous government,
which borrowed only to pay interest. H this
government borrows it will inject funds into
something worthwhile and it will not waste the
taxes that Victorians have worked so hard to pay.

Mr White and Mr Davidson spoke about the
unemployment rate in Victoria and how it has
increased since the coalition came to government in
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October 1992. I took it upon myself to do some
research on this issue. I extracted statistics about
unemployment before, during and after the reign of
the "wonderful" Labor government, the government
constituted by the disgraced people who sit opposite
me in this Chamber and the disgraced people in the
other Chamber.
Under a State liberal government the
unemployment rates were as follows: 1978,5.4 per
cent; 1979,5.4 per cent; 1980,6 per cent; 1981, 5.3 per
cent; and 1982, 6.3 per cent. The Labor government
was elected in 1982, and by June 1983 the
unemployment rate rose to 9.1 per cent! It
skyrocketed by 50 per cent as soon as the Labor
government was elected.
The unemployment rate in 1984 was 7.6 per cent; in
1985,7 per cent; and in 1986,5.8 per cent. I
wondered why the unemployment rate fell during
that period, but then I remembered the sight of
cranes dotting the Melbourne skyline. The former
Premier, John Cain, forced government money into
building construction. We are now suffering because
of the thousands of square metres of unoccupied
floor space throughout Melbourne. John Cain's
action created jobs, although at no time during his
reign did the unemployment rate fall to the level of
5.4 per cent applicable under the former liberal
government.
The unemployment rate in 1987 was 5.4 per cent; it
increased to 6.4 per cent in 1988 and for some
unknown reason in 1989 the unemployment rate fell
to 5 per cent. The Labor Party then fell into total
disarray and everything started to fall into the
proverbial hole in the ground!
In 1988 the Labor Party won the election after lying
its way into office. It said there was nothing wrong
with the Victorian Economic Development
Corporation and John Cain said everything was
okay. In 1991 the unemployment rate increased to
10.2 per cent and in 1992 it increased to 11.8 per
cent - double the rate under the liberals!
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Hon. Lida Kokodnski - You don't believe that,
Ken.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Many public servants
have been more than happy to accept redundancy
packages.
Hon. D. A. NardeUa - To go to Queensland and
get away from you!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - They have left the Public
Service of their own free will. No-one has been
forced out; no-one has left the Public Service with
nothing; they have all been looked after very well.
Unemployment rates have increased because they
reflect the number of public servants who have
retired voluntarily. It must be remembered that the
government has created 21 000 permanent full-time
jobs.

Mr White and his cronies fiddled while Victoria
crumbled during the Labor Party's 10 years in
government. He dictated what should happen
during those 10 years. He had every opportunity to
ensure that the Domain tunnel was constructed. He
now says it should be constructed during the first
term of the Kennett government when he had
10 years to do it but did nothing!
Hon. D. A. Nardella - We did everything else!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - You did not do everything
else.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - I am pleased you raised
that issue, Mr Nardella. It was a pleasure listening to
Mr Mier talking about the South Eastern car park. I
will not call it the South Eastern Arterial; everyone
laughingly refers to it as a car park, so that is what I
will call it.

Hon. K. M. SMITH - Excuse me! The rowdy
backbenchers opposite are occupying the same
benches they will occupy for the entire time they are
in this Parliament! When the Labor Party took office
the unemployment rate increased by 50 per cent in
one year from 6.3 per cent to 9.1 per cent.

I travel along that stretch of road more often than
Mr Mier does. The blockage is not at the Swan Street
Bridge: the blockage occurs east of the traffic lights,
coming into and going out of the city. Kilometre
after kilometre of traffic is banked up at the
Tooronga Road, Burke Road, Toorak Road and
Warrigal Road traffic lights, because Jim Kennan, a
former Minister for Major Projects and former
Leader of the Opposition, was in a rush to build that
piece of road to try to ensure his re-election and the
re-election of the Labor Party.

This government has not sacked one public servant.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - There was a need for it.

Hon. D. T. Walpole - It is up to 14 per cent now!
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Hon. K. M. SMITH ~ There wasn't a need for a
car park! If you lot had not rushed at it so hard and
if you had built the overpasses and the underpasses
where they were needed, the job would have been
done properly. If that had happened, we would not
have to fix up the mess left by the then Minister for
Major Projects, the previous Leader of the
Opposition - before he was knifed and decided to
leave before he bled to death.
Jim Kennan has put Victorians in the position where
they will now have to pay more money for the
project than they would have had to pay had the
Labor government done its job. Mr Nardella and
Mr Walpole know that, just as I know it.
Hon. B. E. Davidson - What a load of lies, a
pack of lies!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - You should know; you
would identify them very easily, Mr Davidson.
Labor Party people are so used to telling lies they
think that everyone else tells lies. We are an honest
government.

Opposition members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - I'll say it again: we are an
honest government. We are honest in our dealings
with others, not like the previous Labor government.
You lot were even more of a disgrace in government
than you are in opposition! Members of the
opposition are a pathetic lot who do not know one
thing about finances.

Opposition members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - During the time you were
in government you lot put on between 36 000 and
40 000 public servants, and even then there was still
a huge number of people unemployed. As a result
the Kennett government had to offer redundancy
packages to public servants. But after 15 months or
so from the time all the public servants have been
paid out, we will begin to get a return on our
money. By then they will not be costing Victorian
taxpayers one cent. They will be off the payroll and
the debt that was created to buy them out will have
been paid back - and that is something you lot
could never say.
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disgraceful lot of incompetent managers you lot
were!
Hon. B. E. Davidson interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - After only 11 months,
Mr Davidson, we have achieved a great deal. The
government has achieved more in that time than
you have achieved during your time in this place,
and far more than your government achieved
during the 10 disgraceful years it was in office.
Hon. B. E. Davidson interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - What do you think you
have achieved?
Hon. B. E. Davidson - We had eight years of the
best employment figures.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Last year under your lot
unemployment increased to 11.8 per cent. In one
year it increased by 50 per cent!
Hon. D. R. White - Now it's 13 per cent and on
the way up.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - It will take a good, strong
coalition government to get it right. We do not sack
people, I'll tell you that now!

Opposition members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - After winning the election
we found ourselves in the position where, because
of the Federal Labor government's decision to cut
road funding, we had to impose a petrol levy to
raise money to repair the State's roads. The Labor
government had allowed our roads and highways to
deteriorate to such an extent that in the country
many of them had to be ripped up and graded. The
Labor Party was disgraceful while it was in
government - and it is still disgraceful now that it
is in opposition.
In the four months since the House last met, leaving

aside the Mabo sitting, the very best the opposition
has been able to come up with is the regurgitation of
a previous motion - for the third time.

Opposition members interjecting.
Opposition members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - The Labor government
created a $70 billion debt despite inheriting a debt
10 years previously of only $10 million. What a

Hon. K. M. SMITH - You lot should really
wonder about yourselves. You must question your
credibility; you must question your standing as
thinking people. If you were thinking people, you
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would not have come up with this rubbish just to fill
in the day. There is no logic to the points made by
members of the opposition. As the Minister for
Roads and Ports has said, we know it will take five
years to complete the job, and we will get on with it.
Hon. B. E. Davidson interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - We are getting on with it.
We have got the casino up and running. We are
putting a building behind the front door of the
Museum! All you lot ever achieved on Southbank
was the building of a front door to the proposed
Museum site. The Labor government did not
allocate any more money than that needed to build
the front door. That's ridiculous.
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accuse the government of being in crisis, based on
regurgitated rubbish and because of problems the
Labor government created.
We are doing the right thing by Victoria. We are
creating jobs. The building of the new casino will
create 20 000 jobs, and many more thousands of jobs
will be created by the building of the new exhibition
centre, the Museum and the library. Many jobs have
been created as a result of the work on the tram
traclcs out the front of Parliament House, something
that lot opposite never thought of doing.
Hon. Pat Power interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Instead you think about
putting trams in Shepparton.

Opposition members interjecting.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - You lot are pathetic. Yet
you are intent on condemning a group of people
who are working extremely hard to get Victoria back
on track.
In the time the government has been in office
Victorian exports have increased by 60 per cent.

When the Labor government was voted out of office
exports were declining, but now they are starting to
increase. The government is intent on attracting
business to Victoria, not driving it out, like that lot
opposite tried to do. The previous Labor
government was responsible for the highest level of
bankruptcies the State had ever experienced. That
lot opposite was the absolute pits so far as Victorian
businesses were concerned. After 11 months of a
Kennett government, the level of business
insolvencies is 55 per cent below the level it was in
the last year of the Labor government.

Hon. Pat Power - How many jobs in
Shepparton?
Hon. K. M. SMITH - We are creating lots of
jobs. Since we have been in government we have
created 21000 full-time jobs. That lot opposite were
never able to do that.
Hon. Pat Power - What about Shepparton and
Echuca?
Hon. K. M. SMITH -It was the unions that
threatened to close down SPC Ltd. There would be
no industry in Shepparton if the Labor Party had
had its way because the unions would have closed
the whole town down.
Hon. D. T. Walpole - They saved that company.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Business saved that
company. The truth is that the unions wanted to
close the SPC factory down and the staff said no.

As a result, people who are in danger of going out of
business have told us they will hang on a little
longer because Victoria now has a decent and honest
government.

Hon. D. T. Walpole - You don't know what
you're talking about.

Hon. B. E. Davidson - Then you kick them to
death.

Hon. K. M. SMITH - I am sure Mc President
would agree with me.

Hon. K. M. SMITH - That is where you were
wrong. You are not a true believer. Mc Nardella
probably is, but you are not.
The government has created 21 000 new jobs. The
number of apprenticeships has increased by 37 per
cent since the Kennett government has been in
office. Despite those successes, the opposition has
the hide for the third time since the election to

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! It is becoming
impossible to hear Mc Smith. Mc Nardella will be
the next to speak and I am sure he will give us his
view at that time. I ask that Mc Smith be allowed to
complete his speech without help from other
honourable members.
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Hon. D. T. Walpole -Maybe, if he tells the truth.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - I always tell the truth,
Mr Walpole. I wish I could say the same about some
of your colleagues.
What really annoys me is that the Labor Party has
not one ounce of credibility, yet it proposes motions
like this one in this House. The Notice Paper
contains numerous opposition motions and most of
them begin by condemning the government for
what it has done. Notice of most of those motions
was given only a couple of weeks after the coalition
came into government. They include motions about
school cleaners and road funding and the fuel levy .
Perhaps we should talk about those because the
government is actually doing something for
Victorians in those areas. Another motion condemns
the government for its industrial relations reforms.
That is ironic considering the industrial relations
system in this State has never worked better! These
motions are the best the opposition can do.
Hon. D. T. Walpole - There are higher
incidences of industrial disputes in Victoria than the
rest of the country put together.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - That is not true,
Mr Walpole. Victoria will never have all the strikes
that it had under a Labor government. Victoria has
had not one tram strike like the one that occurred
during the term of the former Labor government
when every tram in Victoria blocked the city streets.
This government has negotiated excellently with the
unions. The Minister for Public Transport,
Mr Brown, has courageously been prepared to sit
down and tell the unions that they will not be
getting their own way as they did before. He is not
like Jim Kennan, who backed down and allowed all
the trams to block the city streets because he did not
have the courage to confront the unions.
This government has achieved more in transport
matters in its short term in office than the former
government did in the 10 years it was in office. In
10 years the Labor government had more industrial
disputation than this government will have in the
next 30 years, all because this government wants
people to work, and the work force understands
that. This government will create jobs for Victorians
and will get Victorians back on track. This
government is the honest government. It will do the
right thing for Victorians, not like the former Labor
government in its 10 years in office. When the Labor
government first came into office after 23 years of
Uberal rule - -
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Hon. B. E. Davidson - It was 27 years.
Hon. K. M. SMITH - It does not matter if it was
27 years or 30 years; the Uberal government was in
for a long time and it achieved a great deal. Its
members were probably getting a little tired at the
end of their time in government, but the ones who
are really tired are the people of Victoria, who have
had a gutful of the Labor Party and what it did to
Victoria. They are sick of the financial burden that
the Labor Party put around their necks. This
government has had the courage to make changes
and it has made them in the best way for the best
possible reasons. The Saulwick, Morgan and
Newspoll surveys show that the people support the
government's measures -measures which the
former government did not have the courage to
implement. All the opposition has the courage to do
is to wheel out old motions condemning the
government for not doing stupid things - things
which cannot be achieved but which the opposition
thinks can be achieved.
The government will complete the Domain tunnel,
but it will take five years. A freeway will run from
Dandenong right through to Geelong so that the
people in the western suburbs can get around a lot
more quickly than they did before. The former
government was not able to achieve that. All the
opposition is good at doing is picking on the
government because it is prepared to get on and do
the job.
The government will not create the debt that the
former government created for Victoria. It will finish
the Western bypass, because everyone will want to
bypass anywhere Mr Nardella and Mr Walpole are.
The government will make Victoria a great place to
live. It will do things that the former government
was not able to do in 10 years. All the former
government did was create jobs for public servants
and its union mates. This government will complete
the Domain tunnel and the Western bypass, but it
will do that only when it is in a position to afford it.
The government is not prepared just to borrow
money willy-nilly as the former government did
without a care in the world. This government will
care for Victorians.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) Mr Hartigan made some points about confidence in
the government's programs. The government can
promote confidence in Victoria and growth in the
economy by getting the Western bypass and
Domain tunnel projects off the ground instead of
creating the false growth that is being built up at the
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moment by all the redundancy programs it is
implementing. Restoring confidence has nothing to
do with planning; it is all about speeding up the
process and making sure those projects are
undertaken as quickly as possible.
If the Labor Party were in government it would be
building confidence in the community and creating
real growth in the economy. It would not be
committing social vandalism but would be putting
together a socially cohesive community policy;
something which is lacking at the moment. It would
not be putting on the table all this fairy floss and
gloss that the government is pinning all its hopes on.

The Domain tunnel and Western bypass projects are
important for Victoria. The opposition raises this
matter because these are two very important
projects for Victoria. They are about infrastructure
and provide the means for Victoria to develop
economically. That is what is missing from all the
plans of the government.
These projects will assist regional and rural Victoria,
especially the area that Mr Hartigan comes from.
They will assist his constituents and the companies
in his province by giving them direct access to the
eastern suburbs and other manufacturing regions in
Victoria.
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) Mr Theophanous was not game to ask the question
himself. This issue demonstrates only too clearly
that the Labor Party has learnt nothing from 10 years
in government. Despite its protestations that it
recognises that Victoria has serious financial
problems that must be addressed so it can achieve a
balanced Budget, it wants to go on borrOWing.
The government has allocated the same amount of
funds for public housing capital works this year as
was allocated last year. There is a shortfall in the
Budget Papers of $20 million, which represents the
change in the Commonwealth allocation. Last year
the Commonwealth government brought forward
an allocation of $20 million for public housing as a
one~ff exercise. The Budget Papers show a
reduction of $20 million, which has nothing to do
with the allocation of funding by the State
government but reflects the decision of the
Commonwealth government.
In the past three years, the previous government
adopted the practice of using prepaid home finance
funds to acquire new public housing. That in itself is
not a problem, except that the Labor government
made no provision for the repayment of those funds
in the same way as the Labor government arranged
commercial loans worth $100 million with no
provision for repayment.

YOUTH PARLIAMENT
The PRESIDENT - Order! I advise honourable
members that a Youth Parliament will be held in
both Chambers on Monday and Wednesday of next
week starting at 10 a.m.1t is an important event that
has been fostered by successive governments, and I
ask honourable members to take the opportunity of
being present during one of those sessions.
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The government inherited a housing division that
was in an unsustainable financial position, in the
same way as the finances of the State were
unsustainable. In October last year I took the
decision to get the finances of the division into a
sustainable position and I stopped the quite
improper practice of using prepaid home finance
funds for investing in public hOUSing.
Hon. T. C. Theophanou8 - You just said before
that there was no problem with that.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - With what?

HOUSING CAPITAL WORKS BUDGET
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) Will the Minister for Housing confirm, in view of the
Treasurer's claim that the government was boosting
capital works by $75 million this financial year, that
the capital works budget of the housing division of
the Department of Planning and Development has
been reduced by more than $70 million to offset the
extra capital works projects announced by the
Treasurer in the Budget?

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You said there was
no problem with using prepaid funds.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I said there was no
problem in using prepaid funds if there was a
proper repayment program in place, but there was
not. Over the past four years the previous Labor
government invested approximately $280 million of
prepaid home finance funds into the acquisition of
public housing, which added substantially to the
interest bill of the division. I am putting in place a
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repayment program for recurrent expenditure as
well as paying off the $100 million of commercial
loans that the previous government borrowed.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Don't you count the
extra housing stock?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - The division does have
extra housing, but because it is rented at rebated
rents, it still costs money to operate the stock on
recurrent expenditure.
These issues demonstrate clearly the financial
incompetence of the former Labor government. The
government recognises that capital funds are needed
for the acquisition of new housing stock, but funds
are also required for public housing on a recurrent
basis if rebated rents are to be provided.
The government is getting the finances of the
housing division into a position where it can be
sustained. That will provide the greatest security to
the tenants.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How much is the
capital works program this year?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - The capital works
program will be approximately $260 million.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Try $160 million.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - It depends on what you
call capital works. The government will spend
$SO million less because it refuses to embrace the
improper financial practices of the previous Labor
government, which used prepaid home finance
schemes to acquire additional public hOUSing.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - So $50 million and
$20 million makes $70 million less that is being spent
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acquired. It is an improper financial practice and is
symptomatic of the way the former Labor
government managed the finances of the State,
which were WlSustainable until the government
taclcled these issues.
Hon. D. R. White - We got what we wanted; we
can always suck you in. You always come good.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I ask the House to
come to order and for the Minister to wind up his
answer.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I thank Mr Nardella for
his question. It has put on the public record what
has been public knowledge for some months.
Mr Theophanous has only just discovered this issue,
but did not fully understand it, which is why he was
not game to ask the question.

GAMING MACHINES
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - I refer the
Minister for Gaming to statements he made
yesterday about the Melbourne casino. Will the
Minister explain the nature of regulation of gaming
machines in the casino?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - A number of aspects of gaming machine
control in the casino will need to be dealt with in
legislation. I shall elaborate on those matters. At the
time the original casino and gaming machine
legislation was drafted it was tontemplated that
gaming supervision in the casino would be in the
hands of the director of casino surveillance and the
authority and the responsibility for approval of
types of gaming machines manufactured would be
with the Victorian Gaming Commission.
That is the way it should be.

on capital works.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Yes, there is no secret
about this. The issue has been canvassed widely
with all public housing interest groups over the past
few months so they understand the decisions we are
taking to get the finances into a sustainable position.

However, on examining the Casino Control Act and
the Gaming Machine Control Act it appears that the
inspectors under each of those Acts have
responsibility for gaming machines in the casino.
That would produce a situation where two lots of
people have responsibility for gaming machines.

When additional public housing units are acquired
they will be able to be managed for the long term,
because the alternative practices of the previous
government would have meant that the division
would hit a brick wall in a few years. The only way
the loan funds could have been repaid was by
selling the public housing stock that had been

To achieve what I believe to be the original intent of
the then government, with which we agree, it will be
necessary to amend the Casino Control Act to make
it clear that responsibility for the types of gaming
machines and the licensing of manufacturers rests
with the Victorian Gaming Commission, but when
the machines are in the casino they are the
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responsibility of the authority and the director of
casino surveillance.
It will be necessary to amend the Act to ensure that

the director of casino surveillance in the casino has
comparable powers to the director of gaming in
relation to machines in other gaming venues.
The third aspect is to ensure that the gaming
machines are on-line as are the Tattersalls or
Totalizator Agency Board operations. That was
made clear to all applicants at the time of calling for
casino applications. It will be required by the
authority and the director.
The fourth aspect concerns returns to players, which
Mr White raised with me yesterday. I said that the
provisions applying to gaming machines in gaming
machine venues would, under the Casino Control
Act, also apply to gaming machines in the casino.
The minimum return of 87 per cent and the ability of
the Casino Control Authority to set a higher limit is
the same as the provision that applies under the
Gaming Machine Control Act to machines in other
gaming venues. To achieve that end, an amendment
will be made to the Casino Control Act.
Hon. B. E. Davidson - What are you intending
the upper limit to be?
Hon. HADDON STOREY -It is not for the
government to set the upper limit. The minimum
return to player is 87 per cent and the Gaming
Machine Control Act empowers the commission to
set a higher rate of return. The same provision
should apply to the casino. An amendment will be
required to the Casino Control Act.
I said yesterday that those provisiOns were
contained in the agreement. They will be set out in
the amending Bill and dealt with by legislation
rather than by agreement. That power will be
conferred upon the Casino Control Authority.
The fifth matter concerns gaming machines, and the
provisions were set out yesterday in answer to a
matter raised by Mc White on the adjournment
debate. All the provisions will be together. There
will be a restriction on the number of machines
within 100 kilometres of the casino for a period of
exclusivity of 12 years and a limit of 45000 machines
in the State during that period. The same regime that
applies to gaming machines in other venues will
apply to gaming machines in the casino. To achieve
that it will be necessary to amend the Casino Control
Act.
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I said yesterday that legislation endorsing the
management agreement will be introduced. A
separate Bill to amend the Casino Control Act will
be introduced, but the proviSions will all be part of
the legislative provision that will be necessary to
have the casino operate under such terms and
conditions.

WORKCOVER
Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) - I direct a matter
to the attention of the Minister for Local
Government. Under WorkCover employers must
pay for the first 10 days an injured worker is off
work and the first $378 of medical and like costs.
The July edition of WorkCover Update states:
Only employers who have taken up the "buy~ut
option" are exempt from these costs.

Will the Minister inform the House what employers
can expect to pay to insure against these added costs
and whether it means that most employers will pay
more under WorkCover than under WorkCare this
financial year?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I am not in a position to give
Mr Mier the precise dollar amounts.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You go around
saying how it is cheaper for most employers but you
are not in a position to give Mr Mier the figures.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I will be happy to
respond in detail to the question. I shall make a
couple of points by way of background for the
benefit of Mr Theophanous. Firstly, it is a fact that
Victoria - The PRESIDENT - Order! I remind the Minister
that he is responding to a question from Mc Mier.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I look forward to the
next question. In response to Mc Mier, many
Victorian employers will be effectively covered
under WorkCover while paying no premium.
Mc Mier was in the Chamber when the changes
were introduced. Part of those changes is that those
employers who pay less than $7500 a year in salaries
do not have to register and those who pay less than
$15000 a year do not pay any premiums. That
effectively takes out a large percentage of Victorian
employers and covers the scenario that is common
to Victorian households where a person may be
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employed part time to carry out domestic chores or
gardening duties at weekends.
That $15 000 is the walk-up start figure for every
employer; it applies to Broken Hill Proprietary Co.
Ltd just the same as it applies to the bottom end of
the scheme.
Hon. B. W. Mier - Answer the question; will
they pay more?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The Victorian
employers will pay about $200 million less than
applied under WorkCare. It is the employers' choice.
If Mr Mier were an employer he could elect to take
out an additional insurance premium that would
cover the 10-day period and $378 in medical
expenses. That gives Victorian employers a greater
choice than they had in the past.
I stand by what I said at the beginning of my
answer: Victorian employers now have access to a
workers compensation system that is second to none
in Australia.

EASTERN FREEWAY PROJECT
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Boronia) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports advise the House what
funds are available for the commencement of the
Eastern Freeway from Doncaster Road to Springvale
Road, and when will the work commence?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I am pleased to confirm the announcement
made by the Treasurer in his Budget speech last
week, that the Eastern Freeway will be extended
from its current termination point at Doncaster Road
to Springvale Road and that it will be funded by the
3-cent-a-litre fuel levy adopted by the government in
legislation passed by the House in the autumn
sessional period.
I am pleased to be part of a government that is
honouring a commitment, especially so soon after
being elected to office. Before the 1988 election the
Liberal Party, in opposition, made a commitment to
extend the Eastern Freeway. Before the 1992 election
the coalition took up that commitment, reiterated it
and went to the people with that policy. The
coalition received overwhelming support,
partiCularly from the eastern suburbs. I am pleased
that in the very first Budget since the coalition
government was elected its commitment is being
honoured and that justice is being accorded to
motorists from the eastern suburbs who were denied
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that justice so dramatically by a former Minister of
Transport, Mr Crabb, in 1982 when, in opening the
then completed stage of the Eastern Freeway, he
announced that it had come to a dead end and
would go no further.
I commend all the good people who have kept the
faith through the dark and bitter 10 years of Labor
government. Obstacle after obstacle has been put in
the way of the Eastern Freeway extension. I
commend the local members, Mr Cox, Mrs Varty,
Mr Skeggs and Mr Ashman, and the newer
members, Mr Forwood and Mr Atkinson, and their
Assembly colleagues, who have been keen to ensure
that the freeway is extended.
I also congratulate members of the community, such
as Cr Doug McKenzie, the chairman of the mayoral
committee, who had to put up with a good deal of
denigration from some members of the Labor Party,
particularly in his part of the world. I suggest the
recent results in the municipal elections held by the
City of Ringwood accorded some justice to
Cr McKenzie. Cr Irene Goonan has also been a
strong supporter of the freeway extension, and there
are many others. They all deserve recognition. They
were prepared to continue to mount a good,
sustainable argument in the face of a fair amount of
opposition.
The funding from the 3-cent-a-litre levy will begin to
flow to the project immediately. Work has already
commenced. Prior to the announcement I asked VIe
ROADS to be ready to move forward with the
finalisation of the planning stage and the
identification of the last pieces of land that need to
be acquired, most of the land having already been
acquired. In the near future I expect to join with
local members at a suitable form of sod-turning
ceremony.

HOUSING CAPITAL WORKS BUDGET
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS aika Jika) - In
response to an earlier question the Minister for
Housing said there was no problem in using prepaid
housing funds to generate capital works funding for
housing construction. Given that there is record
unemployment, is it not so that on his own
department'S estimate of 38 jobs being created for
each $1 million that is spent, the reduction of more
than $70 million in the capital works budget of the
Department of Planning and Development will
result in the loss of up to 2700 potential jobs in
Victoria that would have been created had the
capital works budget been maintained?
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) Over the past few months Mr Theophanous has
clearly established that you have to give him the
same answer three or four times before he
understands it.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I want to make sure
you don't back away from what you said!
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I have already
explained to the House that the $20 million
reduction is the result of the Federal Labor
government's decision and has nothing to do with
the State government.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What about the $20
million from Priority Victoria?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I have also explained to
Mr Theophanous that it was unsustainable to
continue using prepaid home finance funds which
must be repaid with interest to the Commonwealth
government.
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the House of Budget initiatives for funding
four-wheel drive recreation and education?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I am pleased that the Budget
delivered last week by the Treasurer ended one of
Labor's great con tricks, the four-wheel drive levy.
The levy was introduced on the basis of a clear lie
and involved the collection of a $40 four-wheel drive
levy that would be used on four-wheel drive tracks.
But every cent of that money raised by our
predecessors was put into consolidated revenue! The
money was not allocated to a specific fund. It was
certainly not allocated to be spent solely on
four-wheel drive tracks or services, and as a result
the people of Victoria were misled.
Four-wheel drive enthusiasts were told that they
were getting a better deal, but they were conned! We
have ended the con and, more importantly, we have
taken steps to ensure that we provide real services
for four-wheel drive enthusiasts and a real
education program for the whole community.

Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan -It was doing that, was
it?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Of course it was. The
former government invested $280 million without
any repayment schedule for the recurrent account.
That was in addition to the $100 million at
commercial interest rates that it continued to roll
over without any repayment schedule. That type of
economic management placed Victoria in the
parlous financial situation it is in today.
I am keen for the government to maintain as good a
capital works program as it can on a sound financial
basis. As a result I have asked the department to
examine all our landholdings to ascertain whether it
is possible to free up investment in some of those
areas in order to supplement our capital works
program. That is a financially prudent way of
ensuring that the government maximises its capital
works program, but it must ensure that it does it in a
financially prudent way so that the department will
be in a sustainable financial position in the long
term, in the same way that the government is
determined that the State should finance public
housing in the long term.

FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE LEVY
Hon. P. R. DAVIS (Gippsland) - Will the
Minister for Conservation and Environment advise

In the 1991-92 budget for conservation and
environment our discredited predecessors stated
that the four-wheel drive vehicle levy would:
generate approximately $2 million in 1991-92 and
$4 million in a full year. The revenue will be earmarked
for covering existing unfunded works and for carrying
out additional projects.

The reality was, as I have pointed out, that not only
was the money not "earmarked" for those works but
also the department spent only $200 000. The
department was told that $4 million would be raised
for four-wheel drive users, but only $200 000 was
spent and the pathetic amount of $35 000 was
allocated to the innovative ''Tread lightly"
educational campaign.
It was a con - the money was not properly

hypothecated and only a small amount was
expended on that desirable cause.
It is time we managed our public land well, and that

means that we allow fair access to it and ensure that
tracks are not degraded. It also is important that
money is spent to control the disreputable but small
element among four-wheel drive enthusiasts who
bring discredit on the vast majority of people who
own and use those vehicles. The campaign that
makes that possible is the Tread lightly campaign,
which was organised by the four-wheel drive clubs.
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I am pleased to advise the House that we will
provide $230 000 for the campaign in this financial
year. It is probably the best money that has been
spent by the department on an education campaign,
and it will ensure a better use of public land by
off-road enthusiasts. Combined with the $900 000
overall that is being put into four-wheel drive
projects, it will mean that at last access and services
will be provided. to the people who have long
deserved them.

RURAL AND PROVINCIAL
COMMUNmES
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - I ask the
Minister for Regional Development to confirm that
in October last year he said:
I will play the important role of advocate when big
decisions are to be made and will put a proper
perspective on matters that relate to rural and
provincial communities.

In that context can the Minister assure local
government and regional development players, who
believe that as a result of school closures
communities will cease to exist, causing Victoria to
become a desolate place, that he has played the role
of advocate on this matter to ensure that their fears
will not come to fruition?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I am not able to say whether
Mr Power has quoted. me accurately, but it sounds
very much like something I would say. I am relaxed
about having that quotation ascribed to me. I accept
as part of the collective responsibility of Cabinet the
onus of the major decisions that have been taken. I
accept in that context part of the collective
responsibility for decisions made on education in
exactly the same way as I accept collective
responsibility for the decision made in respect of the
transport restructure and other issues, particularly
those that relate to local government. But I do not
accept for one moment the premise on which the
question is built: that somehow by making those
tough decisions the government is disadvantaging
rural Victoria.
I say with great earnestness that I do not believe
these communities want to be apart of a museum. I
do not believe they want to be part of what they
faced under a Labor administration. They want to be
part of the recovery, and that entails reducing the
cost of government. We return to that point again
and again, and I stand by it.
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If Mr Power is saying that the only way we can
retain our rural and provincial communities is by
injecting great dollops of money from the public
purse, I do not want to be part of it. We need to
ensure that the economic recovery that both you and
I have a vested. interest in is driven by the private
sector. If we have learnt one thing, surely we can
understand that we cannot overcome
unemployment by payments from the public purse.
Surely we must understand that the economic
recovery we need must be driven by the private
sector, and part of making that possible is a
reduction of the cost of business. We take
responsibility for that.
Hon. Pat Power - Yesterday you slashed
tourism!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I accept part of the
collective responsibility for all those decisions. I
stand by the policy mix that has been adopted by the
Kennett government to reduce the cost of business in
this State. I said yesterday and I repeat again
today - and I will repeat it every time you raise this
issue - that we must reduce the cost of business.
We stand by that. I repeat what I said yesterday: I
maintain that the Kennett government has the policy
mix right and I am proud to endorse the rationale.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT REPORT
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) - I note that
the initiatives the Minister fur Local Government has
taken in his portfolio have increasingly focused on
local government efficiency and effectiveness and I
refer the Minister to the report on local government
recently released by the Institute of Public Affairs.
Will the Minister advise the House of his assessment
of that report?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I wannly commend Project Victoria
and the Institute of Public Affairs, which sponsored
the report to which Mr Atkinson refers. I extend my
warm commendation to the author of the report,
Des Moore.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I suggest that
Mr Nardella and any other member who takes this
subject lightly should read the report. Des Moore's
report should be compulsory reading for anyone
interested in local government. Some members may
object and say the JPA does not understand the
situation, but the report suggests that if we cut the
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number of municipalities from 205 to 97 it would
lead to a saving of $440 million a year.
Honourable members opposite may dispute the
figure and suggest that Mr Moore does not
understand local government, but I believe we
ignore the thrust of his message at our peril. The
report reinforces the perception widely held by the
community - that local government should lift its
game. There is much we can do to achieve greater
efficiency in government. Honourable members
opposite may disagree with the $440 million figure,
but that now becomes a benchmark. The onus is on
local government to establish that the IPA is wide of
the mark.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Is 97 now the benchmark?

local government and I commend the IPA and
Mr Moore for contributing to the debate.

MARINE DISCOVERY CENTRE
Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong) - My question
for the Minister for Conservation and Environment
relates to the Marine Discovery Centre at
Queensdiff, which stands on departmental land and
which is independently run by the Victorian
Institute of Marine Sciences. The centre also services
the Queenscliff ferry. Bearing in mind that the centre
attracts about 40 {)()() visitors to Queenscliff every
year, employs 10 full-time staff and is a boon for
environmental education in Victoria, can the
Minister reassure the Borough of Queenscliffe about
the future of the maritime studies centre?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I do not subscribe to
everything Mr Moore says and does. I have publicly
disagreed with Mr Moore on some really basic
points. I do not subscribe to the theory that greater
efficiency in local government can be achieved
simply by changing the number of units. There are
many other things we need to do at the same time,
and my quest is for an efficient, effective and
accountable local government structure.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I have discussed the matter
with the Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences
(VIMS) and will be happy to examine it further. It is
an ongoing issue. I believe the centre's road
alignment problem was the subject of an
Administrative Appeals Tribunal hearing.

If local government were left to its own devices the
pace of reform would be glacial; nothing would
happen. In my view Mr Moore and the Institute of
Public Affairs have done local government a great
service by highlighting the potential for efficiency.
The report supports the concept of competitive
tendering, and I am on the record as saying on
several occasions that that is probably the most
important reform we could make in local
government. It will have an enormous impact.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Indeed, following
planning decisions that preceded the issue. The
institute has to organise its own finances to ensure
that it can provide the service. At a meeting last
week to introduce the new chief executive of VIMS,
it was pointed out that a funding shortfall has been
caused by an apparent reduction in outside
contracts. It has to examine those types of issues to
see what services it can provide.

Hon. D. E. Henshaw interjected.

I do not necessarily agree with everything Mr Moore
says, and I do not agree with his theory that we can
examine local government at an aggregate level and
draw conclusions on an individual level. Local
government must remain local; that is its unique
strength and that is exactly why the government
established the Local Government Board. It is the
vehicle by which the reform package will be driven.
It is appropriate, and the charter given to the board
is appropriate.

As you, Mr Henshaw, and other local members will
know, several coastal-based fishing, maritime and
related facilities are run by different services in
Queenscliffe and I welcome their contributions. like
Mr Henshaw, I want the tourism benefits they
provide to continue. I believe Mr Henshaw was a
member of the VIMS council for several years, so he
would be aware of the contribution the facility has
made to the economy of the area. I would be happy
to pursue the continuation or expansion of
tourist-related services.

In response to the question, I do not necessarily
accept the thesis of reform put forward by
Mr Moore - that the local government reform
agenda can be driven mathematically - but I agree
that there is enormous opportunity for efficiency in

The issues the institute brought to the attention of
the department suggest that it has a funding
shortfall, but I hope the department will undertake
the work if VIMS does not. I would be happy to
work with the local government authority to ensure
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that the tourism benefits are maintained for this very
important and attractive area.

issues of growth and the development of Victoria's
economy.

EASTERN FREEWAY

The government is trying to break Labor's record of
achievement in government. For 68 months Victoria
had the lowest rate of unemployment in Australia.
This government is attempting to break that record,
although it will not be in office for 68 months. I do
not want to see that record of achievement broken,
because that would be a negative way of thinking,
but I should like to see the Domain tunnel and the
Western bypass completed as quickly as possible.

Hon. G. H. COX (Nunawading) - As a resident
of Nunawading and having been involved in the
politics of the Eastern Freeway for more than
20 years, I was delighted to hear the response of the
Minister for Roads and Ports to an earlier question
that work would commence on the freeway between
Doncaster Road and Springvale Road, Nunawading.
The local community is concerned that this action
alone will dump a serious traffic problem on the
citizens of Nunawading. Will the Minister give a
commitment that the development of the Springvale
Road-Ringwood leg of the freeway will proceed in
the interests of a happy and logical progression of
traffic management?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Cox raises a valid point and I am sure
Mr Atkinson has a similar interest in the matter
because, as local residents, they would have
observed what Labor did to the people in the
Doncaster Road area by extending the freeway only
to that road and effectively concentrating the traffic
congestion there. As announced by the Treasurer,
this government is committed to building the next
section to Springvale Road but the project will not
stop there. The Ringwood bypass is under
construction and will proceed, and we are already in
the planning stages of filling in the bit in the middle
that concerns Mr Cox. It will join up with the new
Ringwood bypass.
Planning is under way, the route alignment is being
finetuned and the government expects that when the
first section is completed the next section will
proceed as soon as is physically and financially
possible.

WESTERN BYPASS AND DOMAIN
TUNNEL
Debate resumed.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) -It
is important that the Domain tunnel and the
Western bypass be completed as quickly as possible
because Victoria should be the transport hub of
Australia. It should be the government's vision to
continue what the Labor government began during
its term of office. This government's first priority
should not be pork-barrelling for marginal seats in
the eastern suburbs. It should examine the real

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - During the
course of the debate a number of speakers referred
to the financial planning for the Western bypass and
the Domain tunnel. The group formed by the
Minister for Roads and Ports and the Minister for
Conservation and Environment to undertake the
financial planning was headed by Mr Howard
Ronaldson - Hon. W. R. Buter -It was established to review
the work your government had done!
Hon. D. R. WHITE - That group has now been
disbanded.
Hon. W. R. Buter - It completed the work it
was given, which was to review the work you had
done - and that wasn't much, so it didn't take long!
Hon. D. R. WHITE - They have not had the
courage to release the Ronaldson report.
Mr Ronaldson would have addressed the major
planning issues. But he has moved on - and the
financial planning issues have been addressed and
the road levy has been introduced. They can no
longer resolve the major financial planning impost
on their terms because the group has been
disbanded - and Mr Baxter has not had the courage
to release the Ronaldson report.
VlC ROADS has been told that the report
substantially endorses the introduction of the 3 cents
a litre levy. After it was introduced - as a result of
the Ronaldson report, as Mr Davidson indicated Mr Baxter went on the public record saying that as a
consequence of the introduction of the levy the
Western bypass and Domain tunnel would be at the
top of the list. What does "at the top of the list"
mean? It means that more than $141 million will be
collected in 1993-94, from which amount $3 million
will be devoted to the Western bypass and Domain
tunnel projects. That is what "top of the list" means!

WESTERN BYPASS AND DOMAIN TUNNEL
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The Minister says the government will not spend
any more money on the compulsory acquisition of
properties adjacent to Boundary Road because the
Western bypass will not create sufficient jobs. The
reality is that that task has to be undertaken as soon
as possible - and funds from the levy could be used
for that purpose in 1993-94. If not, the task will have
to be undertaken in 1994-95. But the Minister says
the government does not intend to use the levy
funds for that purpose because it does not intend to
proceed with the Western bypass during the life of
the Parliament.
The Minister continues to ask how the roadworks
will be funded. They could be funded by one of two
mechanisms. The first is the VIC ROADS
design-and-construct method. Funds would come
from the 3-cent-a-litre levy and the minimum
construction time would be eight years - that is, an
$800 million project using up $100 million a year.
Mr Baxter has already said in question time today
that he will be dedicating a large part of those funds
to work on the Eastern Freeway. Under the
design-and-construct method the construction time
would be extended by one year for every
$100 million that was dedicated to some other
purpose in the metropolitan area.
Therefore, if $100 million or $200 million is spent on
the Eastern Freeway, at least another year will be
added onto the projects. Instead of their being
completed in 8 years, the construction time could
extend to 10 or 12 years. The only other method is
the build-own-operate-transfer model, which neither
the Treasury nor the Treasurer has pursued with the
Commonwealth. The Minister for Roads and Ports
can be bought or sold for a glass of claret and a bit of
flattery at any transport Ministers' conference!
Hon. Louise Asher interjected.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - Ms Asher was not here
when I referred to the announcement by Mr Baxter
and Mr Birrell of the establishment of a group to
look at the financial planning, headed by
Mr Ronaldson. That group has now been disbanded,
so one would have expected to see a report to
Parliament on the financial progress of the
Ronaldson group. That has not occurred.
j

I challenge the Minister to release the Ronaldson
report, which should include the financial planning
model required for the Western bypass and the
Domain tunnel. I repeat that the government has the
option of two methods of funding the projects. The
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first is to pursue the design-and-construct method it
is now pursuing with the Eastern Freeway, which
will delay the Domain tunnel and the Western
bypass. The second, which it has put on the
backburner, is to pursue with the Commonwealth a
resolution of financial issues to enable a
build-own-operate-transfer model to be undertaken
by the private sector.
The government does not have the courage to tell
either Chart Roads or Transfield Construction (Vie.)
Pty Lld about what it has been doing. But both
bidders, through their own independent sources in
Canberra, have already established that the
government has put the project on the backbumer.
That is why they have disbanded their groups and
why they are saying there is no prospect of any
major new activity of this kind in Victoria. They are
looking to invest elsewhere, and they will be saying
so publicly in the next few days.
The only conclusion one can draw from all of this is
that the Minister for Roads and Ports has been,
firstly, rolled in Canberra, and secondly, rolled in
Melbourne. I shall repeat his words. He said that as
a result of the 3-cent-a-litre levy the Western bypass
and the Domain tunnel would be placed at the top
of the list. However, in his Budget speech the
Treasurer said the Budget does not include
provision for the Southern bypass, the Western
bypass or the Domain tunnel. That is an interesting
statement when the Minister for Roads and Ports is
saying that from the $141 million to be collected he
has successfully gained $3 million for the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel.
This is top-of-the-list stuff; this is a priority! This is
the result of the commitment of the Minister for
Roads and Ports to the construction of the Western
bypass and Domain tunnel in 1993-94 - after two
years in government he will have obtained only
approximately $4 million of the $800 million needed
for the Western bypass and the Domain tunnel.
It is for those reasons that the House should

condemn the government for its failure to
commence, construct and complete the Western
bypass and the Domain tunnel in the life of this
Parliament. While unemployment remains at 13 per
cent -it will escalate to 14 per cent in 1994 -we
will continue to pursue the Minister for his failure to
provide the necessary infrastructure for the
economy of Victoria. For those reasons it is
important that the House agree to the motion.
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House divided on motion:
Ayes, 13
Davidson, Mr
Henshaw, Mr
Hogg, Mrs
Ives,Mr
Kokocinski, Ms
McLean, Mrs
Mier,Mr

Nardella, Mr
Power, Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr (Teller)
Walpole,Mr
White,Mr

Noes, 28
Asher, Ms (Teller)
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cox, Mr
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr
de Fegely, Mr
Evans, Mr

Forwood, Mr
Guest, Mr
Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Skeggs, Mr
Smith,Mr
Stoney, Mr
Storey, Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty, Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding, Mrs (Teller)

Motion negatived.

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training), Hon. R.1.
Knowles (Minister for Housing) - I move:
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EXISTING ARRANGEMENTS
La Trobe University was established under Victorian

legislation in 1964 and has developed since that time
as a major university with a strong reputation for
teaching and research, both within Australia and in
the international community.
In 1987 the Lincoln Institute of Health Sciences

merged with the university and became a school of
health sciences. In 1990 legislation was passed to
merge Wodonga Institute of Tertiary Education with
the university and to establish the former Bendigo
College of Advanced Education as a college of the
university with the title La Trobe University College
of Northern Victoria. The total university now has a
student population of more than 21000 on five
major campuses and a number of study centres in
country areas.
PROPOSED CHANGES IN STRUCTURE
In 1992 the university completed a review of its

internal academic structure. Among the more
significant conclusions of this analysis was the view
that the relatively small and specialised schools
inhibited the development of interdisciplinary
teaching and research programs and the movement
of students between programs, and led to
duplication of subject offerings and administrative
inefficiencies.
To overcome these difficulties the council accepted
recommendations of a strategic planning committee
to provide for larger academic units with significant
budgetary responsibility. These larger units, to be
called faculties, will have greater responsibility for
academic decision making and financial control.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

PURPOSE
The purposes of the Bill are to provide for changes
in the administrative structure of the university, to
improve its capacity for academic planning and
associated resource allocation and to incorporate the
La Trobe University College of Northern Victoria
based at Bendigo into La Trobe University. The
structural changes give the university greater
flexibility in determining and adjusting its internal
administrative arrangements in keeping with the
requirements of a modern university. The
integration of the college into the university as part
of this process will significantly strengthen
arrangements for the delivery of higher education in
northern and north-western Victoria.

The four faculties to be established are the faculty of
science and technology, the faculty of social science
and economics, the faculty of humanities and the
faculty of health sciences. Each of these faculties will
include a number of departments or schools in
specific discipline or professional areas.
The government sees administrative changes of this
type as properly falling within the responsibility of
the university council. Consequently legislation to
facilitate the new structure is not designed to specify
the detail of academic and planning arrangements.
Rather it is intended to remove barriers to change so
that proposed structures can be implementedtand
modified by the council over time if further changes
prove necessary.
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INCORPORAnON OF LA TROBE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF NORTHERN VICTORIA
La Trobe University College of Northern Victoria
has been operating as a college of the university
since 1991 with the relationship between the two
bodies specified in negotiated agreements and in the
legislation.
However, the arrangements have not been entirely
satisfactory to either party, and after lengthy
consideration the councils of the university of the
college have agreed to a closer association. The
government has accepted this proposal and the
legislation will integrate the college into the
university.
In keeping with the principle of limiting the detail of
organisational arrangements to be specified in
legislation, the Bill does not define the proposed
management structure following the merger.
However it is the intention of the university,
following agreements with the college, to establish it
through statutes as an administrative entity with the
powers and responsibilities of a faculty. This is
intended to provide a continuing regional focus and
capacity to plan and develop programs which are
appropriate for the community being served.
The existing legislation establishes the college as a
body corporate consisting of the members of the
college council, the graduates of the college,
members of the academic and other staff of the
college and the enrolled students. To achieve the
integration sought by the parties it is necessary to
merge it with the university in a way that is
comparable to other education amalgamations that
have taken place in Victoria.
This involves provisions to protect the students and
staff so that transfers occur without loss of benefits
or entitlements, including entitlements to degrees or
other awards on completion of courses of study.
Staff will have transferred employment on terms
and conditions no less favourable than those of their
current appointment.

Part 3 provides for the integration of the La Trobe
University College of Northern Victoria through
merger provisions which abolish the college and its
council and make the university and its council their
successors in law. Provisions in this part transfer its
assets, liabilities and entitlements, its staff and
students and transfer land used by the college to the
university. Part 4 makes consequential and other
required amendments to the La Trobe University
Act.
CONCLUSION
La Trobe University has defined its mission as being:
To promote the scholarly acquisition, transmission,
application and preservation of knowledge through
teaching and research of the highest international
standards, and to provide a learning environment in
which intellectual freedom is protected and intellectual
rigour fostered.

The government wishes to support the university in
achieving this mission, which it believes is in the
interests not only of the university but of the total
community. The changes proposed in the Bill
remove barriers to the flexibility required to plan for
and develop the most effective arrangements for
academic administration and strengthen provisions
for delivery of high quality university education in
rural Victoria.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. T.
PULLEN (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

WATER (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

MAJOR PROVISIONS OF THE BILL
Part 1 of the Bill defines its purposes and establishes
1 January 1994 as thEl day on which it comes into
effect. Part 2 makes several minor amendments to
extend the range of academic awards and amend or
repeal clauses which specify schools rather than the
proposed faculties.

The purpose of the Bill is to increase the mineral
water levy from 1 cent per litre to 1.5 cents per litre
and make other amendments to the Water Act 1989.
MINERAL WATER LEVY
In Victoria mineral water has been recognised since

the 1860s as having special properties worth
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protecting. In 1865 the first mineral spring reserve
was created and in 1867 the first lease issued for
bottling mineral water.
A levy of 1 cent per litre was introduced in 1980 for
mineral water extracted by persons issued with a
ground water licence. The 1-cent-per-litre levy has
remained unchanged since it was introduced. It is
now proposed to increase the levy to 1.5 cents per
litre - which is considerably less than if the levy
had been adjusted by the consumer price index since
its introduction.
The increase in the levy will provide an increase in
revenue from $360 000 per annum to $540 000 per
annum. The additional revenue will substantially
assist in the early repayment of a Treasury advance
of $1.5 million which was used to assist the
redevelopment of the Hepburn spa complex.
As well, the additional revenue from the levy will be
directed towards the upgrading of environmental
works to protect the mineral springs. Increased
emphasis will be paid to onground protective works
in the vicinity of the mineral water bores and within
recognised mineral spring catchments. The quality
and good name of Victorian mineral water will
therefore be maintained and this will be of direct
benefit to the manufacturers and consumers of
natural mineral water.
MEMBERSHIP OF AUTHORITIES
The Water Act 1989 enables the Minister to appoint
members of the boards of management of water
authorities. However, the Water Act prevents the
Minister from appointing more than three members
to a water authority unless the authority has no
functions other than waterway management.
The purpose of the amendment in the Bill is to
remove the restriction on the number of members
the Minister can appoint. The amendment also
requires the Minister, in making such appointments,
to have regard to the expertise required by the
authority to perform its functions and exercise its
powers. The amendment does not affect the
Melbourne Water Corporation or the Rural Water
Corporation.
This change is required in order to bring
arrangements for the appointment of members of
boards of management of the non-metropolitan
water authorities into line with the Melbourne
Water Corporation and the Rural Water Corporation
and to broaden the choices that the Minister has to
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constitute the boards of water authorities. The
amendments will enable the larger regional
authorities to have members with the skills and
expertise necessary to manage complex
organisations. The water industry has indicated its
support of the amendment.
BORROWING POWERS
Under the current provisions of the Water Act 1989
the Minister is required to set a limit for financial
accommodation for each water authority other than
the Rural Water Corporation for each year and is
able to subsequently increase that limit. The Bill
gives the Minister greater fleXibility in that it allows
him also to set more than one limit, including lower
limits, for authorities during the year, which
provides tighter control over financial
accommodation levels. There is water industry
support for the amendment.
BULK SUPPLY CHARGES
For some two years the Rural Water Corporation has
been seeking to recover the cost by a charge on
urban water authorities which extract water from
waterways, secured and regulated by works and
storages managed by the corporation.
The proposed amendments will assist the
corporation to establish a commercial approach to
bulk water pricing and recover the full cost of
proViding secure bulk supplies. The existing subsidy
at some $3 million to all bulk urban supplies will
end.
The amendments will allow the RWC to set charges
for such bulk water supplies in accordance with its
business plan, which is considered annually by the
Minister for Natural Resources.
The government has given a commitment that the
RWC will consult water authorities during the
development of its business plan regarding pricing
and level of services. The amendments also provide
for payment by an authority within 28 days.
PAYMENTS TO AUTHORITIES
The Water Act 1989 provides for the payment of
tariffs by instalments but in its operation it has been
proved that some amounts, particularly small
amounts, are not appropriate for the instal~ent
process. The amendment preserves the requirement
for authorities to offer instalments on annual tariffs
and to consider instalments in other circumstances.

EVIDENCE (PROOF OF OFFENCES) BILL
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The amendment also makes reference to the
approval by the Minister of a divergence from the
requirement to offer instalments on annual tariffs
where considered appropriate.
INTEREST ON UNPAID MONEY
The Water Act 1989 currently provides for
interest-free periods of one month after the due date
for quarterly tariffs and two months after the due
date for tariffs other than quarterly. Existing
provisions do not allow an authority to vary its
interest-free period on its own accord and so create a
differing mix of payments for its customers. The
amendment will enable authorities to fix the period
for which no interest will be payable in respect of a
fee imposed under a tariff.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. T.
PULLEN (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

assist a court to make an accurate finding as to the
facts is excluded, and that can cause unfairness.
The rule has been abolished in a number of
jurisdictions including the United Kingdom,
Queensland and South Australia. The Bill amends
the Evidence Act 1958 to provide that in civil
proceedings, apart from libel or slander, the fact that
a person has been found guilty of an offence in
Victoria or another jurisdiction is admissible for the
purpose of proving that the person committed the
offence.
It would be a matter for the court to determine the
weight to be given to the finding of guilt. In
considering the issue of weight, a court might
consider matters such as the ease with which the
facts on which the finding is based can be identified
and whether the finding was made on a guilty plea
or a full trial of the issues. Where the person who
has been found guilty is not a party to the
proceedings, the civil court may wish to consider
whether the person leading the conviction is also
calling any witnesses from the earlier trial so that
their evidence can be tested.

EVIDENCE (PROOF OF OFFENCES) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training), Hon. R.1.
Knowles (Minister for Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill is the result of the work done by the former
Legal and Constitutional Committee on victims of
crime, to be found in its reports on support services
for victims of crime and the law relating to the
return of stolen goods with particular emphasis on
livestock. In the first report, the committee found
that one of the barriers to a victim of crime taking
civil action against an offender is the rule that a
conviction in a criminal court is inadmissible as
evidence of the commission of the relevant acts in
subsequent civil proceedings based upon the same
facts. The rule is known as the rule in Hollington v.
Hewthorn & Co. Ltd after the 1943 English case which
defined it. It is anomalous that matters which have
been proven against a person beyond reasonable
doubt cannot be admitted in evidence in subsequent
civil proceedings in which the same facts are only
required to be proved on the balance of
probabilities. Victims of crime who are seeking
redress from an offender are forced to re-prove the
commission of the offence. Evidence which will

Slander and libel cases are a special case because a
statement that a person has committed a criminal
offence should be completely protected if the person
has been found guilty of that offence. The new
section 91 inserted by this Bill provides such
protection.
This Bill is a significant change to the law of
evidence and represents an important advance for
victims of crime seeking redress and compensation
for their injuries or losses.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. T.
PULLEN (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

UNCLAIMED MONEYS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development), Hon. R.1. Knowles (Minister for
Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.
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The current legislation relating to unclaimed money
is the Unclaimed Moneys Act 1962. With the
exception of minor amendments, the Act has
remained unchanged since its enactment on 1 July
1962. The current Act provides for fees and penalties
which are the same as those provided for in the
Unclaimed Moneys Act 1906. The Bill increases the
fees and penalties to 1990s dollars.
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fees and penalties have been increased to 1990s
dollars.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. T.
PULLEN (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

The current Act does not clearly detail bodies or
persons to whom the Act applies. The Bill clarifies
this matter. The Bill further provides an opportunity
to extend the application of the Act to statutory
authorities, councils, hospitals and a wide range of
bodies, as prescribed, which are not subject to the
present legislation. Unclaimed money held by these
bodies should not be transferred to the funds of the
bodies; the money is unclaimed and should be
treated as such. The wider application of the
legislation will result in the maximisation of the
revenue to the State from unclaimed money while at
the same time safeguarding the unclaimed money
for its rightful owner.
The current Act requires holders of unclaimed
moneys, mainly companies and small businesses, to
forward copies of their registers to the Registrar of
Unclaimed Moneys. The registers serve no useful
purpose for the registrar and impose a cost on
business. The Bill removes this requirement.
The current Act requires holders of unclaimed
moneys to advertise details of all amounts greater
than $10. The initial cost of advertising is met by the
holder of the money and is recouped after
12 months, when the balance of the unclaimed
money, after meeting claims arising from the
advertisement, is paid to the Registrar of Unclaimed
Moneys. The Bill increases the lowest amount to be
advertised to $100 or as preSCribed.
The current Act provides that unclaimed moneys be
paid to the Unclaimed Moneys Fund in the trust
fund, where they are held for three months and then
transferred to the Consolida ted Fund. It is
considered tha t there is no need to hold the money
temporarily in the fund, and the Bill provides for the
unclaimed money to be paid directly to the
Consolidated Fund. Claimants to unclaimed moneys
are entitled to the moneys on proof of ownership.
The government sees this Bill as important in
safeguarding unclaimed money for its rightful
owner. In future the government will more closely
monitor compliance with the legislation now that

SUMMARY OFFENCES (STOLEN
CATILE) BILL
Second reading
For Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training), Hon. R.I.
Knowles (Minister for Housing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Livestock theft is a continuing problem in rural
Victoria. Many of those who live in the cities may be
unaware of its extent, but the theft last financial year
of more than 11 000 head of stock valued at over
$1 million indicates that it is a substantial burden on
our community. The loss of livestock deprives
farmers of their means of livelihood, and it is
because of that specific disadvantage that the
government has acted to introduce the Bill.
Members should note that the word "cattle" used in
the title of the Bill is used in the broad sense of the
word as defined by section 3 of the Summary
Offences Act, which includes other livestock such as
sheep, pigs, goats and horses.
The Bill springs from the work done by the former
Legal and Constitutional Committee in its report on
the law relating to stolen goods with a special
emphasis on the return of stolen livestock, which the
government committed itself to implementing if
elected. The committee found that section 90 of the
Penalties and Sentences Act 1985, which has since
been replaced by section 84 of the Sentencing Act
1991, allowed a court on conviction of a person
found guilty of the relevant offence to order the
return of stolen goods. The committee accepted that
restitution powers attached to criminal courts were
properly exercisable only in simple and
straightforward cases and that, where there was
doubt as to the facts or title to the property stolen, a
court exercising civil jurisdiction was the proper
forum.
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The committee dealt in detail with section 28 of the
Summary Offences Act 1966, which created a
summary mechanism for the return of stolen cattle.
After finding that the procedure had been rendered
obsolete by changes to the Magistrates Court
jurisdiction, it proposed a new procedure based on
that in the Second-hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers
Act 1989 for the return of stolen goods.
The government has accepted that recommendation,
and the Bill substitutes a new section 28 of the
Summary Offences Act 1966, which will allow a
person who has reported cattle stolen to apply to a
registrar of the Magistrates Court for an order for
delivery of the cattle. The person upon whom the
order is served must comply with the order unless
that person lodges an objection, in which case he is
required not to dispose of them pending a hearing to
determine ownership. The procedure is quite
separate from any criminal proceedings which may
have been commenced in respect of the cattle.
In drafting the legislation, the government has
accepted the committee's recommendations that
those proceedings should not be contingent upon
the commencement of criminal proceedings, that
Magistrates Court registrars should be able to issue
legal process, that the jurisdiction is not confined to
any upper monetary jurisdictional limit, and that an
order for the return of stolen cattle can be sought
only by a private citizen claiming to be entitled to
the possession of such cattle.
After discussion with Parliamentary Counsel, the
government has decided that the new provision
should not be inserted into the Goods Act, as
recommended by the committee, but should be
retained in the Summary Offences Act. The
provision would not be more conspicuous in an Act
such as the Goods Act; and although the Summary
Offences Act primarily creates offences, the
provisions immediately proximate to section 28 are
concerned with the possession of stolen property.
The government will draw livestock owners'
attention to the new provision by way of advice
through the police and farmers associations, as
recommended by the committee.
The Bill also implements the committee's
recommendations that section 78 of the Magistrates'
Court Act 1989 be amended to clarify that a
magistrate may order the return of property seized
under a search warrant if the court believes it can be
returned consistent with the interests of justice
notwithstanding that criminal proceedings have not
concluded. The Bill also implements the
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recommendation that the duty to bring seized
articles before the court may be satisfied in the case
of bulky or cumbersome items by informing the
court where the item is located and producing a
photograph of it.
The committee's recommendation for the reform of
the rule in Hollington v. Hewthorn & Co. Ltd is the
subject of the Evidence (Proof of Offences) Bill,
which has been drafted as a separate Bill because of
the Significant change to the law of evidence which
it effects.
The theft of livestock is a Significant problem in
country areas and this Bill demonstrates the
government's commitment to assisting victims of
crime and, in particular, farmers who have suffered
from the theft of their means of livelihood. I note
that the Parliamentary Law Reform Committee is
considering the general law of restitution to victims
of crime, and the government looks forward to
receiving its report.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. B. T.
PULLEN (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing)-I
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
28 September.

I advise honourable members that when the House
next meets it is the intention of the government to
give priority to debate on the Budget Papers. As has
traditionally occurred over recent years, that debate
tends to replace the second-reading debate on the
Appropriation Bill, which will be received from the
Legislative Assembly in the next few weeks.
As Appropriation runs out at the end of October, it
will be necessary for the Appropriation Bill to pass
both Houses prior to that time. Honourable
members wishing to contribute to the debate on the
Budget are advised to prepare for such a debate to
take place on the resumption of business on
28 September.
Motion agreed to.
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
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On behalf of the people concerned about this matter
I ask whether the Minister can respond on the
outlook for the Milanesia hut.

That the House do now adjourn.

Continence aids
Permissive occupancy huts
Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Conservation and
Environment the 1976 recommendation of the Land
Conservation Council that permissive occupancy
huts on Crown land in the region of the Otway
National Park should be phased out. On 29 October
last year the Minister advised the House that he had
issued instructions to his department that
permissive occupancy shacks were to be removed.
I am advised that the instruction was not fully
implemented and that a stone hut, which is not in
particularly good repair, still stands on Crown land
near the border of Western Entrance National Park
on Milanesia Creek.
I am also advised that the Minister is being
prevailed upon by his colleague and local member
of the Legislative Assembly for the area, the Minister
for Finance in another place, to agree to place the hut
in private ownership through a process involving an
exchange of private land for public land.
I understand that the hut was built 20 years ago by a
Mr Grattan-Wilson. It is in an idyllic setting
overlooking Bass Strait and above the only beach on
that area of coastline. The hut is currently owned by
four people, at least two of whom are related to the
original builder.
The proposal is at odds with recommendations of
the Land Conservation Council and with the
treatment so far of other permissive occupancy huts.
However, the people who have brought this matter
to my attention are emphatic on two points. The first
is that the hut should remain in public ownership.
They concede that the stone hut has some historic
merit and believe it should not be razed. They
would not be averse to some sort of arrangement
involving locallandholders who have an interest in
the issue, perhaps through some lease or other
management arrangement.
The second point they put emphatically to me was
that as this is a unique stretch of coastline with a
unique beach they hope the Minister can by some
process arrange access to the area through private
land. Currently there is no public access to the hut or
the beach.

Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I direct
to the attention of the Minister for Aged Care the
provision of continence aids and the raising of
community awareness about issues of continence.
All honourable members would welcome the
statement the Minister made yesterday about the
provision of growth funds for the home and
community care (HACC) program. Because of our
ageing population, those funds and, we hope,
additional funds in the future are needed to provide
resources to enable older people to remain as
independent as possible for as long as possible.
To enable resources to be correctly directed it is
necessary to continually review areas of need
against things such as the availability of new
technology and the spate of new ideas and good
suggestions that constantly come forward from
older people and the organisations that represent
them.
The Essendon Committee for Older Adults is an
excellent group of providers and community
members that has directed my attention to the many
problems that face older adults suffering from
incontinence. Incontinence may be reversible or
treatable if sufferers seek assistance. For many older
people, however, treatment may not be successful
and the problem, bringing with it severe day-to-day
problems and social embarrassment, can be the
major impediment to successful independent living.
It makes sense, therefore, for increased resources to
be directed to promoting greater awareness of
continence issues and supporting relevant services
such as continence clinics, which fulfil a preventive
function in reversing or relieving incontinence. From
discussions I have had it seems sensible for the
Minister to also discuss with the Federal Minister
ways of prOViding continence equipment,
particularly pads, to older people at a greatly
reduced charge. Currently when purchased across
the counter the pads can cost a minimum of $3400 a
year for a person suffering from heavy incontinence.

One can imagine that that cost, when added to the
problems caused by the disorder, could be the last
straw for someone trying to live independently or
for a family trying to care for an older person at
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home. Sometimes seemingly small initiatives of this
nature can be enormously cost effective.

then do nothing about it. Another option is to try to
deal with the issue by developing public interest.

I ask the Minister to consider whether additional
resources or advocacy with the Commonwealth
government can be provided.

Bushwalkers or those who wish to gain access to the
beach, as remote as it may be, can gain access to the
public land only over a neighbouring private
property. Visitors must traverse private land -or at
least I did when I visited the site - and that requires
the consent of the owner. I understand that consent
has always been given, but the owner is quite
correctly reluctant to allow four-wheel drive
vehicular access to the beach. Given the incredible
steepness of the access slope, I understand his
reluctance. The private owner needs access over
public land to continue to gain reasonable access to
his private land.

Student services fees
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training a matter concerning higher
education. I have received correspondence from
various organisations, principally La Trobe
University Student Union, concerning student
services fees at universities and TAFE colleges.
As honourable members would know, student
services fees provide services in a number of
areas - medical, social and recreational- and
assist many students to understand the campus they
attend and deal with personal problems.
I wish to know the government's intentions on this
issue so that I can inform the organisations that have
written to me about what they should be doing or
what advice they should be seeking from the
government to assist their constituents.

Responses
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - Mr Henshaw referred to the
problem of the hut at Milanesia Creek, which I
recently visited. It can only be described as an
extraordinarily arduous task to walk into that place
during inclement weather; it is a magnificent park
on the Victorian coast.
The Milanesia Creek hut was built many years ago
by a person who thought it was being built on his
private land, but in fact the hut was a few metres
into public land. The area is not a national park; it is
Crown land and should therefore not be
inadvertently or deliberately confused with any
properties built in national parks which have been
removed or will be removed as a result of
recommendations.
No action was taken by either the Cain government
or the Kirner government to rectify the situation.
When I examined the file it appeared that the matter
had been developing for more than 15 years. One
option available is to do as everyone has done so far
and say that it is an awfully complex problem and

The problem before me is: do I put this matter off as
has been the case with seven previous Ministers
responsible for conservation and environment, or do
I deal with it? One option in front of me is to extend
the national park by taking land that is currently
deemed as private land, have the land valued by the
Valuer-General and then swap it for the land on
which the hut sits. That option has been
recommended to me by some departmental officers
as a means of solving the problem.
I will make a formal decision on the matter soon.
The course of action that has been suggested to me is
my preferred course because it will guarantee access
for bushwalkers and other members of the public
over private land and it will also allow access for
departmental management vehicles over that
private land. I do not wish to take it to the extent of
allowing access for private vehicles over the private
land because that would surely destroy the
environment.
It is also important that we regularise access over
public land by the neighbouring land-holder. The
practical effect is not to change the land use but to
make access lawful. The practical reality is that now
any citizen can go to the beach by using the
adjoining private land as a means of access. The
private land-holder uses the public land as a means
of access to his property.

No previous government has solved this problem,
which indicates that it is not a problem of enormous
moment. Given the extraordinary isolation of the
area, there should be no practical impact on anyone.
I will not become involved in a theoretical debate
about the problem, as can be seen from the
instructions I have given and the direction in which I
am heading.
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Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - Mr Nardella is
concerned about compulsory student unionism, a
problem raised with him by students at La Trobe
University. The problem has already been raised
with me. There appears to be much activity about
this subject at the moment as I have received
representations from people requesting the
government to introduce legislation to achieve
voluntary unionism.
For many years the policy of the coalition has been
to support voluntary student unionism; we do not
believe in compulsory student unionism. It is
government policy to introduce voluntary student
unionism at universities and TAFE colleges. The
matter is being actively investigated by my
department.
Last year the Commonwealth government
introduced legislation which provided that, if
voluntary student unionism resulted in the income
received by a particular university for student
activities being diminished, the Federal government
would make up the difference. However, the
legislation also stipulates that should that happen,
the Commonwealth government will reduce its
grants to the State by the equivalent amount given to
the university. That amounts to a threat of
intervention by the Federal government in a matter
that has nothing to do with it; it is a matter for the
State. It is an outrageous intervention by the Federal
government into this area. Nevertheless, the
legislation has been passed and must be considered.
Hon. D. A. Nardella -Are there any time lines
on that?
Hon. HAD DON STOREY - No, it is ongoing
consideration. It is the government's desire to
introduce legislation to achieve voluntary student
unionism. The timing of the introduction of that
legislation will depend on consideration of all the
matters involved in the issue.
Mr Nardella asked whether there has been an
intentional diminution in the services available to
students. Whatever is done will be done to ensure
that student services and amenities continue.
No-one has any objection to those sorts of services
being prOVided, but students rightly object to paying
fees which are then used by student bodies for
activities which do not concern them and which they
do not support. That is when they object to the
compulsory nature of student unionism.
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I have outlined the considerations being
investigated, and I give the assurance that the
government believes student services and amenities
should be continued.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - Mrs Hogg referred to the Significant
problem of incontinence in older people.
Unfortunately the problem affects others in the
community, including young disabled people and
women, particularly following childbirth. It has
been suggested that about 800 000 Australians suffer
from incontinence. The enormous lack of
understanding and information about incontinence
is tragic.
Research work shows that apprOXimately 70 per cent
of people who suffer from incontinence seek no help
at all in the belief that nothing can be done. But as
Mrs Hogg said, a great deal can be done, either by
curing the problem or by managing it more
effectively. Incontinence is an important issue for
many elderly people. It has been estimated that
incontinence is the only disability affecting 12 per
cent of nursing home residents. With earlier
treatment or better management those people would
have been able to continue to live in the community.
Because of the significance of the problem, earlier
this year the government allocated $25 000 to equip
an incontinence research centre in Victoria Parade,
as well as allocating a further $75 000 for the
employment of a nurse educator. I had the privilege
of opening the centre some weeks ago at the
commencement of Incontinence Week. I took the
opportunity to publicise the availability of the
service, which provides free and confidential advice,
to try to overcome community prejudices and to
create a better understanding of the problem. Our
overwhelming priority must be to ensure that those
who suffer from this disabling and sometimes
embarrassing condition understand that a good deal
can be done and that it is sensible to seek advice and
assistance. The government is committed to trying to
maintain and expand the program, which will aid all
who suffer from the debilitating condition.
Mrs Hogg also raised the problems confronted by
those for whom better treatment or management is
not possible but who require pads, which are
expensive. She said that individuals or families can
find themselves in the situation of having to pay a
minimum of $3500 a year for the pads, which is an
extraordinarily large sum. She asked whether the
government could provide assistance. I must be
honest and say that that would be difficult. The
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Commonwealth government funds the provision of
aids for a number of disabilities. Given that the
disability affects frail, aged people as well as
otherwise fit young women, I shall certainly take up
that matter with the Commonwealth government.

overcome the problems caused by incontinence.
Those who suffer from the disability would be well
advised to seek assistance, because the better
management of the problem could vastly improve
the quality of their lives.

It would be fair to acknowledge that the matter

Motion agreed to.

raised by Mrs Hogg is not an issue for some of the
people, particularly otherwise fit young women,
who are affected by the disability, because for them
it is a matter of proper treatment. But there are many
young disabled people for whom incontinence is a
Significant burden. Their capacity to live fully in the
community can be affected by the specific problem
Mrs Hogg has referred to. I undertake to raise the
matter with the Commonwealth government. I take
this opportunity of saying that the government
believes incontinence is a significant issue. We want
to play a constructive part in helping the community
understand that a great deal can be done to

House adjourned 4.25 p.m. until Tuesday, 28
September.

